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Impact of Commercialization on Language with Special 
Reference to Urdu Lexicon 
Urdu is one of the Indo-Aryan Languages which has developed from Sanskrit 
through Khari Boli and Saurseni Prakrit. The development of Urdu took place 
after 1000 A.D. which marks the end of Apabhramsa Period. (Kelkar, 1968). 
There were certain political and socio-cultural influences which 
favored and prepared background for the evolution of Urdu in 
India. Its proper development started, only when Muslim entered 
Delhi from Punjab in 1193 A.D., and made the city capital of their 
empire. It has adopted certain elements from Arabic and Persian 
languages, example phonological features, grammatical features 
and a considerable part of lexicon. (Beg, 1986) 
Urdu is closely related to Hindi in phonology and grammar. As a 
language of 'mixed' background, Urdu manifests diversity of problems at various 
structural levels out of which its phonology requires a special treatment as it has 
socio-linguistic and socio-cultural implications. Urdu is not just a language 
specified in the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution; it is widely used in 
India. Its speakers are spread over a number of states in India including Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar and far off states like Karnataka and Maharashtra. It is the state 
language of Jammu and Kashmir in India and the official language of Pakistan. 
Urdu employs the Perso-Arabic script. It has produced extensive literature. 
Its idioms fascinate even those who know it marginally. One obvious reason for 
this is its rich and glorious past of our country. Urdu assimilated words from 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish apart from a large number of words from English and 
other languages (Kelkar, 1968, p. 20). 
Urdu basically is a Khadi Boli Idiom which developed in the North 
India especially in and around Delhi by the end of the twelfth 
century A.D. This was the time when due to the settlement of 
MusHms comprising Turks, Afghans and Iranians; and 
establishment of the MusHm rule in Delhi, certain socio-political, 
cultural and linguistic changes were taking place in North India. It 
was during this period that Khadi Boli came under the influence of 
new linguistic and cultural forces and eventually became a full-
fledged language called 'Urdu'. Though the structure of Urdu is 
purely Indo-Aryan, its vocabulary is largely derived from Persian 
and Arabic and it is written in an 'adaptation' of the Perso-Arabic 
script. (Beg, 1986) 
Hindi, which is mutually intelligible with Urdu on the colloquial level, 
uses the Devanagari writing system and derives its formal vocabulary from 
Sanskrit. Hindi also imbibes rich literary traditions of dialects such as Braj 
Bhasha, Awadhi, etc. It developed its Khadi Boli style at a very late stage, i.e.. al 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Even Dhirendra Verma, an eminent Hindi 
scholar and linguistic, admits that 'historically, Khadi Boli Urdu in its usage is 
much older than the literary Khadi Boli Hindi. 
It is interesting to note that during the early phases of the Muslim 
settlement, anything indigenous to India was termed by the Muslim 
settlers as 'Hindi' (Hind+i). The word Hind meaning 'India' comes 
from the Persian language, and the suffix -i who is transcribed in 
the Persian alphabet as ya-i-ma'ruf is a grammatical marker 
meaning 'relating to'. The word Hindi, thus, meant 'relating/ 
belonging to India' or the 'Indian native'. This language is called 
as 'the Khadi Boli style of Urdu'. (Beg, 1986) 
The same Khadi Boli style of Urdu is termed by P. B. Pandit (1977. p. 57) 
as 'the Northern lingua franca'. In course of its development, the Khadi Boli style 
of Urdu was known by various names such as Rekhta. Zaban-i-Delhi. Zaban-i-
Dehlavi, Zaban-i-Hindostan, Hindostani, Hindustani, Zaban-i-Urdu-i-Mu"alla, 
Urdu-i-Mu'alla, Zaban-i-Urdu or simply Urdu, besides being known as Hindi or 
Hindavi (Hindawi).' In a hierarchical patterning of speech variation, no single 
variety can be associated with the dominant role of a standard language 
appropriate for all members of the speech community at all times and on all 
occasion; high Hindi and high Urdu are spoken in formal setting, and "bazaar 
Hindustani' is identified with informal interaction. (Khubchandani, 1997, p. 170). 
Aims and Scope of Study 
The present study is a preliminary inquiry into the sociolinguistic variation in 
Urdu at the level of phonology, morphology and lexicon. In this thesis the 
primary aim is to show the impact of commercialization at the Urdu lexicon level 
as a whole. The area of investigation for such variations is confined to the words 
and expressions used in day-to-day conversation as well as magazines and 
newspapers. Society shows a direct impact on the language and any social change 
also effects language as a whole at the level of phonology, morphology and 
lexicon. The goals set for the investigation can be summarized in the following: 
1. To provide a sociolinguistic perspective of the variation in the use of Urdu 
language. 
2. To study the attitudes of the users in the context of commercialization. 
3. To study the impact of commercialization at the phonological le\el. 
grammatical level and lexical level. 
4. To pinpoint certain implications of commercialization for Urdu in future. 
The present study takes the Aligarh district, Lucknow city and Delhi as a 
metropolitan city as aerial points. All possible steps have been taken to make the 
data comprehensive and representative of Urdu language as such. It makes a 
thorough analysis of Urdu words to assess the amount of change and relate it with 
commercial phenomena. Certain techniques are used to define the variation in the 
100 most frequently occurring words (Appendix-2). 
The hypothesis of Labov is "if any two subgroups of New York C'ity 
Speakers are ranked in a scale of social stratification, then they will be ranked in 
the same order by their differential use of (r)." The hypothesis of this work is "if 
any three age groups of Urdu speakers are ranked in a scale (as the older 
generation is less commercialized and younger generation is more 
commercialized and more prone to social change) then they will be ranked in the 
same order by their differential attitude of Urdu (older generation do mind for 
Urdu and younger generation does not mind for Urdu).'' 
The present study is based on a few propositions which are as follows: 
1. A number of languages are used for different functions in specific 
domains and contexts in multilingual settings. 
2. There is an alternative use of languages by speakers in terms of 
preferences. 
3. English occupies the most preferred choice in the domain of education. 
4. To find out the use and the status of the Urdu language. 
5. To find out the attitudes of the Urdu speakers towards English. 
6. It is to check the extent of impact of commercialization on Urdu language. 
In all the places selected for the field, a large population not only speaks 
Urdu, but highly commercialized and well settled in their jobs and one is able to 
find the third or forth generation speakers of Urdu for clarifying different 
phonological and morphological between new and old generations. This has been 
achieved by presenting questionnaire (appendix 1), word lists (appendix 2 & 3). 
interview, field dairy, anonymous observations and attitude analyzing of the 
respondents. The data collected is from 150 respondents. Questionnaire is set for 
the purpose and variables which are taken into consideration are Sex and Age 
groups. Chapter 3 is about the collection and analysis of data about the attitude of 
Urdu speakers towards Urdu and English in seventeen different contexts and 
twelve different situations. Chapter 4, chapter 5 chapter 6 and chapter 7 are the 
data collection and analysis about the phonological variation, morphological 
variation, analysis of news and advertisement and frequency of lexicon. The 
variables which are taken into consideration are also Sex and Age groups. 
Selection of Respondents 
The present study has drawn data one hundred and fifty respondents living in and 
around Aligarh district, Lucknow and Delhi city for the survey questionnaire 
work and around fifty respondents for interview. 
Tools of Data Collection 
In order to test these hypotheses, researcher prepared a questionnaire for 
collection of data that consisted of four sections (appendix 1). List of 100 words is 
giving for the analysis at the level of phonology (appendix 2) and another word 
list is given for doing the analysis at the level of morphology (appendix 3). 
The data has been collected through a combination of techniques, with the 
help of tape recorder and field dairy. These techniques include: 
1. Questionnaire. 
2. Text presentation. 
3. Word list. 
4. Interview. 
5. Field diary. 
Analysis of Data 
The data is analyzed by obtaining simple frequency percentage for each language 
in each context and situation. On the basis of the frequency percentage we have 
studied the following: 
1. The use of Urdu and English in all considered situations with respect to 
two social variables: sex. age. 
2. After the analysis of data about Urdu and English the researcher would 
collect the data on phonology in chapter 4, morphology in chapter 6 and 
analysis of news and advertisement in chapter 6 and list of lexicon in 
chapter 7. 
Presentation of Findings 
The findings of the present sociolinguistic investigation have been presented in all 
the chapters. Different tables and graphs have been made according to the 
findings and results. 
Chapterization of the Present Work 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 Research Methodology 
Chapter 3 Data Collection and Analysis 
Chapter 4 Phonological Variation 
Chapter 5 Morphological Variation 
Chapter 6 Analysis of News and Advertisement 
Chapter 7 Urdu Lexicon and Change 
Conclusion 
Chapter 1 is about introduction of the present work which deals with the 
impact of commercialization on language, culture, religion, literature and fine-
arts. This chapter deals about the impact of commercialization on language 
basically through the English language. 
Chapter 2 is about the research methodology and the design of study. It 
gives the detail from where the data is collected, how the data is comprises of, 
who are the respondents and how the analysis is done at every linguistic levels. 
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Chapter 3 is about the data collection and analysis of Urdu and English in 
different contexts and situations. Researcher prepared a questionnaire for 
collection of data that consisted of four sections (appendix 1). Section 1 of the 
questionnaire is concerned with the background information of respondents. 
Section 2 contains seventeen questions to inquire about the use of language (s). 
Section 3 contains fourteen questions to elicit preferences of languages. Of these 
fourteen questions, 13 were provided with language choices, Urdu and Englisli 
whereas, the fourteenth question is related to progression of society, science and 
technology and foreign ways of life. Section 4 contains attributes as well as 
domains with specific language choices. 
Chapter 4 is about the data collection and analysis of data at the level of 
phonology. The most frequent changes can be easily seen in Perso-Arabic words. 
For example: 
1. Change of /q/ -^ Ikl like /mUkAdma/ in place of /mUqAdma/ and 
sometimes change of/k/ —> /q/ like in /qAbutAr/ in place of ZkAbutAr/ due 
to over generalization. (Change in Perso-Arabic) 
2. Change of/x/ -^ /kh/ like /xan/ becomes /khan/ that is sur name. (Change in 
Perso-Arabic) 
3. Change of/G/ -^ /g/ like /GUslxana/ becomes /gUsAlxana/ and sometimes 
change of Igl -^ IGI like /nIgAlna/ becomes /nIGAlna/. (Change in Perso-
Arabic) 
4. Change of/q/ —> Ixl like /vAqt/ becomes /vAxt/. (Change in Perso-Arabic) 
5. Change of HI -^ /z like /AzdAha/ becomes /AzdAha/. (Change in Perso-
Arabic) 
6. Addhion of vowel in monosyllabic words like /fAxr/ becomes /fAxAr/ and 
deletion of vowel from a word to make it monosyllabic like /mArAz/ 
becomes /mArz/. 
7. Addition of consonant in a word like /cAddAr/ in place of /cadAr/ and 
deletion of consonant from a word like /mAhobAt/ in place of/mUhAbbAt'. 
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8. Change of Id —>• /e/ like /zAmane/ becomes /zAmane/ and /e/ -^ /e/ like 
/zAbane/ becomes /zAbane/. 
9. Change of long vowel into short vowel for example /malum/ becomes 
/mAlum/. 
10. Deletion of last pronouncing /t/ in word /dost/, /gost/ etc. 
11. Deletion of /h/ in the medial and final position like in /pak/ in place of 
/pankh/ and addition of/h/ in the medial and final position like /bhikhari/ in 
place of/bhikari/. 
12. Pronouncing English words differently in Urdu like /sku:l/ in place of 
/Iskul/. 
Chapter 5 is about the data collection and analysis at the level of 
morphology. A list of words is given in the field to the respondent at the 
following four levels: 
1. Genitive Compounds in Urdu. 
2. Conjunctive Compounds in Urdu. 
3. Changes of Complex Word Formation with affixes. 
4. Changes due to Plural Formations. 
Chapter 6 is about the data collection and analysis of Urdu news and 
advertisement. The four areas of study are: 
1. Idioms and Phrases of Urdu collected from the field from older generation 
of Urdu Speakers which are out-dated in the new generation speakers. 
2. Songs from the Hindi (Hirdu) Movie to show prominence of Urdu in film 
industry. 
3. Urdu Newspaper Headlines from Qaumi Awaz, Rashtriya Sahara 
Roznama Delhi, Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, Dawat New Delhi and 
Hindustan Express New Delhi to do the analysis of news items. 
4. Advertisement from TV Commercials, newspaper and magazine 
advertisements and hoardings to do the analysis of advertisements. 
Chapter 7 is about the list of lexicon items with the frequency of their 
usage and thesis is ended with the summary and conclusion of the research work. 
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c. 
cf. 
dir. 
ed. 
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U-sg 
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Sanskrit 
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p 
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b 
bh 
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th 
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J 
jh 
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kh 
g 
gh 
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n alveolar nasal 
1 alveolar lateral 
r alveolar trill 
r retroflex flap 
rh aspirated retroflex flap 
f voiceless labio-dental fricative 
s voiceless alveolar fricative 
z voiced alveolar fricative 
s voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 
z voiced palato-alveolar fricative 
X voiceless velar fricative 
G voiced velar fricative 
h voiceless glottal fricative 
V labio-dental semi-vowel 
y palatal semi-vowel 
I high front short vowel 
i high front long vowel 
A mid central vowel (short) 
a low central vowel (long) 
U high back short vowel 
u high back long vowel 
e mid front vowel 
o mid back vowel 
ae front low 
ai 
au 
~ 
II 
[ ] 
< > 
diphthong 
diphthong 
nasalization (written above the vowel symbol) 
phonemic writing 
phonetic symbol 
graphemes 
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Intro5uction 
Chapter-l Introduction 
According to American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, the term 
'Commercialization means the act of commercializing something: involving 
something in commerce: "my father considered the commercialization of 
Christmas to be a sacrilege": "the government tried to accelerate the 
commercialization of this development": "both companies will retail control over 
the commercialization of their own products". In broader sense, 
commercialization is related to 'exploitation' and 'development' side by side. 
Commercialization is 'to apply methods of business to-for profit', 'to do, exploit, 
or make chiefly for financial gain', 'to sacrifice the quality of for profit'. But 
according to the researcher of this work commercialization is a phenomenon that 
affects/ changes/ redefines any system of inter-relationships including the states of 
Art, Culture, Language and Religion. Commercialization is a process which 
affects the whole mind-set of the people and it is uni-directional in nature. 
Commercialization has been an important social phenomenon in the 
contemporary world order. The world has become, in important respect, a single 
social system that virtually affects everyone. The social, political and economic 
connections, which crosscut borders between coimtries decisively, condition the 
fate of those living with in each of them. K.N. Panikkar (The Hindu, 2006,) wrote 
an article on 'Globalizafion and Culture' in which he discussed how the society 
changes due to the affect of commercialization and globalization. According to 
him, it is uni-directional change and it is necessary, as Mahatma Gandhi has said, 
to keep the windows open. 
Life is ruiming on its wheels at a very fast rate. Just one look at the whole 
humanity shows how drastically society has transformed, language has 
transformed. Now, it's an urgent need for the literates and intellectuals to check 
the impact of commercialization on languages and its consequences. Earlier 
people were concerned about the problems of others, very amicable, caring, 
having lots of patience and tolerance. They were self-satisfied; language was also 
aesthetic, expressive and human. But nowadays, commercialization has made man 
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more technological, materialistic, commercialized and mechanistic. The present 
scenario has transformed a peaceful society into a self-centered, ignominious one. 
There is a shift in language from aesthetic, expressive and human into 
machine, material and commercial. Now, the main question arises that the 
phenomenon which has been changed massively by this Commercialization is 
'language'—the most cherished possession of every society, which represents the 
true face of society, a clear mirror of society, reflection of ideas, thoughts and 
feelings. 
The social change which India has undergone in the post-war era is 
much more impressive than that in the economic sphere. A very 
traditional society is in the process of being 'modernized', or what 
is probably more correct, westernized. The pace of change is not 
imiform in the different facets of social life. Again, urban life has 
witnessed far greater change than rural life. The totality of change 
is truly revolutionary. (Kar, 2005, p. 49) 
The transformation of the Indian society that has been taking place is a 
very gradual one though a marked one. The new and the old exist side by side, in 
varying proportions. "There is a marked eagerness to take to new ways of living 
but at the same time a general reluctance to give up old attitudes, customs and 
practices. Probably this constitutes both strength and weakness of the Indian 
society." (Chamay, 1981). 
The relativized and pluralized western culture fiarther evokes a 
perception of 'the West' as being tolerant and 'the Rest' as 
intolerant and fundamentally dogmatic. It is good that there is 
change but the change is not rapid enough to transform the society 
into an affluent but socially unstable one like that of the western 
world, which is now becoming the model for our people. As years 
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and decades pass by, the future historian might well compliment 
India for the evolutionary manner in which the social change was 
brought about. (Patnaik & Hasnain, 2001, p. 10) 
From this it would be wrong to deduce that the traditional Indian culture 
was stoic, with emphasis on spiritual values. The changes may be seen in every 
aspects of daily living—food, dress, social habits, culture, norms, life style and 
obviously language. 
It is a common observation made all over the world is that in 
recent decades there is a decline in the importance of religion, 
falling off of moral standards, increasing pursuit of material and 
going permissiveness in society. (Sinha, 1975) 
The researcher of this thesis believes that human beings have many 
pursuits, ventures and goals. Human aspirations may be commercial and non-
commercial. One is immediate profit in terms of monetary gain and other is non-
immediate profit in terms of non-monetary gain. There is one aspect that explicit 
clear as commercial pursuits as such output and gain that are material based and 
profit and economic results that are monetary based. There is another aspect that 
explicit clear as non-commercial pursuits that are aim to some other human 
requirements and ambition like expression and assertion of self, desire to become 
immortal, search and quest for truth, beauty and spirituality. 
All the commercial terms like industry, trade, banking and finance and 
insurance, transport, import and export etc. are something related to 'material', 
'monetary', 'machine' and 'commercial'. On the other side, the non-commercial 
activities are social values, culture, literature, religion, fine-arts and language. All 
these non-commercial activities are 'aesthetic', 'expressive' and 'human'. The 
languages are now showing significant shift from expressive way to the utilitarian 
way. In past, expressiveness was the major concern. It was more aesthetic and 
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expressive in writing, reading, dressing and etiquettes but today every object is 
looked at from the utilitarian point of view. Impact of commercialization is 
evident on language, social values, culture, religion, literature, and fine-arts, 
The researcher of this thesis would not focus on all the above factors but 
deals only about the impact of commercialization on language with special 
reference to Urdu lexicon. Dua (2001, p. 47) said that the language of science and 
technology is English, and so the impact of commercialization on the different 
Indian languages is due to the influence of English on it. According to him; 
The ideology of science, new information technologies, 
international media and commimication and the growth of world 
capitalism, economy and globalization have contributed to the 
hegemony of English in the education system of India. 
Furthermore, the hegemony of English has been strengthened by 
the internal language conflicts, politics of language and language 
plaiming discourse, and lack of proper implementation of language 
policy. (Dua, 2001, p. 47) 
Though English is spreading as a xmiversal language of science, it cannot 
be denied that some developed languages like German, French, Russian, 
Japanese, etc. have a strong tradition of scientific research and are extremely rich 
in literature in some needs of scientific studies. Thus, most developing countries 
that rely exclusively on English sources of scientific literature are deprived of 
scientific knowledge being generated in other languages and scientific 
communities. (Dua, 2001, p. 113) The most significant question that emerges in 
relation to the scientific community in India concerns the problem of language use 
in scientific education, scientific publication and scientific communication that 
shows the dominance of English and the marginal or negligible role of the Indian 
Languages. But the monograph brings out the need to develop a new language 
planning paradigm based on an integrated policy of science, language and 
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economy. It urges the speakers of Indian languages to build alternative futures for 
themselves as well as for their languages. The Indian language intellectuals and 
the dynamic scientific community can provide a new direction to the use of Indian 
languages. The monograph provides insight and commitment for the 
accomplishment of the renaissance of the Indian languages, cultures and sciences 
for the realization of different futures and traditions of science. (Dua, 2001). 
The case of English is still more curious—this exocolonial, 
exoglossic language—is not only the associate national official 
language, but also serves as an inter state link language and is 
promoted, propagated and supported as the language of 
opportunity, the language of higher learning, the language of 
prestige and the language of power. (Patnaik & Imtiaz, 2006, p. 
11) 
Hasnain and Gupta (2001) write: 
If we feel equally strongly about and mourn the loss of a species, 
we should feel equally strongly about and the mourn the loss of a 
language. There is a balanced dynamism in case of species-
extinction and births of new species are well balanced, but 
obsolescence of language may not be the same and today 
languages are disappearing at an alarming rate. (Patnaik & 
Hasnain, 2006, p. 13) 
At the global level the events of great impact— the collapse of the USSR, 
the disappearance of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe, the unification of 
Germany, the abolition of apartheid in South Africa, etc.— are causing new 
linguistic world order. As a result of commercialization a new ordering is a foot— 
new power alignments are taking place, socio-cultural re-orientations are in 
evidence, and new hegemonies are being created. Shereesh Chaudhary (2001) 
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writes "besides British journals, Indian journals are: Englishman, The Friend of 
India, Pioneer, The Asiatic Mirror, The Calcutta Advertiser, The Bengal 
Hircarrah, The Calcutta Chronicle, Bengal Journal, The Calcutta Gazette, The 
Bengal Gazette, Madras Courier, Madras Gazette, Asia Magazine, Asiatic 
Researcher, etc." (Patnaik & Imtiaz, 2006, p. 48). "Computers and internet have 
further tightened the hold of English in India. There are many newspapers, 
advertising agencies, radio and television networks whose reach, aided by 
computers, has greatly expanded recently." (Patnaik & Imtiaz, 2006, p. 53). 
Shailendra Kumar Singh (2001) writes about 'market realism' and 'linguistic 
imperialism'. He writes "the new wave—language globalization is created 
through marketization and internationalization of politics. The new wave is 
creating global market for the realistic society of today and tomorrow (Patnaik & 
Imtiaz, 2006, p. 102). In any linguistic market an individual is as a customer may 
assigned the language of the need. Bharati Modi (2001) argues that English has so 
much damaged our linguistic life that we are suffering from 'Linguistic 
Numbness Syndrome'. 
Use of English words in the mother tongue is due to the impact of 
commercialization on mother tongue. Internal hegemony is less dangerous than 
the external linguistic invasion. In the process of commercialization all such 
linguistic diversities are liable to be abolished. This is to be resisted by giving 
expression to our ideas and emotions against the despotism of commercialization. 
'Get the superb by money; don't claim even the essential, if there is no money'— 
this is the philosophy we hear in the consumerist, capitalistic world market. 
In the dichotomous process, many less favourably placed speech 
variety— which may be dialects, vernaculars or minority 
languages, or may have non-elite style— stand in danger of 
becoming extinct. (Khubchandani, 1997, p. 165). 
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One main conclusion is derived that threat of Mother Tongue is there due 
to the impact of Enghsh but in this present research work the researcher would not 
like to focus on the death of the language but she would like to discuss the 
English/ Urdu in different contexts and situations and impact of 
commercialization at the level of phonology, morphology and syntax. Many new 
English words are added to Urdu like y^^ (lecture), <Jjj^ (control), J^ 
(committee), Jj^ (secular), ^ LS^J (readymade), J ^ J J J J J W (biological), 
ja5jjL,l^i (infrastructure), Jy^f^ j (vaccinator), J^ji^^ (alloty), di^ y ^^^^^^^ 
(agreement to seal), and >^-^ji (fogging) are the some English lexicons which are 
from the Urdu newspaper Qaumi Awaz and Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. One 
news is an example of impact of commercialization on Urdu language. The 
transliteration of the news is given below: 
direct to home service dish TV fraham karega. Dish TV nazreen ke 
mutalbe par hoUywood ki superhit filme dastyaab karaega. Dish 
TV Hindustan ka pehla direct-to-home service fraham kame wala 
hai. Is service ke shuru hone se dish TV ke gahak baraherast apne 
television par apni pasand ki hollywood ki film dekhege. Apni film 
ka order dene ke baad paanch se dus minute ke ander apke 
television par woh film dastyaab hogi. (Qaumi Awaz, 14.10.06) 
This is an example to show how much we are commercialized in the 
today's world. Chapter 6, Analysis of News and Advertisement would be deal 
about all these types of examples in detailed form. The term 'commercialization' 
is often used in quite a general sense with reference to television. It is important to 
bear in mind that television was owned by the government in India but now the 
privatization of this electronic media is done which is more competitive and 
commercialized and globalized in nature. 
However, 'commercialization', by the sale of air time to 
commercial agencies offered a symbolic relationship where the 
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commercial firm could advertise their products to the larger 
television audience and the government could earn a certain 
amount of revenue for offering the commercial firm this privilege. 
Thus commercialization of television in India does not mean that 
television is owned and operated by a commercial firm, but that 
certain businesses who can afford to, and are willing to pay a price, 
can have limited access to the air waves. (Yadav, 2004, p. 25) 
A. R. Fatihi (1991) writes about the types of advertisement and the role of 
the language in advertising. The language of advertisement is at the primary stage 
of development from the point of view of the extent of elaboration of their 
functions. Development of a catchy and forceful language of advertising involves 
many issues of creativity, imagination and stylistic innovation. When we put 
focus on impact of commercialization on Urdu lexicon, we can not forget the 
commercial advertisements on television and newspaper. The best way to see the 
transformation of language (Urdu), one should study the TV commercials. Hans 
Raj Dua (1995) writes that in providing an analysis of linguistic features in 
relation to the language problems pertaining to language structure: writing, 
spelling, pronunciation, vocabulary, syntax, forms of discourse, and problems of 
speech. The developmental status of these features can be indicated on the basis 
of the processes of standardization, codification, elaboration and cultivation. 
(Hasnain, 1995, p. 179). The emergence and development of Hindi and Urdu as 
standard varieties spans over almost nine hundred years. The protagonists of both 
Hindi and Urdu have expressed a wide range of views and theories, sometimes 
confusing and contradictory, about their origin and development. However, there 
seems to be an agreement on the basis premises regarding the origin, directions of 
development and emergence of Hindi and Urdu as standard varieties. (Hasnain, 
1995, p. 180). Shubhashree Ganguly (1995) asks "Have the Doordarshan 
personnel been able to identify themselves with standard Bengali? To what extent 
the process of standardization has been successful in Doordarshan in terms of 
management of standard pronunciation? What are the noticeable deviations in 
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Doordarshan's standard pronunciation?" (Hasnain, 1995 p. 203). Many linguists 
are talking about the simplification of language whether it is Hindi or Urdu. 
Commercialization is the way to simplify the language. 
Hasnain (1995) writes; 
The processes of innovation brought about in most Modem Indian 
Languages are marked by an ongoing struggle between purists and 
propagandists on the one hand, and language pedagogues and 
planners on the other. While in the former the uncompromising 
attitude remains a strong underlying ideology, the latter has an all 
pervasive comprehensibility as its forte. And between the two 
warring groups, by and large, it is the former that succeeds in 
foregrounding those linguistic innovations that conform to their 
ideology. But at what cost? Off course, at the linguistic price of 
incomprehensibility. Language incomprehensibility remains a 
problematic for its users as they are couched in highly Sanskritised 
or Perso-Arabicised languages far from the spoken and even 
ordinarily written reality. (Hasnain, 1995, p. 213). 
Khalil Beg (1995) writes about the simplification of Urdu script so that its 
user can use the script easily. So the basic reality is that the simplification of 
vocabulary, simplification of sentence structure and pronunciation and 
simplification of script is done so that majority can use, speak and write that 
language by the process of "Standardization". But the researcher in this thesis 
argues that simplification is done automatically because we are living in a world 
of commercialization where nobody has the time to mind language and its usage. 
All linguists are talking about the simplification of language whether it is Hindi, 
Urdu, Bengali or Tamil etc. Commercialization is the way to simplify the 
language. The cultural crisis of India was aggravated by the total economic mass 
created by the British colonization. The ir-reflective attitude of the Indian 
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intellectuals made them totally aloof to the infrastructural crisis of the society. As 
the Paul Baran (1968) describes it in telling language— 
They existed under capitalism, yet there was no accumulation of 
capital. They lost their time honored means of livelihood, their arts 
and crafts, yet there was no modem industry to provide new ones 
in their places. (Baran, 1968, p. 144). 
Indian languages and Urdu in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution 
India is a country of vast dimensions. It presents a unique example of ethnic, 
socio-cultural and religious diversity which has resulted into a linguistic diversity. 
It is because of this fact that India has described by Pandit (1972) as a 
'sociolinguistic area' in his book India as a Sociolinguistic Area. Earlier, 
Emeneau (1956) has noticed India as a 'linguistic area'. 
George A. Grierson, who carried out The Linguistic Survey of India in the 
early decades of this decade of this century, gave the number of languages as 179 
and the number of dialects as 544 for the whole of British India barring the 
provinces of Madras and Burma and the states of Hyderabad, Mysore, Travancore 
and Cochin. The linguistic heterogeneity is not explicitly reflected in the survey 
of India. The 1951 Census reported a total of 782 language names which were 
returned by various individuals living in India as their mother tongues. This 
number rose to 1,652 in the 1961 Census and in 1971 it was almost doubled, i.e., 
more than 3,000 languages were recorded in this Census (see Dua (1978) for A 
Sociolinguistic Profile of India based on the 1971 Census data on Language) 
Besides classifying the languages of India genealogically, the other way to 
classify them is to put them into two broad categories: scheduled languages (i.e., 
those specified in Eighth Schedule to the Constitution of India) and non-
scheduled languages. The number of languages specified in Eighth Schedule to 
the Constitution of India is 22, viz., 
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1) Assamese, Asomiya 2) Bengali, Bengla 3) Bodo, 4) Dogri, 5) Gujarati, 6) 
Hindi, 7) Kannada, 8) Kashmiri, 9) Konkani, 10) Maitheli, 11) Malayalam, 12) 
Manipuri, 13) Marathi, 14) Nepali, 15) Oriya, 16) Punjabi, 17) Sanskrit, 18) 
Santhali, 19) Sindhi, 20) Tamil, 21) Telugu and 22) Urdu. These are called the 
'Constitutional Languages' of India. 
In terms of the numerical strength, Hindi ranks first and its speakers 
constitute 39.94% of the total Indian population. Numerically, Hindi is followed 
by Telugu (8.20%), Bengali (7.79%), Marathi (7.50%), Tamil (6.76%), Urdu 
(5.34%) and Gujarati (5.02%). The speakers of Kaimada, Malayalam, Oriya and 
Punjabi constitute less than five percent and the speaker of Kashmiri, Sindhi, 
Konkani, Nepali and Manipuri constitute less than one percent of the total 
population. The percentage of the speakers of Sanskrit is negligible. The exact 
percentage of the Assamese speakers could not be ascertained as no Census was 
taken in Assam in 1981. 
According to the 1961 Census, the total number of persons speaking the 
scheduled languages was 382,457,047 which accounted for 87.07% of the total 
population of India in the 1971 Census, the number of speakers of the scheduled 
languages rose to 522,759,625 forming 95.40% of the total Indian population and 
for the year 1981, the total number of persons speaking the scheduled languages 
stood at 632,290,615 which was 95.58% of the total population of India. Now, 
with the inclusion Konkani, Manipuri and Nepali in scheduled to the Indian 
Constitution, the total number of persons speaking the scheduled languages has 
gone up to 636,031,475 accounting for 96.15% of the total Indian population. 
Besides 22 scheduled languages, there are 79 non-scheduled languages or 
languages other than those specified in Eighth Schedule to the Constitution of 
India. Of these languages, six are Indo-Aryan, 12 are Dravidian, 18 are Astro-
Asiatic, 51 are Tibeto-Burmese and two are of foreign origin. Besides, there are 
some languages whose names have not been mentioned by the Census authorities 
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in the 1981 Census. These are not 'linguistically identifiable' have less than 
10,000 speakers each at the all India level (see Padmanabha 1987). 
The non-scheduled languages are more in number, but in terms of their 
speaker's strength, they are far behind the scheduled languages. The total number 
of persons speaking the non-scheduled languages, in the 1981 Census, stood at 
29,206,534 constituting 4.42% of the total population of India whereas the 
speakers of the scheduled languages, in the same Census 632,290,615 speakers 
which constituted the overwhelming majority of 95.58% of the total Indian 
population. 
The non-scheduled languages are also not wide-spread geographically. 
Some of them are confined to only one or two States/ Union Territories. Juang, 
for instance, is spoken only in Orissa, Khiemnungan, Konyak, Phom and 
Yimchungre are spoken only in Nagaland; Nicobarese is spoken only in Andaman 
and Nicobar islands and Wancho is spoken in Arunachal Pradesh. Similarly, Balti 
is spoken only in Jammu and Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh; Gadaba is spoken 
only in Orissa and Arunachal Pradesh; Kui is spoken only in Orissa and Andhra 
Pradesh; Maring is spoken only in Manipur and Tripura; Monpa is spoken only in 
Arunachal Pradesh Tamil Nadu; Nocte is spoken only in Arunachal Pradesh and 
Meghalaya and Zemi Naga is spoken only in Manipur and Nagaland . 
According to the 1991 Census, there is no non-scheduled language whose 
speakers constitute even one percent of the total Indian population. Numerically, 
the largest non-scheduled language is Bhili/ Bhilodi which is mainly spoken in 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Gujarat. Its speakers constitute 0.67% of the total 
Indian population. It was followed by Santhali whose speakers constitute 0.64% 
of the total population and which is mainly spoken in Bihar, West Bengal and 
Orissa. The third largest non-scheduled language was Dogri which is mainly 
spoken in Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Punjab and where speakers 
constitute 0.23% of country's population. In terms of numerical strength, next 
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Tulu (0.21%), Kurukh/ Oreon (0.19%) and Khandeshi (0.18%) which are mainly 
spoken in Kamataka, Bihar and Maharashtra respectively. 
English, a language of foreign origin and a non-scheduled language has 
232,875 mother tongue speakers constituting 0.04% of the total Indian population. 
Arabic/Arbi is another language of foreign origin belonging to the category of 
non-scheduled languages. Its speakers, in India, are 18,840 in number constituting 
negligible percentage. Among the 105 languages identified in the 1981 Census, 
19 languages belong to Indo-Aryan, 17 to Dravidian, 14 to Austro-Asiatic and as 
many as 53 to the Tibeto-Burmese group. 
Indo-European: 
Indo-Aryan: Assamese, 2.Bengali, 3. Bhili/Bhilodi, 4. Bishnupuriya, 5. Dogri, 6. 
Gujarati, 7. Halabi, 8. Hindi. 9. Kashmiri, 10. Khandeshi, 11. Konkani, 12. 
Lahnda, 13. Marathi, 14. Nepali, 15. Oriya, 16. Punjabi, 17. Sanskrit, 18. Sindhi, 
19. Urdu. 
Germanic: English 
Dravadian: 
1. Coorgi/Kodagu, 2. Gondi, 3. Jatapu, 4. Kannada, 5. Khond, 6. Kisan. 7. 
Kolami, 8. Konda, 9. Koya, 10. Kui, 11. Kurukh/Oraon, 12. Malayaiam, 13. 
Malto, 14. Parji, 15. Tamil, 16. Telugu, 17. Tulu. 
Austro-Asiatic: 
1. Bhumij, 2. Gadaba, 3. Ho, 4. Juang, 5. Khasi, 6. Kharia 7. Koda/Kora, 8. 
Korku, 9. Korwa, 10. Munda, 11. Mundari, 12. Nicobarese, 13. Santali, 14. 
Savara. 
Tibeto-Burmese: 
1. Adi, 2. Anal, 3. Angami, 4. Ao, 5. Bhotia, 6. Bodo/Boro. 7. Chakesang, 8. 
Chakru/Chokri, 9. Chang, 10. Deori, 11. Dimasa, 12. Gangte, 13. Garo, 14. 
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Halam, 15. Hmar, 16. Kabul, 17. Karbi/Mikir, 18. Khezha, 19. Khiemnungan, 20. 
Kinnauri, 21. Koch, 22. Kom, 23. Konyak, 24. Kuki, 25. Lahuli, 26 Lakher, 27. 
Lalung, 28. Lepcha, 29. Liangmei, 30. Limbu, 31. Lotha, 32. Lushai/Mizo, 33. 
Manipuri, 34. Mao, 35. Maram, 36. Maring, 37. Miri/Mishing, 38. Mishmi, 39. 
Mogh, 40. Monpa, 41. Nissi/Dafla, 42. Nocte, 43. Paite, 44. Pawi, 45. Phom, 46. 
Pochury, 47. Rabha, 48. Rengma, 49. Sangtam, 50. Sema, 51. Sherpa, 52. 
Tangkhul, 53. Tangsa, 54. Thado, 55. Tibetan, 56. Tripuri, 57. Vaiphei, 58. 
Wancho, 59. Yimchungre, 60. Zeliang, 61. Zemi, Zou. 
Semito-Hamitic: 
Arabic/Arbi. (Census 1991) 
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TABLE-1.1 
Comparative Strengths of Scheduled Languages—1971,1981, 1991. 
Language 
1 
Hindi 
Bengali 
Telugu 
Marathi 
Tamil 
Urdu 
Gujarati 
Kannada 
Malayalam 
Oriya 
Pimjabi 
Assamese 
Sindhi 
Nepali 
Konkani 
Manipuri 
Kashmiri 
Sanskrit 
Person who retu 
1971 
2 
208,514,005 
44,792,312 
44,756,923 
41,765,190 
37,690,106 
28,620,895 
25,865,012 
21,710,649 
21,938,760 
19,863,198 
14,108,443 
8,959,558 
1,676,875 
1,419,835 
1,508,432 
791,714 
2,495,487 
2,212 
med the language as their mother tongue 
1981 
3 
264,514,117 
51,298,319 
50,624,611 
49,452,922 
** 
34,941,435 
33,063,267 
25,697,146 
25,700,705 
23,021,528 
19,611,199 
** 
2,044,389 
1,360,636 
1,570,108 
901,407 
3,176,975 
6,106 
1991 
4 
337,272,114 
69,595,738 
66,017,615 
62,481,681 
53,006,368 
43,406,932 
40,673,814 
32,753,676 
30,377,176 
28,061,313 
23,378,744 
13,079,696 
2,122,848 
2,076,645 
1,760,607 
1,270,216 
++ 
49,736 
** Full figures for Tamil and Assamese for 1981 are not available as the census 
records for Tamil Nadu were lost floods and the 1981 Census could not be 
conducted in Assam due to the disturbed conditions then prevailing. Therefore, 
percentage to total population for Tamil and Assamese are not given. 
-H- Full figures Kashmiri language for 1991 are not available as the 1991 Census 
was not conducted in Jammu and Kashmir due to disturbed conditions. 
'N' Negligible. 
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TABLE-1.2 
Growth of Scheduled Languages—1971, 1981, 1991 
Language Person who returned the language 
Assamese 
Bengali 
Gujarat! 
Hindi 
Kannada 
Kashmiri 
Konkani 
Malayalam 
Manipuri 
Marathi 
Nepali 
Oriya 
Punjabi 
Sindhi 
Tamil 
Telugu 
Urdu 
Figures of AJ 
1971 
8,959,558 
44,792,312 
25,865,012 
208,514,005 
21,710,649 
2,495,487 
1,508,432 
21,938,760 
791,714 
41,765,190 
1,419,835 
19,863,198 
14,108,443 
1,676,875 
37,690,106 
44,756,923 
28,620,895 
isamese and Tami 
1981 
* 
51,298,319 
33,063,267 
264,514,117 
25,697,146 
3,176,975 
1,570,108 
25,700,705 
901,407 
49,452,922 
1,360,636 
23,021,528 
19,611,199 
2,044,389 
if 
50,624,611 
34,941,435 
for 1981 are not g 
as their MT 
1991 
13,079,696 
69,595,738 
40,673,814 
337,272,114 
32,753,676 
** 
1,760,607 
30,377,176 
1,270,216 
62,481,681 
2,076,645 
28,061,313 
23,378,744 
2,122,848 
53,006,368 
66,017,615 
43,406,932 
ven due to flood. 
Decadal % 
1971-81 
* 
14.52 
27.83 
26.86 
18.36 
27.31 
4.09 
17.15 
13.86 
18.41 
-4.17 
15.90 
39.00 
21.92 
* 
13.11 
22.08 
increase 
1981-91 
* 
35.67 
23.02 
27.51 
27.46 
** 
12.13 
18.20 
40.91 
26.35 
52.62 
21.89 
19.21 
3.84 
* 
30.41 
24.29 
** The decadal percentage increase of Kashmiri for 1991 is not given due to 
disturbed condition. 
Profile of Urdu 
After discussing the Census 1981 and 1991 in detail, researcher of this thesis 
wants to discuss the historical background of Urdu and its origin and evolution in 
short. "Urdu is one of the Indo-Aryan Languages which has developed from 
Sanskrit through Khari Boli and Saurseni Prakrit. The development of Urdu took 
place after 1000 A.D. which marks the end of Apabhramsa Period." (Kelkar, 
1968). 
There were certain political and socio-cultural influences which 
favored and prepared background for the evolution of Urdu in 
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India. Its proper development started, only when Muslim entered 
Delhi from Punjab in 1193 A.D., and made the city capital of their 
empire. It has adopted certain elements from Arabic and Persian 
Languages, example phonological features, grammatical features 
and a considerable part of lexicon. (Beg, 1986) 
Urdu is closely related to Hindi in phonology and grammar. As a 
language of 'mixed' background, Urdu manifests diversity of problems at various 
structural levels out of which its phonology requires a special treatment as it has 
socio-linguistic and socio-cultural implications. Urdu is not just a language 
specified in the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution; it is widely used in 
India. Its speakers are spread over a number of states in India including Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar and far off states like Kamataka and Maharashtra. It is the state 
language of Jammu and Kashmir in India and the official language of Pakistan. 
Urdu employs the Perso-Arabic script. It has produced extensive literature. 
Its idioms fascinate even those who know it marginally. One obvious reason for 
this is its rich and glorious past of our country. Urdu assimilated words from 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish apart from a large number of words from English and 
other languages (Kelkar, 1968, p. 20). 
Urdu basically is a Khadi Boli Idiom which developed in the North 
India especially in and around Delhi by the end of the twelfth 
century A.D. This was the time when due to the settlement of 
Muslims comprising Turks, Afghans and Iranians; and 
establishment of the Muslim rule in Delhi, certain socio-political, 
cultural and linguistic changes were taking place in North India. It 
was during this period that Khadi Boli came under the influence of 
new linguistic and cultural forces and eventually became a full-
fledged language called 'Urdu'. Though the structure of Urdu is 
purely Indo-Aryan, its vocabulary is largely derived from Persian 
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and Arabic and it is written in an 'adaptation' of the Perso-Arabic 
script. (Beg, 1986) 
Hindi, which is mutually intelligible with Urdu on the colloquial level, 
uses the Devanagari writing system and derives its formal vocabulary from 
Sanskrit. Hindi also imbibes rich literary traditions of dialects such as Braj 
Bhasha, Awadhi, etc. It developed its Khadi Boli style at a very late stage, i.e., at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Even Dhirendra Verma, an eminent Hindi 
scholar and linguistic, admits that 'historically, Khadi Boli Urdu in its usage is 
much older than the literary Khadi Boli Hindi. 
It is interesting to note that during the early phases of the Muslim 
settlement, anything indigenous to India was termed by the Muslim 
settlers as 'Hindi' (Hind+i). The word Hind meaning 'India', 
comes from the Persian language, and the suffix -i which is 
transcribed in the Persian alphabet as ya-i-ma'ruf is a grammatical 
marker meaning 'relating to'. The word Hindi, thus, meant 
'relating/ belonging to India' or the 'Indian native'. This language 
is called as 'the Khadi Boli style of Urdu'. (Beg, 1986) 
The same Khadi Boli style of Urdu is termed by P. B. Pandit (1977, p. 57) 
as 'the Northern lingua franca'. In course of its development, the Khadi Boli style 
of Urdu was known by various names such as Rekhta, Zaban-i-Delhi, Zaban-i-
Dehlavi, Zaban-i-Hindostan, Hindostani, Hindustani, Zaban-i-Urdu-i-Mu'alla, 
Urdu-i-Mu'alla, Zaban-i-Urdu or simply Urdu, besides being known as Hindi or 
Hindavi (Hindawi).' In a hierarchical patterning of speech variation, no single 
variety can be associated with the dominant role of a standard language 
appropriate for all members of the speech community at all times and on all 
occasion; high Hindi and high Urdu are spoken in formal setting, and 'bazaar 
Hindustani' is identified with informal interaction. (Khubchandani, 1997, p. 170) 
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Aims and Scope of Study 
The present study is a preliminary inquiry into the socioHnguistic variation in 
Urdu at the level of phonology, morphology and lexicon and analysis of news and 
advertisement. In this thesis the primary aim is to show the impact of 
commercialization at the Urdu lexicon level as a whole. The area of investigation 
for such variations is confined to the words and expressions used in day-to-day 
conversation as well as magazines and newspapers. Society shows a direct impact 
on the language and any social change also effects language as a whole at the 
level of phonology, morphology and lexicon. The goals set for the investigation 
can be summarized in the following: 
1. To provide a socioHnguistic perspective of the variation in the use of Urdu 
language. 
2. To study the Attitudes of the users in the context of commercialization. 
3. To study the impact of commercialization at the phonological level, 
grammatical level and lexical level. 
4. To pinpoint certain implications of commercialization for Urdu in future. 
The present study takes the Aligarh district, Lucknow city and Delhi as a 
metropolitan city as aerial points. Although all possible steps has been taken to 
make the data comprehensive and representative of Urdu language as such. It 
makes a thorough analysis of Urdu words to assess the amount of change and 
relate it with commercial phenomena. Certain techniques are used to define the 
variation in the 100 most frequently occurring words (Appendix-2). 
Review of Literature 
Several scholars of Anthropology, Sociology and Linguistics (Malinowski, Sapir, 
and Saussure) consider language as essentially a social phenomenon. To some it 
is a social phenomenon, a social art, and to others it is social interaction and 
activity. A variety of opinions have been expressed on the relationship between 
language and society, and nature of such relationship. 
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Ronald Wardhaugh (1986) discusses four distinct possibilities on the 
nature of these relationships: 
1. Social structure may either influence or determine linguistic structure and/ 
or behavior. 
2. Linguistic structure and or behavior may either influence or determine 
social structure. 
3. Language and society may influence each-other (mutual relationship). 
4. No relationship at all between linguistic structure and social structure. 
(Wardhaugh, 1986, pp. 10-11) 
Labov (1970a) aims to extend the traditional linguistics by linking 
linguistic analysis to the social contexts. Among variation studies the most 
formidable contributions come from Labov in America and Basil Bernstein in the 
Great Britain. Bernstein deals with the assumptions on correlation between speech 
and Socialization while Labov seeks to make the Sociolinguistics or the study of 
language in social context, the real or proper Linguistics. Labov's goals are 
linguistic whereas Bernstein's objectives are sociological and socio-political in 
nature. 
The sociolinguistic interview, modeled on the format developed by 
William Labov for his now classic doctoral study of New York 
City English, is one of the most common techniques for gathering 
samples of language. In the interview, the sociolinguist talks to the 
subject, attempting to elicit examples of the various kinds of 
speech. The normal stylistic level for an interview like this is fairly 
formal, for the two people speaking are strangers.' Another place 
he writes that 'Labov used the technique of non-intrusive 
responses when he asked sales people in three New York 
department stores a question to which the answer was 'fourth 
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floor'. This utterance gave him two post-vocaUc 'r's and a 'th' to 
record. By asking for a repetition, he obtained a second set of data, 
this time with added stress. (Spolsky, 1998) 
Bernstein is of the view that the social success of the members of a society 
and their access to the social privileges are directly dependent on the degree of 
organization of their linguistic messages. To him the speech habits of particular 
social groups in the lower class have little social influence and differ syntactically 
and semantically from those of other groups (the middle class) who have 
influential positions because of their material and intellectual privileges. He 
assumes that the differences in the expression of both classes are not neutral but 
are assessable in relation to actual social positions involved. So, that the lower 
classes may be socially unprivileged due to their inadequate command of 
language which is limited in comparison with that of middle and upper class. The 
basic assumption is that the speech of the lower class is more limited in its 
competence than the speech of the middle or upper class (Dittmar's 
Sociolinguistics). 
Labov primarily deals with language and society and social change with 
an emphasis on language and linguistic analysis. His studies concern to 
understand more about languages and investigation of topics such as the 
mechanisms of linguistic change the nature of linguistic variability and the 
structure of linguistic theory and at our understanding of the nature of language. 
He also aims to incorporate the variability into linguistic systems. 
The current objectives of Labov and his associates are, according to L. 
Milroy in Language and Social Network: 
The project on linguistic change and variation aims to locate 
decisive solutions to the long standing problems of linguistic 
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structure and language evolution through the quantitative analysis 
of the data drawn from the speech community (Milroy, 1978, p. 1). 
To this end the sociolinguistic studies utilize a large range of methods, 
each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Today's, there are multiple types of 
inquiries devoted to the study of language in relation to society. These can be 
grouped into four heads each having its distinct characteristics: 
1. Correlation Sociolinguistic Studies (Labov; Bernstein) 
2. Interactional Sociolinguistic Studies in Ethnography of 
speaking/communication (Hymes; Gumperz) 
3. Studies in the Sociology of Language (Fishman; Ferguson) 
4. Studies in the Social Psychology of Language (Giles; Ervin Tripp) 
For illustration a schematic figure is given below: 
Disciplines concerning language and society 
LINGUSTICS 
\ \ 
ETHNOGRAPHY OF 
SPE/KING 
SOCIQLOG PSYCHyLOGY 
/' 
oyfcu SOCIOg lGUISTICS SOCIAL PSYmOLOGIC^ 
;TJ.IDIES 
RRELA CO TIVE 
STUDIES 
LABOV 
BERNSTEIN 
INTERACTIONAL 
STUDIES 
GUMPERZ 
HYMES 
SOCIOfoGY OF 
LANGUAGE 
FISHMAN 
FERGUSON 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOG'i 
OF LANGUAGE 
GILES, EPVIN 
TRIPP 
An illustration of various Disciplines 
Studying language and society 
(Source: Beg, M. A.: 1988: Dissertation) 
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Sociolinguistic Studies: Hindi and other Indian Languages 
In 1969 the Indian Institute for Advanced Study. Shimla. published a \olume 
entitled Language and Society in India. This volume covers a wide range of topics 
from micro-sociolinguistics to macro-sociolinguistics issues with reference to 
Indian languages. Another significant contribution to the sociolinguistic theory 
and practice in India is Papers in Indian Sociolinguistics (1978) published by 
C.I.I.L., Mysore. It reports a number of sociolinguistic studies conducted in 
Mysore. In this collection Labov's paper entitled 'Design of a sociolinguistic 
project provides with basis insights into the methodological as well as theoretical 
aspects of sociolinguistic research. In 1980 C.I.I.L., Mysore, published another 
volume entitled Language Planning Focusing upon the Language Planning in 
Indian Context. So far as the study of speech variation is concerned, particular!) 
the sociolinguistic co-variation, one finds a very limited work in this area. Cohn 
and Singer (eds.) Structure and Change in Indian Society contain the papers by 
William Bright, Mc. Cormack and A.K.Ramanujan who apply the techniques of 
sociolinguistics to study the social structure and the linguistic variations. 
Chapterization of the Present Work 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 Research Methodology 
Chapter 3 Data Collection and .Analysis 
Chapter 4 Phonological Variation 
Chapter 5 Morphological Variation 
Chapter 6 Analysis of News and .Advertisement 
Chapter 7 Urdu Lexicon and Change 
Conchision 
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Methodology and Design of Study 
In designing the present study the investigator was strongly influenced by the past 
socioHnguistic research related to language and society. Namely Fischer (1958); 
Gumperz-Naim (1960); Labov (1966); Pandit (1967); Trudgill (1974) and Lusk 
(1976). 
In SocioHnguistic Patterns the two main work of Labov are the survey 
conducted on the diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/ in the island of Martha's Vineyard of 
Massachusetts and the social stratification of (r) in New York City Departmental 
Stores, in which the variables which are taken into accounts are age, sex and 
social class and occupation. For this work I have considered only two variables 
age and sex. Present work is based on statistical analysis of data and extensive 
field work. 
The hypothesis of Labov is "if any two subgroups of New York Cit} 
Speakers are ranked in a scale of social stratification, then they will be ranked in 
the same order by their differential use of (r)". And the hypothesis of this work is 
"if any three age groups of Urdu speakers are ranked in a scale (as the older 
generation is less commercialized and younger generation is more 
commercialized and more prone to social change) then they will be ranked in the 
same order by their differential attitude of Urdu (older generation do mind for 
Urdu and younger generation does not mind for Urdu)". 
The present study is based on a few propositions which are as follows: 
1. A number of languages are used for different functions in specific contexts 
in multilingual settings. 
2. There is an alternative use of languages by speakers in terms of 
preferences. 
3. English occupies the most preferred choice in the domain of education. 
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4. To find out the use and the status of the Urdu language and to ascertain the 
functions of EngHsh. 
5. To find out the attitudes of the Urdu speakers towards EngHsh. 
6. It is to check the extent of impact of commercialization on Urdu language. 
Under the methodology, first of all a research design is prepared b\ the 
researcher which is consist of an objective and identification of problem and a 
conceptual framework. Then the relevant data on the research object is collected 
through the survey. After collecting the relevant data, they are analyzed and 
processed and last of all a comprehensive report is prepared stating the findings of 
the research. 
In all the places selected for the field, a large population not only speaks 
Urdu, but highly commercialized and well settled in their jobs and one is able to 
find the third or forth generation speakers of Urdu for clarifying different 
phonological and morphological between new and old generations. This has been 
achieved by presenting questionnaire (appendix I), word lists (appendix 2 & 3). 
interview, field dairy, anonymous observations and attitude analyzing of the 
respondents. The data collected is from 150 respondents. Questionnaire is set for 
the purpose and variables which are taken into consideration are Sex and Age 
groups. Chapter 3 is about the collection and analysis of data about the attitude of 
Urdu speakers towards Urdu and English in seventeen different contexts and 
twelve different situations. Chapter 4 and chapter 5 are the data collection and 
analysis about the phonological variation and morphological variation. Chapter 6 
is about the analysis of Urdu of news and advertisement of print media and 
Chapter 7 is about the list of Urdu lexicons with the frequency of usage, which are 
changed by the impact of commercialization. The variables which are taken into 
consideration are also Sex and Age groups. Researcher conducted the field survey 
in the Lucknow, Aligarh and Delhi in order to find out the actual position of the 
Urdu and English. Urdu is substantially used for oral communication in almost all 
the contexts, whereas English is used in the fields of administration, education. 
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literature, written communication and in formal settings such as writing, printing, 
etc. 
Selection of Respondents 
The present study has drawn data one hundred and fifty respondents living in and 
around Aligarh district, Lucknow and Delhi city for the survey questionnaire 
work and around 50 respondents for interview. 
1. Selection of speakers who belonged to new generation of Urdu speakers 
are mainly selected in this thesis due to the fact that they are more 
globalized, commercialized and free to adopt foreign culture very easily. 
Present generation is the backbone of the society and ready to change 
them according to need. 
2. Selection of speakers who belonged to the old generation of Urdu 
speakers, whose speech is found to be relatively uniform among all 
members. 
3. They either originally belonged to Aligarh, Lucknow and Delhi or their 
stay in Aligarh, Lucknow and Delhi have been for more than 15-20 years. 
4. Repetition of text reading was done to minimize the inconsistencies. 
Questiormaires were distributed among 150 respondents, but later decide 
to consider only 147 samples which are presumed to be the representative data 
and words- list were introduced among 50 respondents. The data is collected from 
Aligarh, Lucknow and Delhi and the variables are taken into consideration are 
Sex (male and female) and Age groups. Age groupl is from 15-25 years. Age 
group2 is from 26-45 years and Age group3 is from 46-80 years. 50 respondents 
are selected from the district Aligarh in which 25 are males and 25 are females. 50 
respondents are selected from Lucknow and Delhi in which 25 are males and 25 
are females respectively. 
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All the four sections of the questionnaire are prepared in English. 
Respondents have filled up the questionnaire themselves in the presence of the 
researcher. The total of 150 questionnaires is distributed in three cities of 
Lucknow, Aligarh and Delhi in which 147 samples are selected for analysis. The 
distribution is made equal keeping in view the comparative analysis between 
different social variables from different regions. For the present study, researcher 
is not considered region as a separate variable. 
Tools of Data Collection 
In order to test these hypotheses, researcher prepared a questionnaire for 
collection of data that consisted of four sections (appendix 1). Section 1 of the 
questionnaire is concerned with the background information of respondents. 
Section 2 contains seventeen questions to inquire about the use of language (s). 
Section 3 contains fourteen questions to elicit preferences of languages. Of these 
fourteen questions, 13 were provided with language choices. Urdu and English 
whereas, the fourteenth question is related to progression of society, science and 
technology and foreign ways of life. Section 4 contains attributes as well as 
domains with specific language choices. 
The data has been collected through the following techniques: 
1. Questionnaire. 
2. Text presentation. 
3. Word list. 
4. Interview. 
5. Field diary. 
The Text 
The text was taken from a daily newspaper. It contains many simple Urdu words 
which are using in day-to-day life. It was reconstructed by the investigator so as 
to make it more repetitive. It was presented to each of the respondents to read the 
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text without creating self correction and analysis can be done at the le\ el of 
phonology. Practically, the respondents were directly exposed to the tape recorder 
with an explanation for such activity. The basic purpose of the investigation 
however was concealed and not indicated to the respondents, to avoid style 
shifting and self-corrections. Those who do not know to read Urdu text were 
given the tape recorded speech in a standard version as well as non-standard 
version. Their responses were noted as to their preferred form of words. 
Anonymous Observations 
While the preliminary calculation was made on the basis of text and words list 
production by the respondents, the investigator heavily used his anonymous 
observations as to authenticate the calculations and analysis. For achieving this. 
the investigator had to participate in religious addresses, speeches by learned 
people, academic lectures and daily life encounters etc. This was also 
complimented by the observation of such speakers in totally or relatively informal 
situations, eg., when speakers are in rash, emotional or friendly moods. The 
investigator tried to observe all types of speakers including students, scholars, and 
office-goers and for more authentic data to the laborers, clerks, shopkeepers etc. 
at as many places as is could. Radio/Television news and other programmes were 
also referred to make comparisons between the speech of elite and non-elite class, 
urban and rural and formal and informal contexts. 
The Survey Questionnaire 
The Survey Questionnaire was designed and structured to collect the most basic 
and general information about the speakers. The purpose of Survey Questionnaire 
was to clarify the respondents in terms of the social background in which they are 
living. This enabled the investigator to put various respondents into particular 
social classes. 
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The Field Dairy 
A Field Dairy was maintained throughout the study to systematically record the 
observations during the data collection. It is found that usually, there is no 
concordance between the actual uses of language and the attitudes towards one's 
usage. One speaker who produces and claims to use a particular form, starts using 
different form with a slight change in the social setting 
Analysis of Data 
The data is analyzed by obtaining simple frequency percentage for each language 
in each contexts and situations. On the basis of the frequency percentage we have 
studied the following: 
1. The use of Urdu and English in all considered situations with respect to 
two social variables: sex, age. 
2. After the analysis of data about Urdu and English the researcher would 
collect the data on phonology in chapter 4, morphology in chapter 5 and 
news and advertisement in chapter 6 and on lexicon in chapter 7. 
Presentation of Findings 
The findings of the present sociolinguistic investigation have been presented in all 
the chapters. Different tables and graphs have been made according to the 
findings and results. 
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Chapter-3 Data Collection &Analy$is 
Shailendra Kumar Singh (2001) says: 
Rajyashree's (1986) survey of Dharavi slum in Bombay reports 
that the educated parents with white collar jobs and higher income 
send their children to English medium school which is a 
prestigious symbol. (Patnaik & Imtiaz, 2006, p. 112). Bayer's 
(1986) examination of Tamil-speaking migrant communities in 
Banglore in the Kannada language zone shows that apart from the 
individuals there are families which have also developed 
proficiency in Kannnada, Hindi and English. Yet in another study. 
Rangila (1986) claimed that all the students were multilingual and 
every student reported Punjabi to be useful in one domain or the 
other. Even with these best cases, 64.13 per cent subjects in the 
survey believed that English should be the sole medium of 
instruction of their children (Patnaik & Imtiaz, 2006, p. 113) 
Khubchandani (1997, p. 165) said that in the dichotomous process, many 
less favourably placed speech varieties— which may be dialects, vernaculars or 
minority languages, or may have non-elite style— stand in danger of becoming 
extinct. But the researcher would only focus on the role of English and Urdu in 
present society by providing different contexts and situations to the 150 
respondents in the field. 
The seventeen different contexts with respect to Urdu and English have been 
analyzed are as follows: 
1. Talking to people in a locality (context 1). 
2. Talking to people in schools, collage and university (context 2). 
3. Talking to family members (context 3). 
4. Talking to colleagues (context 4) 
5. Talking to children (context 5). 
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6. Talking to Urdu speaking stranger (context 6). 
7. While visiting offices, hospitals and market places (context 7). 
8. For entertainment (context 8). 
9. In teacher-student relationship (context 9). 
10. In watching TV programmes (context 10). 
11. In listening to radio broadcast programmes (context 11). 
12. In reading magazines, story books, etc. (context 12). 
13. In reading newspaper (context 13). 
14. In writing to close friends (context 14). 
15. In writing to family members (context 15). 
16. In printing invitations (context 16). 
17. For creative writings (context 17). 
3.1 Urdu and English use by males and females in seventeen different 
contexts. 
Urdu and English use by males 
As given in Table 3.1, 97.60 per cent of males use Urdu in locality; 71.42 per cent 
of males use Urdu in school, college, university; 100 per cent of males use Urdu 
in family domain; 73.80 per cent of males use Urdu with colleagues; 92.85 per 
cent of males use Urdu with children; 80.95 per cent of males use Urdu with Urdu 
speaking stranger; 71.42 per cent of males use Urdu while visiting office, hospital 
and market places; 71.42 per cent of males use Urdu for entertainment; 38.09 pet-
cent of males use Urdu teacher-student relationship; 42.85 per cent of males use 
Urdu in watching TV; 40.47 per cent of males use Urdu in listening to radio 
broadcast; 11.90 per cent of males use Urdu in reading magazines, story books: 
11.90 per cent of males use Urdu in reading newspaper; 07.14 per cent of males 
use Urdu in writing to close friends; 23..80 per cent of males use Urdu in writing 
to family members 35.71 per cent of males use Urdu in printing invitations and 
21.42 per cent of males use Urdu in creative writings. 
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11.90 per cent of males have been found using English in locality; 52.38 
per cent of males use English in school, college, university; 11.90 per cent of 
males use English in family domain; 40.47 per cent of males use English with 
colleagues; 11.90 per cent of males use English with children; 33.33 per cent of 
males use English with Urdu speaking stranger; 50 per cent of males use English 
while vishing office, hospital and market places; 38.09 per cent of males use 
English for entertainment; 71.42 per cent of males use English in teacher-student 
relationship; 83.33 per cent of males use English in watching TV: 64.28 per cent 
of males use English in listening to radio broadcast. 100 per cent of males use 
English in reading magazines, story books; 97.60 per cent of males use English in 
reading newspaper; 66.66 per cent of males use English while writing to close 
friends; 59.52 per cent of males use English while writing to family members: 
83.33 per cent of males use English in printing invitations and 57.14 per cent of 
males use English for creative writings. 
Urdu and English use by females 
Seen in Table 3.1, 81.81 per cent of females use Urdu in locality: 33.33 per cent 
of females use Urdu in school, college, university; 81.81 per cent of females use 
Urdu in family; 38.63 per cent of females use Urdu with colleagues; 79.54 per 
cent of females use Urdu with children, 43.18 per cent of females use Urdu with 
Urdu speaking stranger; 31.81 per cent of females use Urdu while visiting office. 
hospital and market places; 52.27 per cent of females use Urdu for entertainment; 
29.54 per cent of females use Urdu in teacher-student relationship; 59.09 per cent 
of females use Urdu in watching TV; 54.54 per cent of females use Urdu in 
listening radio; 9.09 per cent of females use Urdu in reading magazines, story 
books; 13.63 per cent of females use Urdu in reading newspaper; 4.54 per cent of 
females use Urdu in writing to close friends; 15.90 per cent of females use Urdu 
in writing to family members; 52.27 per cent of females use Urdu in printing 
invitations and 18.18 per cent of females use Urdu for creative writings. 
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Table 3.1 reveals that 18.18 per cent of females use English in locality: 
74.54 per cent of females use English in school, college, university; 20.45 per 
cent of females use English in family domain; 63.63 per cent of females use 
English with colleagues; 34.09 per cent of females use English with children: 
63.63 per cent of females use English with Urdu speaking stranger; 63.63 per cent 
of females use English while visiting office, hospital and market places: 68.18 
per cent females use English for entertainment; 72.72 per cent of females use 
English in teacher-student relationship; 56.81 per cent of females use English in 
watching TV; 54.54 per cent of females use English in listening radio; 75 per cent 
of females use English in reading magazines, story books; 77.27 per cent of 
females use English in reading newspaper; 79.54 per cent of females use English 
in writing to close friends; 81.81 per cent of females use English in writing to 
family members; 86.36 per cent of females use English in printing invitations: 
81.81 per cent of females use English for creative writings. 
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3.2 Urdu and English use by males and females of three age groups 
Urdu and English use by males 
So far as Urdu use by males of age group 1 (16-25 yrs) is concerned, Table 3.2(a) 
shows that 94.44 per cent of males use Urdu in locality; 55.55 per cent of males 
use Urdu in school, college, university; 90.70 per cent of males use Urdu in 
family domain; 86.70 per cent of males use Urdu with colleagues; 72.22 per cent 
of males use Urdu with children; 50 per cent of males use Urdu with Urdu 
speaking stranger and while visiting office, hospital and market places; 33.30 per 
cent of males use Urdu for entertainment; 28.10 per cent of males use Urdu in 
teacher-student relationship; 8.10 per cent of males use Urdu in watching TV; 
33.30 per cent of males use Urdu in listening radio and 42.80 per cent of males 
use Urdu in printing invitations. 
5.55 per cent of male use English in locality; 44.40 per cent of male use 
English in school, college, university; 11.10 per cent of male use English in 
family domain; 46.70 per cent of male use English with children; 13.60 per cent 
of male use English with colleagues; 50 per cent of male use English with Urdu 
speaking stranger; 56.70 per cent of male use English while visiting office, 
hospital and market places; 58.10 per cent of male use English for entertainment 
88.70 per cent of male use English in teacher-student relationship; 88.70 per cent 
of male use English in watching TV; 86.70 per cent of male use English in 
listening radio; 84.50 per cent of male use English in reading magazines, story 
books; 88.70 per cent of male use English in reading newspaper; 58.10 per cent 
of male use English while writing to close friends; 84.50 per cent of male use 
English while writing to family members; 84.50 per cent of male use English in 
printing invitations and 100 per cent of male use English for creative writings. 
Table 3.2(a) shows that 83.30 per cent of males of age group 2 (26-45yrs) 
use Urdu in locality; 58.33 per cent of males use Urdu in school, college, 
university; 100 per cent of males use Urdu in family domain; 66.60 per cent of 
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males use Urdu with colleagues; 91.60 per cent of males use Urdu with children: 
75 per cent of males use Urdu with stranger and while visiting office, hospital and 
market places; 83.30 per cent of males use Urdu for entertainment; 41.60 per cent 
of males use Urdu in teacher-student relationship; 44.70 per cent of males use 
Urdu in watching TV; 41.60 per cent of males use Urdu in listening radio; 8.33 
per cent of males use Urdu in reading magazines, story books and newspaper: 
8.33 per cent of males use Urdu in writing to family members and 40.71 per cent 
of males use Urdu in printing invitations 
Table 3.2(a) shows that 12 per cent of males use English in locality; 44.70 
per cent of males use English in school, college, university; 8.30 per cent of males 
use English in family domain; 25 per cent of males use English with colleagues; 
8.30 per cent of males use English with children; 25 per cent of males use English 
with Urdu speaking stranger; 25 per cent of males use English while visiting 
office, hospital and market places; 25 per cent of males use English for 
entertainment; 41 per cent of males use English in teacher-student relationship; 64 
per cent of males use English in watching TV; 91.66 per cent of males use 
English in listening radio; 100 per cent of males use English in reading 
magazines, story books; 96.50 per cent of males use English in reading 
newspaper; 75 per cent of males use English while writing to close friends; 83.30 
per cent of males use English while writing to family members; 83.30 per cent of 
males use English in printing invitations and 84.50 per cent of males use English 
in creative writings. 
Table 3.2(a) shows that 91.60 per cent of males of age group 3 (46-80yrs) 
make use of Urdu in locality; 100 per cent of males use Urdu in school, college, 
university; 91.60 per cent of males use Urdu in family domain and with 
colleagues; 100 per cent of males use Urdu with children; 75 per cent of males 
use Urdu with Urdu speaking stranger; 75 per cent of males use Urdu while 
visiting office, hospital and market places; 83.30 per cent of males use Urdu for 
entertainment; 41.60 per cent of males use Urdu teacher-student relationship; 50 
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per cent of males use Urdu in watching TV; 58.30 per cent of males use Urdu in 
listening radio; 45 per cent of males use Urdu in printing invitations and 9.20 per 
cent of males use Urdu in creative writings. 
10.71 per cent of males make use of English in locality; 90.06 per cent of 
males respondents has been found using English in school, college, university; 
9.20 per cent of males use English in family domain; 58.30 per cent of males use 
English with colleagues; 10.70 per cent of males use English with children; 10.71 
per cent of males use English with stranger; 97.06 per cent of males use English 
while visiting office, hospital and market places; 58.30 per cent of males use 
English for entertainment; 66.60 per cent of males use English in teacher-student 
relationship; 75 per cent of males use English in watching TV and listening radio; 
100 per cent of males use English in reading magazines, story books; 100 per cent 
of males use English in reading newspaper; 83.30 per cent of males use English 
while writing to close friends; 86.05 per cent of males use English while writing 
to family members; 86.05 per cent of males use English in printing invitations; 
100 per cent of males use English for creative writings. 
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Chart 3.2 A(l) 
chart showing language use by 
males ofage group 1 
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Chart 3.2 A(2) 
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Chart 3.2 A(3) 
chart showing language use by 
m a l e s 01 age y i o u p t 
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C O l t t X t l 
Urdu and English use by females 
The Table 3.2(b) reveals that 92.30 per cent of females of age groupl (16-25yrs) 
use Urdu in locality; 53.84 per cent of females use Urdu in school, college, 
university; 76.92 per cent of females use Urdu in family; 69.23 per cent of 
females use Urdu with colleagues; 69.23 per cent of females use Urdu with 
children; 64.54 per cent of females use Urdu with Urdu speaking stranger; 64.54 
per cent of females use Urdu while visiting office, hospital and market places; 
46.15 per cent of females use Urdu for entertainment; 46.15 per cent of females 
use Urdu in teacher-student relationship; 69.23 per cent of females use Urdu in 
watching TV; 46.15 per cent of females use Urdu in listening radio; 7.69 per cent 
of females use Urdu in reading magazines, story books and newspaper; 10.69 per 
cent of females use Urdu in writing to family members; 53.84 per cent of females 
use Urdu in printing invitations and 10.69 per cent of females use Urdu for 
creative writings. 
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English is used by 7.69 per cent of females in locality; 46.15 per cent of 
females use English in school, college, university; 23.07 per cent of females use 
English in family domain; 69.23 per cent of females use English with colleagues: 
64.54 per cent of females use English with children; 38.46 per cent of females use 
English with Urdu speaking stranger; 38.46 per cent of females use English while 
visiting office, hospital and market places; 84.61 per cent of females use English 
for entertainment; 53.84 per cent of females use English in teacher-student 
relationship; 76.92 per cent of females use English in watching TV and listening 
radio; 92.30 per cent of females use English in reading magazines , story books 
and newspaper; 100 per cent of females use English in writing to close friends and 
family members; 92.30 per cent of females use English in printing invitations and 
for creative writings. 
In Table 3.2(b) 83.30 per cent of females of age group 2 (26-45yrs) has 
been found using Urdu in locality; 45.83 per cent of females use Urdu in school, 
college, university; 84.50 per cent of females use Urdu in family domain; 43.20 
per cent of females use Urdu with colleagues; 84.50 per cent of females use Urdu 
with children, 58.33 per cent of females use Urdu with stranger; 43.20 per cent of 
females use Urdu while visiting office, hospital and market places; 54.56 per cent 
of females use Urdu for entertainment; 42.10 per cent of females use Urdu in 
teacher-student relationship; 81.05 per cent of females use Urdu in watching TV; 
58.30 per cent of females use Urdu in listening radio; 4.16 per cent of females use 
Urdu in reading magazines, story books; 6.58 per cent of females use Urdu in 
reading newspaper; 6.58 per cent of females use Urdu in writing to close friends 
and to family members; 54.56 per cent of females use Urdu in printing invitations 
and 12.50 per cent of females use Urdu for creative writings. 
The same Table shows that 16.66 per cent of females use English in 
locality; 66.60 per cent of females use English in school, college, university; 
13.90 per cent of females use English in family domain; 63.20 per cent of females 
use English with colleagues; 12.50 per cent of females use English with children; 
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58.33 per cent of females use English with stranger: 59.60 per cent of females use 
English while visiting office, hospital and market places; 61.50 per cent of 
females use English for entertainment; 75 per cent of females use English in 
teacher-student relationship; 72.50 per cent of females use English in watching 
TV; 50 per cent of females use English in listening radio; 91.60 per cent of 
females use English in reading magazines, story books; 91.66 per cent of females 
use English in reading newspaper; 91.60 per cent of females use English in 
writing to close friends and family members; 94.50 per cent of females use 
English in printing invitations and 91.60 per cent of females use English for 
creative writings. 
The same Table 3.2(b) shows that 85.71 per cent of females of age group 3 
(46-80yrs) use Urdu in locality; 42.83 per cent of females use Urdu in school, 
college and university; 85.71 per cent of females use Urdu in family; 71.42 per 
cent of females use Urdu with colleagues; 85.71 per cent of females use Urdu 
with children; 57.14 per cent of females use Urdu with stranger; 51.14 per cent of 
females use Urdu while visiting office, hospital and market places; 57.14 per cent 
of females use Urdu for entertainment; 57.14 per cent of females use Urdu in 
teacher-student relationship; 71.42 per cent of females use Urdu in watching T\'; 
57.14 per cent of females use Urdu in listening radio; 28.57 per cent of females 
use Urdu in reading magazines, story books; 28.51 per cent of females use LIrdu 
in reading newspaper; 14.28 per cent of females use Urdu in writing to close 
friends; 28.57 per cent of females use Urdu in writing to family members; 42.85 
per cent of females use Urdu in printing invitations and 14.28 per cent of females 
use Urdu for creative writings. 
The Table also reveals that 14.28 per cent of females use English in 
locality; 57.14 per cent of females use English in school, college, university; and 
14.28 per cent of females use English in family domain; 28.57 per cent of 
females use English with colleagues and children; 42.85 per cent of females use 
English with stranger and while visiting office, hospital and market places and for 
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entertainment; 57.14 per cent of females use English in teacher-student 
relationship; 71.42 per cent of females use English in watching TV; 57.14 per 
cent of females use English in listening radio; 85.71 per cent of females use 
English in reading magazines, story books and newspaper; 100 per cent of 
females use English in writing to close friends and family members and 85.71 per 
cent of females use English in printing invitations and for creative writings. 
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Chart 3.2 B(l) 
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Chart 3.2 B(3) 
ch i r t thowing language ust by 
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Findings: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
Data shows that females are more inclined towards English than males 
Very few per cent of males and females of Age group 1 read and write in 
Urdu and do all the creative writings in English. 
Males of Age group 1 prefer more English in talking to the surrounding, in 
school, with teachers and friends in all the formal settings. 
Only 5 to 7 per cent of males of Age group2 prefer reading and writing in 
Urdu and 0 to 5 per cent of females of Age group2 prefer Urdu for reading 
magazine, story books and newspaper and writing to close friends and 
family members. 
Males of Age group 1 are most inclined towards English and males of Age 
group3 are least inclined towards English. 
Males of Age group 1 think English is prestigious language and males of 
Age groups prefer English only due to the utilitarian point of view. 
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7. Females of Age group 1 prefer only English for entertainment. The reason 
behind it would be that they are more language conscious, status conscious 
and more commercial. 
8. 30 to 40 per cent of females of Age group3 prefer Urdu for reading and 
writing. 
The twelve different situations considered for evaluation of Urdu and 
English are as follows: 
1. Medium of instruction for children (situation 1) 
2. Making social contacts (situation 2) 
3. A bilingual Urdu speech community (situation 3) 
4. Most ideal medium of instruction at primary school level (situation 4) 
5. Most ideal medium of instruction at secondary school level (situation 5) 
6. Most ideal medium of instruction at college level (situation 6) 
7. For securing jobs (situation 7) 
8. Pursuing higher education (situation 8) 
9. Communicating with other groups (situation 9) 
10. Performing religious practices/activities (situation 10) 
11. Welcoming/ departing from guests, relatives, friends, etc. (situation 11) 
12. For official purposes (situation 12) 
Other questions are: 
1. Could Indian Society progress with the progression of science and 
technology? 
2. Is English the language of science and technology? 
3. Could Indian society progress only with English? 
4. Should Indian society adopt foreign ways of life? 
5. Should foreign languages also be taught in Indian universities? 
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3.3 Urdu and English preferences by males and females in twelve situations 
Urdu and English preferences by males 
Table 3.3 shows that males prefer 2.38 per cent Urdu and 97.61 per cent English 
as the medium for their children. In making social contacts 69.04 per cent males 
prefer Urdu; 31.61 per cent males prefer English. 73.80 per cent Males of this 
community have reported to prefer Urdu; 27.09 per cent of males prefer English. 
73.80 per cent males have reported to prefer Urdu; 27.09 per cent of males prefer 
English in a bilingual setting. 7.15 per cent have reported Urdu; 72.20 per cent of 
males prefer English as the most ideal medium of instruction at primary school 
level. Whereas, 23.80 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 92.85 per cent of males 
prefer English as the medium of instruction at secondary level. 9.52 per cent of 
males prefer Urdu; 91.48 per cent of males prefer English as the medium of 
instruction at college level. For securing jobs 4.80 per cent of males prefer Urdu: 
95.20 per cent of males prefer English. To pursue higher education 5.39 per cent 
of males prefer Urdu; 94.60 per cent of males prefer English. To communicate 
with other groups 47.15 per cent of males prefer Urdu and 42.85 per cent prefer 
English. Whereas, 97.61 per cent of males prefer Urdu and 2.39 per cent of males 
prefer English for performing religious activities. In welcoming/departing from 
guests, friends and relatives 71.43 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 28.57 per cent 
prefer English. So far as the language suitable for official use within the country 
is concerned, 9.52 per cent of males prefer Urdu and 90.48 per cent prefer 
English. 
Urdu and English preferences by females 
As the females are concerned, Table 3.3 shows that 4.54 per cent of females 
prefer Urdu; 95.45 per cent of females prefer English as the medium of instruction 
for their children. Similarly, 70.45 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 29.55 per cent 
of females prefer English for making social contacts. While in bilingual setting 
68.18 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 31.82 per cent of females prefer English. 
Females of this community seem to prefer 10.00 per cent Urdu; 90.00 per cent of 
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females prefer English as the most ideal medium of instruction at primary level. 
Whereas, 25 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 75.09 per cent of females prefer 
English as the medium of instruction at secondary level. 11.63 per cent of females 
prefer Urdu; 88.63 per cent of females prefer English as the medium of instruction 
at college level. 6.27 per cent of females prefer towards Urdu and 93.18 per cent 
of females prefer English in regarding securing jobs. 4.81 per cent have shown 
their preferences towards Urdu; 95.45 per cent of females prefer English with 
respect to pursuing higher education. Whereas, communicating with other groups 
68.18 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 31.82 per cent of females prefer English. 
93.18 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 6.27 per cent of females prefer English for 
performing religious practices. In welcoming/departing from guests, relatives, 
friends etc. 70.05 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 29.54 per cent of females 
prefer English. For official use of language 19.09 per cent of females prefer Urdu 
and 79.80 per cent of females prefer English. 
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3.4 Urdu and English preferences by males and females of three age groups 
Urdu and English preferences by males 
Table 3.4(a) shows that 16.66 per cent of males of age group 1 (16-25yrs) prefer 
Urdu; 96.40 per cent of males prefer English as the medium of instruction for 
their children. In making social contacts 50.50 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 50 
per cent of males prefer English 55.50 per cent of males of this communhy prefer 
Urdu; 44.40 per cent of males prefer English in a bilingual setting. 16.66 per cent 
of males prefer Urdu; 84.40 per cent of males prefer English as the most ideal 
medium of instruction at primary level. Whereas, 11.10 per cent of males prefer 
Urdu; 88.16 per cent of males prefer English as the medium of instruction at 
secondary level. 11.10 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 88.16 per cent of males 
prefer English as the medium of instruction at college level. For securing jobs 
11.10 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 88.16 per cent of males prefer English. To 
pursue higher education 4.05 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 96.40 per cent of 
males prefer English. To communicate with other groups 55.50 per cent of male 
respondents prefer Urdu; 45.50 per cent of males prefer English. Whereas. 89.90 
per cent prefer Urdu; 11.10 per cent of males prefer English for performing 
religious activities. In welcoming/departing from guests, friends and relatives 
66.60 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 34.80 per cent of males prefer English. So 
far as language suitable for official use is concerned, 11.20 per cent of males 
prefer Urdu and 88.80 per cent of males prefer English. 
The figures in the Table 3.4(a) shows that 8.30 per cent males of age 
group 2 (26-45 yrs) prefer Urdu; 100 per cent of males prefer English as the 
medium of instruction for their children. In making social contacts 66.70 per cent 
of males prefer Urdu; 33.30 per cent of males prefer English. 50.30 per cent of 
males prefer males prefer Urdu; 50 per cent of males prefer English in bilingual 
setting. 9.30 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 90.16 per cent of males prefer English 
as the most ideal medium of instruction at primary level. Whereas, 100 per cent of 
males prefer English as the most ideal medium of instruction at secondary level 
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and at college level. For securing jobs 16.60 per cent of males prefer Urdu: 83.40 
per cent of males prefer English. To pursue higher education 100 per cent of 
males prefer English. To communicate with other groups 75 per cent of males 
prefer Urdu; 25 per cent of males prefer English. Whereas, 91.60 per cent of 
males prefer Urdu; 9.16 per cent of males prefer English for performing religious 
activities. In welcoming/departing guests, friends and relatives 59.70 per cent of 
males prefer Urdu; 40.30 per cent of males prefer English. So far as the language 
suitable for official use is concerned, 100 per cent of males prefer English. 
Table shows that 8.16 per cent of males of age group 3 (46-80yrs) prefer 
Urdu; 100 per cent of males prefer English as the medium of instruction for their 
children. In making social contacts they prefer Urdu 74.70 and English 26.30 per 
cent. The males of this community have reported to prefer 58.33 per cent Lrdu; 
42.0 per cent of males prefer English in a bilingual setting. The males of this 
community have reported to prefer 8.16 per cent Urdu; 91.84 per cent of males 
prefer English as the most ideal medium of instruction at primary school level. 
Whereas, 100 per cent of males prefer English as the medium of instruction at 
secondary level and at college level. For securing jobs 100 per cent of males 
prefer English. To pursue higher education 100 per cent of males of this age 
group prefer English. To communicate with other groups 71.60 per cent of males 
prefer Urdu; 29.40 per cent of males prefer English. Whereas, 98.16 per cent of 
males prefer Urdu for performing religious activities. In welcoming/departing 
from guests, friends and relatives 66.60 per cent of males prefer Urdu; 33.40 per 
cent of males prefer English. So far as the language suitable for official use is 
concerned, 100 per cent of males prefer English. 
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Chart 3.4 A(l) 
char t showing language p r e f e r e n c e s by 
males of age group 1 Urdu 
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Chart 3.4 A(3) 
chart ihowing languagt p r t f a r t B c a s by 
m a l t s o f a g e g roup 3 
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Urdu and English preferences by females 
As far the females ofage group 1 (16-25yrs) are concerned, Table 3.4(b) shows 
that 15.38 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 84.62 per cent of females prefer 
English as the medium of instruction for their children. Similarly 61.53 per cent 
of females prefer Urdu; 39.47 per cent of females prefer English for making social 
contacts. While in bilingual setting 61.53 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 39.47 
per cent of females prefer English. Females of this community seems to prefer 
23.07 per cent Urdu; 76.93 per cent English as the most ideal medium of 
instruction at the primary school level. Whereas, 15.38 per cent of females prefer 
Urdu; 84.62 per cent of females prefer English as the medium of instruction at 
secondary school level. 7.69 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 82.31 per cent of 
females prefer English as the medium of instruction at college level. 15.38 per 
cent of females prefer Urdu; 84.70 per cent of females prefer English for securing 
jobs. 7.69 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 92.41 per cent of females prefer 
English with respect to pursuing higher education. Whereas, communicating with 
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other groups 54.50 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 45.50 per cent of females 
prefer English. 84.62 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 15.38 per cent of females 
prefer English for performing religious practices. In welcoming, guests and 
relatives etc. 88.10 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 11.90 per cent of females 
prefer English. For official use of the language 15.38 per cent of females prefer 
Urdu; 84.62 per cent of females prefer English. 
Table reveals that 8.33 per cent of females of age group 2 (26-45yrs) 
prefer Urdu; 91.67 per cent English as the medium of instruction for their 
children. Similarly 75 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 25 per cent of females 
prefer English for making social contacts. While in bilingual setting 70.83 per 
cent of females prefer Urdu; 29.17 per cent of females prefer English. Again, 
12.50 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 87.50 per cent of females prefer English as 
the medium of instruction at primary level. Whereas, 18.33 per cent of females 
prefer Urdu; 81.70 per cent of females prefer English as the medium of instruction 
at secondary level. 4.16 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 85.84 per cent of females 
prefer English as the most ideal medium of instruction at college level. With 
regard to securing jobs 12.50 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 87.50 per cent of 
females prefer English. 100 per cent of females prefer English with respect to 
pursuing higher education. Whereas, communicating with other groups 70.83 per 
cent of females prefer Urdu; 29.17 per cent of females prefer English. 100 per 
cent of females prefer Urdu for performing religious practices. In 
welcoming/departing guests, relatives and friends etc 100 per cent of females 
prefer Urdu; 25 per cent English. For official use 12.50 per cent of females prefer 
Urdu; 87.50 per cent of females prefer English. 
The same Table shows that 100 per cent females of age group 3 (46-80yrs) 
prefer English as the medium of instruction for their children. Similarly 71.42 per 
cent of females prefer Urdu; 29.58 per cent of females prefer English for making 
social contacts. While in bilingual setting 71.42 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 
29.58 per cent of females prefer English. Females of this community seems to 
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prefer 14.28 per cent Urdu; 86.72 per cent English as the most ideal medium of 
instruction at the primary level. Whereas, 100 per cent of females prefer English 
as the medium of instruction at secondary level, college level, for securing jobs 
and higher education. Whereas, commimicating with other groups 56 50 per cent 
of females prefer Urdu; 43.50 per cent of females prefer English. 100 per cent of 
females prefer Urdu for performing religious practices. In welcoming/departing 
from guests, relatives and friends etc. 100 per cent of females prefer Urdu; 43 70 
per cent English. For ofBcial use 100 per cent of females prefer English. 
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Chart 3.4 B(l) 
e h a r t s h o w i n g language pre ferences by 
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Chart 3.4 B(3) 
Chart showing language preferences by 
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Chart 3.5 
c h a r t s h o w i n g %age o f e n g l i s h by males / females 
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Chart 3.6 
c h a r t i h o w i n g %age o f ' y e s ' b y 
m a l e s / f e m a l e s of 3 age g r o u p s Gmales of age group 1 
• males of age group 2 
• males of age group 3 
Ofemales of age group 1 
• females of age group 2 
• females of age group 3 
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Chapter-3 Data Collection &Analysis 
Findings 
1. 100 per cent of males and females prefer English for securing jobs, for 
education and higher studies and for official purpose. 
2. 7 to 9 per cent of males of Age group 1 prefer English for religious 
activities. 
3. 100 per cent of males of Age group! prefer English in secondary school 
level, college level, and hi^er education and for official purpose. 
4. 100 per cent of males of Age group3 prefer English for job and education 
5. 100 per cent of females of Age group 1, 2, 3 prefer English for higher 
education and jobs. 
6. 100 per cent of females of Age group 3 prefer English for medium of 
instruction. 
7. Males and females of Age groupl prefer or want to adopt western ways of 
life. 
8. Females are more language conscious and fashionable. Language is a 
prestige for them. 
9. As compared to females, males think that Urdu is more sweet, expressive 
and prestigious than English. 
10. Females think that Urdu is less prestigious and expressive than English 
11. 100 per cent of males and females Aink that English is the language of 
business and science and technology. 
Conclusion 
Data shows that females have the favorable attitude towards English as compared 
to males because they are more prestige orientated. Only 30 to 40 per cent of 
females of Age group3 prefer Urdu for reading and writing in Urdu. Only 5 to 7 
per cent of males of Age group2 prefer reading and writing in Urdu and 10 to 15 
per cent of females of Age group2 prefer Urdu for reading magazine, story books 
and newspaper and writing to close friends and family members. 10 per cent of 
males and females of Age groupl read and write in Urdu and do all the creative 
writings in English only. 
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The conclusion is that the speakers of Age group 1 are more 
commercialized than the speakers of Age group 3 and females are more 
commercialized Aan males. 100 per cent of males and females prefer English for 
securing jobs, for education and higher studies and for official purpose. 100 per 
cent of males of Age group2 prefer English in secondary school level, college 
level, higher education and for official purpose. Even 100 per cent of males of 
Age groups prefer English for job and education. 100 per cent of females of Age 
group 1, 2, 3 prefer English forhi^er education and jobs. 100 per cent of females 
of Age group 3 prefer English for medium of instruction. Males and females of 
Age group] prefer to adopt western ways of life. 100 per cent of males and 
females think that English is the language of business and science and technology 
It is the impact of commercialization on tfie mind set -up of the common people 
that English is most crucial language and Ae most demanding language m the 
today's scenario. 
Urdu speakers of all age groups have the favorable attitude towards Urdu 
They find Urdu as the most prestigious, expressive and soft language but on the 
other hand tiiey think English is the language of science, technology and media 
English can give them a better life and a better future. 
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Chapter-4 Phonological Variation 
While searching for a proper definition of language, Colin Cherry had metaphorically 
stated "Language has been compared to the shifting surface of the sea; the sparkle of the 
waves likes flashes of light on points of history (Cherry, 1957, p. 75). 
After discussing tiie percentage wise distribution of use of Urdu and English in 
different contexts and situations, in this chapter the researcher has collected the data on 
Urdu Phonology by providing the word lists of 100 words (Appendix 2) to the 50 
respondents. This survey on Urdu Phwiology is ccHiducted in Lucknow city, Aligarh 
district and in Delhi as the metropolitan city. The analysis is done on the basis of males 
and females and on the basis of Age groups. Age group! is under 15-25 years, Age 
group2 is under 26-45 years and Age group 3 is above 46-80 years 
The words list is comprises of monosyllabic words like /fAxr/, /Ilm/ and /qAbr/ 
etc. and perso-arabic words like /GAm/, /mUxtar/, /nAqsa/, /tAqdir/ etc and many other 
words. Before doing the data analysis, the researcher would discuss Urdu consonants and 
vowels in short. 
Standard Urdu has fifty six segmental and supra-segmental sound features in 
which 48 are segmental and 8 are supra-segmental sound features. Segmental phonemes 
include thirty eight consonants (including two semi-vowels) and ten vowels (includmg 
two diphthongs). The supra-segmental features are nine: three pitches, three terminal 
contours, two junctures and one nasalization. (Beg, 1988, p. 13) 
The consonants may be grouped into two broad divisions: the stops and the 
continuants. The stops present six way contrasts in point of articulation—the lips, the 
teeth, retroflex, the palatal, the velar, the uvula and four ways contrast in manner of 
articulation in respect of voicing aspiration. Uvular consonait, however, does not show 
any contrast in marmer of articulation. (Khan, 1996, Dissertati^)^ 
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There are six consonants, eight-fricatives, one lateral, two nasals, one trill, two 
flaps and two frictionless continuants. The fricatives show fine-way contrast in point of 
articulation—the lip teeth, the alveolar ridge, palate, velar and glottis, and two - way 
contrast in manner of articulation with regard to voicing, except /h/ which is voiceless 
The nasals have a two way contrast in position— the lips and the alveolar ridge. 
The vowels are ten in number including two diphthongs. The vowels l\l and u 
are high; /a/ is low; III and /U/ and Id and /o/ are hi^-mid; /A/ is central. Two are 
diphthongs. Three parts of the tongue—front, cwitral and back, and five degrees of 
tongue—high, low-high, high-mid, mid and low—are necessary to make the distinctions 
among the vowels. The vowels may be rounded or unrounded according to the tip-
position. The supra-segmental features are. nasalization; open juncture; terminal 
contours, being level, rising, falling, and pitches low, mid, high. Given below are all the 
consonants and vowels with the mainer of articulation and point of articulation: 
p voiceless bilabial stop 
ph aspirated voiceless bilabial stop 
b voiced bilabial stop 
bh aspirated voiced biiabiai stop 
t voiceless alveet^stop-
th aspiratedvoic^^s alveolar stop 
d voiced alveolar stpp 
dh aspirated voiced alveolar stop 
t voiceless retroflex stop 
th aspirated voiceless retroflex stop 
d voiced retroflex stop 
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dh 
c 
ch 
J 
Jh 
k 
kh 
g 
gh 
q 
m 
n 
1 
r 
r 
rh 
f 
aspirated voiced retroflex 
voiceless palatal stop 
aspirated voiceless palatal stop 
voiced palatal stop 
aspirated voiced palatal stop 
voiceless velar stop 
aspirated voiceless velar stop 
voiced velar stop 
aspirated voiced velar stop 
voiceless uvular stop 
bilabial nasal 
alveolar nasal 
alveolar lateral 
alveolar trill 
retroflex flap 
aspirated retroflex flap 
voiceless labio-dental fricative 
Phonological Variation 
voiceless alveolar fricative 
voiced alveolar fricative 
voiceless palato-alveolar fiicative 
voiced palato-alveolar fricative 
voiceless velar fiicative 
voiced velar fiicative 
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h voiceless glottal fricative 
V labio-dental semi-vowel 
y palatal semi-vowel 
I high front short vowel 
i high front long vowel 
A mid central vowel (short) 
a low central vowel (long) 
U high back short vowel 
u high back long vowel 
e mid front vowel 
o mid back vowel 
X front low 
ai 
au 
~ 
// 
[] 
< > 
diphthong 
diphthong 
nasalization (written above the vowel symbol) 
phonemic writing 
phonetic symbol 
graphemes 
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Chapter-4 Phonological Variation 
Part of the tongue 
Height of the tongue 
High 
Low-high 
High-mid 
Mean-mid 
Low 
Front 
i 
I 
e 
Central 
A 
I Back 1 
u 
U 
0 
a 
B. Urdu Vowels 
The supra segmentals: 
a. Nasalization / ~ / 
b. Juncture /+/ 
c. Terminal contours ( -> ^ NJ ) 
d. Pitches (1,2,3,) 
The main changes which can easily be seen in Urdu Phonology are Perso-Arabic 
words (Beg, 1988, 13). Perso-Arabic sounds (f, z, z, x, G, q) are more prone to this type of 
change of commercialization. The changes which the researcher has seen in the field are— 
1. Change of /q/ -^ Ikl like /mUkAdma/ in place of /mUqAdma/ and sometimes 
change of Ikl -^ /q/ Jike \n l(\A\>MXArl m place of ^liAbutArl due to over 
generalization, (Change in Perso-Arabic) 
2. Change of/x/ —• -Ich/ like /xan/ becomes /khan/ that is sur name. (Change in Perso-
Arabic) 
3. Change of/G/ —>• /g/ like /GUslxana/ becomes /gUsAlxana/ and sometimes change 
of/g/ -^ /G/ like /nIgAlna/ becomes /nIGAlna/. (Change in Perso-Arabic) 
4. Change of/q/ -^ /x/ like /vAqt/ becomes /vAxt/. (Change in Perso-Arabic) 
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5. Change of/z/ -^ /z like /AzdAha/ becomes /AzdAha/. (Change in Perso-Arabic) 
6. Addition of vowel in monosyllabic words like IfAxi/ becomes /fAx Ar/ and deletion 
of vowel from a word to make it monosyllabic like /mArAz/ becomes /mArz/ 
7. Addition of consonant in a word like /cAddAr/ in place of/cadAr/ and deletion of 
consonant from a word like /mAhobAt/ in place of/mUhAbbAt/. 
8. Change of/e/ —» /e/ like /zAmane/ becomes /zAmane/ and /e/ —>• Id like zAbane/ 
becomes /zAbane/. 
9. Change of long vowel into short vowel for example /malum/ becomes /mAlum/ 
10. Deletion of last pronouncing Ixl in word /dost/, /gost/ etc. 
11. Deletion of/h/ in the medial and final position like in /pak/ in place of/pankh/ and 
addition of/h/ in the medial aid final positi<Mi like /bhikhari/ in place of/bhikari/ 
12. Pronouncing English words differently in Urdu like /sku:l/ in place of/Iskul' 
/q/ -^ IVI 
Word 
/\x> JJLo 
/\XXAJ 
J j j i s 
c:r?^ 
/\XXJ5 
/jL,aij 
/ > > • « » • & , > 
Jlj5) 
^lilujl 
{jl") 1 li <l 
/NHSIS 
OJic 
Urdu 
/mUqAdma/ 
AUqma/ 
/mAqbul/ 
/qaeci/ 
'^ /qlma/ 
/tAqdir/ 
/nUqsan/ 
/nAqsa/ 
/Iqrar/ 
/Istiaq/ 
/mUstaq/ 
/vaqEa/ 
/Aqd/ 
Urdu in use 
/mUkAdma/ 
AUkma/ 
/mAkbul/ 
/kaeci/ 
/kima/ 
tAkdir/ 
/nUksan/ 
/nAksa/ 
/Ikrar/ 
/Istiak/ 
/mUstak/ 
/vakEa/ 
/Aqd/ 
Gloss 
' 'suite" 
'morsel' 
'popular' 
'scissors' 
'chopped flesh' 
'fate' 
'harm' 
'map' 
'admit ' 
'fondness' 
'desirous' 
'event' 
'marriage' 
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U«3lj 
3i*J 
j j j l i 
J2 
diSj 
1 lis 
j j 
H5 
vlx«l5 
(Jjit-o 
IJIIA 
/vaqeAtAn/ 
/taAllUq/ 
/qanun/ 
/qAtI/ 
/vAqt/ 
/qAlb/ 
/qAdr/ 
/qAlAm/ 
ZqAyamAt/ 
/maquJ/ 
/mAzziq/ 
/vakeAtAn/ 
/taAllUk/ 
/kanun/ 
/kAtl/ 
/vAkt/ 
/kAlb/ 
/kAdr/ 
/kAlAm/ 
ZkAyamAt/ 
/makul/ 
/mAzak/ 
'factually' 
'concern' 
'law' 
'murder' 
'time' 
'heart' 
'value' 
'pen' 
'day of judgement' 
'suitable' 
'joke' 
Note: Urdu in use is the linguistic usage we observed during data collection. 
In the field, the researcher finds that educated people of the society pronounce /k/ in place 
of/q/. When the researcher asks Ae reason behind it, they said due to the utility of 
language, to consume time while doing conversation and it is also in fashion now They 
want to sum up the talk in diort. In place of/qAdr/, they said /kAdr/ and /mAzak/ in place 
of/mAzaq/. The data which comes forward from the analysis are only on the basis of five 
selected words. 
43 per cent of males pronounce /mUkAdma/, 58 per cent of males pronounce /lUkma/, 61 
per cent pronounce /kseci/, 63 per cent of males pronounce /vakEa/ and 56 per cent 
pronounce /Akd/ in the field whereas, on the other hand 45 per cent of females pronounce 
/mUkAdma/, 59 percrait of females pnonounce /lUkma/, 62 per cent pronounce /kseci/, 51 
per cent of females pronounce /vakEa/ and 53 per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field 
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chart showing %age of/k/in 
place of/q/ by males and females 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
• male 
• female 
l./mUkAdma/ 2./lUkma/ 3. /kaeci/ 4. /vakEa/ 5. /Akd/ 
72 per cent of males of Age group 1 pronounce /mUkAdma/, 69 per cent of males 
pronounce /lUkma/, 67 per cent pronounce /ksci/, 65 per cent of males pronounce 
/vakEa/ and 73 per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field whereas, on the other hand 61 per 
cent of females of Age group2 pronounce /mUkAdma/, 54 percent of females pronounce 
/lUkma/, 55 per cent pronounce /kasci/, 51 per cent of females pronounce /vakRa/ and 53 
per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field. 
chart showing % age of/k/ in 
place of /q/ by male and female of 
age groupl 
100 
60 
0 m ffl 
B male of age 
groupl 
• female of age 
groupl 
56 per cent of males of Age group2 pronounce /mUkAdma/, 62 per cent of males 
pronounce /lUkma/, 51 per cent pronounce /kaeci/, 45 per cent of males pronounce 
/vakRa/ and 43 per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field whereas, on the other hand 51 per 
cent of females of Age group2 pronounce /mUkAdma/, 44 percent of females pronounce 
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/lUkma/, 55 per cent pronounce fksecU, 51 per cent of females pronounce /vakEa/ and 53 
per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field. 
chart showing % age of IkJ in place of 
Iql by males and females of age 
group2 
I mate 
I female 
22 per cent of males of Age group3 pronounce /mUkAdma/, 29 per cent of males 
pronounce /lUkma/, 27 per cent pronounce /kaeci/, 25 per cent of males pronounce 
/vakEa/ and 23 per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field whereas, on the other hand 11 per 
cent of females of Age group3 pronounce /mUk Adma/, 24 percent of females pronounce 
/lUkma/, 25 per cent pronounce /kaeci/, 20 per cent of females pronounce /vakEa/ and 19 
per cent pronounce /Akd/ in the field. 
30 
20 
10 
0 
chart showing % age of Ikl in place of 
/q/ by males and females of age 
group3 
n 
_tL . • 
r-, p ^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
a male 
• female 
But sometimes, /q/ is used in place of/k/ in the field by the respondents. 
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Word 
J^S-^ 
JLc l_^ 
_^i/^^i^ 
Oj-^ 
/k/->/q/ 
Urdu 
/kAbutAr/ 
/kaGAz/ 
ZhAlke-hAlke/ 
/kAmra/ 
Urdu in use 
ZqAbutAr/ 
/qaGAz/ 
ZhAlqe-hAlqe/ 
/qAmra/ 
Gloss 
'pigeon' 
'paper' 
'slowly' 
'room' 
Researcher in the field finds that sometimes in place of /k/ respondents speak /q/. When 
the researcher finds the reason behind it they said that they do this because "its chalta 
hai". It is due to the impact of commercialization on the mind-set of people that they use 
a language with the attitude of its use and utility only. The expression and aesthetics is 
missing in today's language 
/x/->/kh/ 
Word 
- L J J \—> 
OolJ-
yaJ L> 
tSj->T 
J ^ l " 
ijj 1 9 1 j _ > 
J L ^ 
JS> 
J)3_> 
j-LJ) 
6+=?-
Urdu 
/xavind/ 
/xas/ 
/xalls/ 
/axri/ 
/axir/ 
/xUrafat/ 
/xar/ 
/xAbAr/ 
/xUd/ 
/sax/ 
/cix/ 
Urdu in use 
/khavind/ 
/khas/ 
/khalls/ 
/akhri/ 
/akhir/ 
/khUrafat/ 
/khar/ 
/khAbAr/ 
/khUd/ 
/sakh/ 
/cikh/ 
Gloss 
'husband' 
'specific' 
'pure' 
'in the end' 
'in the end' 
'controversy' 
'thorn' 
'news' 
'self 
'branch' 
'cry' 
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J l -H^' 
O I ^ A ^ -
U^ 
Jaj> (>i)>-> 
J L^tJii^-> 
) UJJL^l 
V _ 
j l_L2 
^j 
u LiL>-J J 
/Axbar/ 
/tAnxa/ 
/xan/ 
/xUsxAt/ 
/xUshal/ 
/Ixtlar/ 
/mUxtar/ 
/zAxmi/ 
/dArAxsa/ 
/Akhbar/ 
/tAnkha/ 
/khan/ 
/khUskhAt/ 
/khUshal/ 
/Ikhtlar/ 
/mUkhtar/ 
/zAkhmi/ 
ZdArAkhsa/ 
'newspaper' 
'salary' 
'khan, a surname' 
'good-writing' 
'prosperous' 
'authority' 
'with authority' 
'wounded' 
'bright' 
In the field, 62 per cent of males pronounce /khUrafat/ in place of/xUrafat/, 54 per cent 
of males pronounce /sakh/ in place of /sax/ whereas on the next hand, 52 per cent of 
females pronounce /cikh/ in place of/cix/ and 45 per cent pronounce /khan/ in place of 
/xan/ and for more see graph. 
chart showing % age of/kh/ in 
place of/x/by males and 
females 
Ul m. ° 
male 
female 
1./khUrafat/ 2. / jTakh/ 3./cikh/ 4./khan/ 5. /zAkhml/ 
65 per cent males of age group I pronounce /khUrafat/ in place of/xUrafat/, 79 per cent 
of males pronounce /sakh/ in place of/sax/ whereas on the next hand, 72 per cent females 
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of age group 1 pronounce /cikh/ in place of /cix/ and 69 per cent of females pronounce 
/khan/ in place of/xan/ and for more see graph. 
chart showing %age of/kh/in 
place of/x/ by males and females 
ofagegroupl 
I male 
I female 
55 per cent males of age group 2 pronounce /khUrafat/ in place of/xUrafat/, 59 per cent 
of males pronounce /sakh/ in place of /sax/ whereas on the next hand, 50 per cent of 
females of age group 2 pronounce /cikh/ in place of /cix/ and 45 per cent of females 
pronounce /khan/ in place of/xan/. 
chart showing % age of /kh/ in 
place of/x/ of males and females 
ofagegroup2 
100 
50 
0 m 
I male 
I female 
20 per cent males of age group 3 pronounce /khUrafat/ in place of/xUrafat/, 21 per cent 
of males pronounce /sakh/ in place of /sax/ whereas on the next hand, 26 per cent of 
females of age group 3 pronounce /cikh/ in place of/cix/ and 31 per cent of females 
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pronounce /khan/ in place of /xan/ and 38 per cent of females pronounce /zAkhmi/ in 
place of/zAxmi/. 
chart showing %ageof/kh/in 
place of/x/ by males and females 
of age groups 
40 
20 
0 
F 
r 
s 
-J 1 
p^ p B amale ' 
• female 
But researcher finds that 15 per cent of respondents in the field pronounce /xan/ in place 
of/khan/ that is 'mine' in English due to over-generalization and hyper-correction. 
/G/—/g/ 
Word 
JXULC 
J 3 - ^ 
P ^ 
i l o 
U: .i 
tJ-o 
J 1 'k C 
fv6i 
J^Lc 
Urdu 
/GUslxana/ 
/Gaur/ 
/GAm/ 
/daG/ 
/dAGa/ 
/mUrG/ 
/GUbbara/ 
/nAGme/ 
/Gllaf/ 
Urdu ID use 
/gUsAlxana/ 
/gor/ 
/gAm/ 
/dag/ 
/dAga/ 
/mUrg/ 
/gUbbara/ 
/nAgme/ 
/gllaf/ 
Gloss 
'bathroom' 
'need' 
'grief 
'spot' 
'deceit' 
'bird' 
'balloon' 
'song' 
'cover' 
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55 per cent of males pronounce /nAgme/, 52 per cent of males pronounce /gllaf/, 61 per 
cent of males pronounce /dag/, 55 per cent of males pronounce /gUsAlxana/ and 61 per 
cent of males pronounce /mUrg/ and on the other hand 51 per cent of females pronounce 
/nAgme/, 59 per cent of females pronounce /gllaf/, 52 per cent of females pronounce 
/dag/, 59 per cent of females pronounce /gUsAlxana/ and 69 per cent of females 
pronounce /mUrg/. 
chart showing % age of /g/ in place of 
IGI by males and females 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 i I male I female 
1./nAgme/ 2./gllaf/ 3./dag/ 4./gUsAlxana/ 5./mUrg/ 
65 per cent of males of Age group 1 pronounce /nAgme/, 61 per cent of males pronounce 
/gllaf/, 63 per cent of males pronounce /dag/, 70 per cent of males pronounce 
/gUsAlxana/ and 71 per cent of males pronounce /mUrg/ and on the other hand 63 per 
cent of females of Age group 1 pronounce /nAgme/, 62 per cent of females pronounce 
/gllaf/, 59 per cent of females pronounce /dag/, 71 per cent of females pronounce 
/gUsAlxana/ and 59 per cent of females pronounce /mUrg/. 
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80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing % age of/g/ in place of 
/G/ by males and females of age 
groupl 
to I male I female 
45 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /nAgme/, 49 per cent males pronounce 
/gllaf/, 45 per cent males pronounce /dag/, 54 per cent males pronounce /gUsAlxana/ and 
53 per cent males pronounce /mUrg/ and on the other hand 53 per cent females of Age 
group2 pronounce /nAgme/, 54 per cent females pronounce /gllaf/, 50 per cent females 
pronounce /dag/, 49 per cent females pronounce /gUsAIxana/ and 48 per cent females 
pronounce /mUrg/. 
55 
50 
45 
40 
chart showing % age of Igl in place of 
/G/ by males and females of age 
group2 
J ! d] ci] D] 0] omale • female 
20 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /nAgme/, 23 per cent males pronounce 
/gllaf/, 28 per cent males pronounce /dag/, 31 per cent males pronounce /gUsAlxana/ and 
33 per cent males pronounce /mUrg/ and on the other hand 25 per cent females of Age 
group3 pronounce /nAgme/, 27 per cent females pronounce /gllaf/, 3) per cent females 
pronounce /dag/, 20 per cent females pronounce /gUsAlxana/ and 21 per cent females 
pronounce /mUrg/. 
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40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
chart showing %age of/g/ in place of 
/G/ by males and females of age 
groups 
JH _ . J ESS .__ 
— 
1 ku i\h 
~] 
emale 
• female 
But researcher also finds that some of the respondents pronounce /G/ in place of/g/. For 
example, /nIGalna/ and /Goya/ but the percentage is only 23 to 35 males and females. 
Word 
UJJ •) 
rJ^ 
Urdu 
/nIgAlna/ 
/goya/ 
Urdu in use 
/nIGAlna/ 
/Goya/ 
Gloss 
'to swallow' 
'as if 
z—>z 
Word 
/Jb 
^LjJ 
6 j j 1 
uUj^ 
J ' J 
Urdu 
/zala/ 
/ziya/ 
/AzdAha/ 
/mizga/ 
/zaz/ 
Urdu in use 
/zala/ 
/zlya/ 
/AzdAha/ 
/mizga/ 
/zaz/ 
Gloss 
'frost' 
'light' 
'crocodile' 
'eyebrow' 
'a kind of thistle' 
70 per cent males pronounce /zala/, 73 per cent males pronounce /zlya/, 69 per cent males 
pronounce /AzdAha/, 62 per cent pronounce /mizga/ and 69 per cent males pronounce 
/zaz/ and on the other hand, 71 per cent females pronounce /z^la/, 73 per cent females 
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pronounce /ziya/, 78 per cent TOTSSSs^ronounce /AzdAha/, 79 per cent pronounce 
/mizga/ and 82 per cent females pronounce /zaz/. 
chart showing %age of/z/ in place of 
y Izl by males and females 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 i I male I female 
1. /zala/, 2. /zIya/, 3. /AzdAha/, 4. /mIzga/, 5. /zaz/ 
71 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce /zala/, 73 per cent males pronounce /zIya/, 
72 per cent males pronounce /AzdAha/, 79 per cent pronounce /mlzga/ and 70 per cent 
males pronounce /zaz/ and on the other hand, 78 per cent females of Age group I 
pronounce /zala/, 79 per cent females pronounce /zIya/, 71 per cent females pronounce 
/AzdAha/, 75 per cent pronounce /mlzga/ and 70 per cent females pronounce /zaz/. 
80 
75 
70 
65 
chart showing % age of/z/ in place of 
Izl by males and females of age 
groupl 
^H r^ 
• male 
• female 
65 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /zala/, 67 per cent males pronounce /zIya/, 
63 per cent males pronounce /AzdAha/, 69 per cent pronounce /mlzga/ and 61 per cent 
males pronounce /zazV and on the other hand, 63 per cent females of Age group2 
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pronounce /zala/, 64 per cent females pronounce lilydJ, 62 per cent females pronounce 
/AzdAha/, 68 per cent pronounce /mizga/ and 61 per cent females pronounce /zaz/. 
70 
65 
60 
55 
chart showing % age of tzl in place of 
/z/ by males and females of age 
group2 
It -_^ L^ ^ lamaie • female 
40 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /zala/, 45 per cent males pronounce /ziya/, 
43 per cent males pronounce /AzdAha/, 42 per cent pronounce /mIzga/ and 49 per cent 
males pronounce /zaz/ and on the other hand, 45 per cent females of Age groupS 
pronounce /zala/, 46 per cent females pronounce /zFya/, 48 per cent females pronounce 
/AzdAha/, 52 per cent pronounce /mIzga/ and 58 per cent females pronounce /zaz/. 
chart showing % age of/z/ in place of 
/z/ by males and females of age 
groups 
rtj omale • female 
Word 
t J i _ 9 j 
/q/ 
Urdu 
/vAqt/ 
-^/x/ 
F. Urdu 
/vAxt/, /vaxAt/ 
Gloss 
'time' 
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Jja_L-j 
JLLJO 
J ^ 
Jl J_« 
J j - 3 
L5-'Jl-«-^ 
A)Anduq/ 
/tAbaq/ 
/bUlaq/ 
/mAzaq/ 
/fArq/ 
/fAqimi/ 
/bAndux/ 
/tAbax/ 
/bUllax/ 
/mAzax/ 
/fArAx/ 
/fAximi/ 
'revolver' 
'big plate' 
'a nose pendent' 
'joke' 
'difference' 
'a female beggar' 
55 per cent males pronounce /vAxt/, 53 percent pronounce /mAzax/, 52 per cent males 
pronounce /bUllax/, 59 per cent males pronounce /fArax/ and 61 per cent pronounce 
/fAximi/ on the other hand, 56 per cent females pronounce /vAxt/, 45 percent pronounce 
/mAzax/, 43 per cent females pronounce /bUllax/, 48 per cent females pronounce /fArAx/ 
and 56 per cent pronounce /fA)' ^ximi/. 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing %age of/x/ in place of 
/q/ males and females 
I mate 
I female 
l./vAxt/ 2./mAzax/ 3./bUllax/ 4./fArAx/ 5. /fAximi/ 
55 per cent males pronounce /vAxt/, 53 percent pronounce /mAz^x/, 52 per cent males 
pronounce /bUllax/, 59 per cent males pronounce /fArax/ and 61 per cent pronounce 
/fAximi/ on the other hand, 56 per cent females pronounce /vAxt/, 45 percent pronounce 
/mAzax/, 43 per cent females pronounce /bUllax/, 48 per cent females pronounce /fArAx/ 
and 56 per cent pronounce /fAximi/. 
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chart showing %age of/x/ in place of 
/q/ by males and females of age 
groupl 
• male 
• femlae 
55 per cent males pronounce /vAxt/, 53 percent pronounce /mAzax/, 52 per cent males 
pronounce /bUllax/, 59 per cent males pronounce /fArAx/ and 61 per cent pronounce 
/fAximi/ on the other hand, 56 per cent females pronounce /vAxt/, 45 percent pronounce 
/mAzax/, 43 per cent females pronounce /bUllax/, 48 per cent females pronounce /fArAx/ 
and 56 per cent pronounce /fAximi/. 
chart showing %age of/x/in place of 
Iql by males and females of age 
group2 
80 
60 
40 
20 m I male I female 
55 per cent males pronounce /vAxt/, 53 percent pronounce /mAzax/, 52 per cent males 
pronounce /bUllax/, 59 per cent males pronounce /fArAx/ and 61 per cent pronounce 
/fAximi/ on the other hand, 56 per cent females pronounce /vAxt/, 45 percent pronounce 
/mAzax/, 43 per cent females pronounce /bUllax/, 48 per cent females pronounce /fArAx/ 
and 56 per cent pronounce /fAximi/. 
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chart showing %age of ^  in place of 
Iql by males and femlaes of age 
groups 
60 
40 
20 
0 JE mDu^ 
male 
female 
Addition of vowel in monosyllabic words 
Word 
jjk^ 
fi-lg 
JS-9 
{ X l ^ 
JiL^ 
J ^ i 
J ^ 
6 ^ 
JjiL_> 
J-OLX 
Urdu 
/fAxr/ 
/Ilm/ 
/qAbr/ 
/xAtm/ 
/§Akl/ 
/zlkr/ 
/nAql/ 
/jAsn/ 
/hAsr/ 
/Ami/ 
Urdu in use 
/fAxAr/ 
/IIAm/ 
/qAbAr/ 
/xAtAm/ 
/SakAl/ 
/zlkAr/ 
ZnAqAI/ 
/jAsAn/ 
/hAsAr/ 
/AmAl/ 
Gloss 
'pride' 
'knowledge' 
'grave' 
'finish' 
'face' 
'mention' 
'copy' 
'celebration' 
'result' 
'practice' 
52 per cent males pronounce /fAxAr/, 53 per cent males pronounce /IIAm/, 50 per cent 
males pronounce /qAbAr/, 57 per cent males pronounce /xAtAm/ and 59 per cent males 
pronounce /sAkAl/ on the other hand 61 per cent females pronounce /fAxAr/, 41 per cent 
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females pronounce /IlAm/, 33 per cent females pronounce /qAbAr/, 58 per cent females 
pronounce /xAtAm/ and 59 per cent females pronounce /sAkAl/. 
Chart showing %age of addition of 
vowel in monosyllabic words by 
males and females 
•male 
• female 
l./fAxAr/ 2./IlAm/ 3./qAbAr/ 4./xAtAm/ 5./sAkAl/ 
45 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce /fAxAr/, 46 per cent males pronounce 
/IlAm/, 43 per cent males pronounce /qAbAr/, 48 per cent males pronounce /xAtAm/ and 
42 per cent males pronounce /sAkAl/ on the other hand 41 per cent females of Age 
group 1 pronounce /fAxAr/, 40 per cent females pronounce /IlAm/, 39 per cent females 
pronounce /qAbAr/, 42 per cent females pronounce /xAtAm/ and 40 per cent females 
pronounce /sAkAl/. 
Chart Showing %age of addition of 
vowel In monosyllabic words by 
males and females of age groupl 
60 
40 
20 X3iSi •male I female 
35 
-.^ per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /fAxAr/, 32 per cent males pronounce 
/IlAm/, 39 per cent males pronounce /qAbAr/, 35 per cent males pronounce /xAtAm/ and 
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36 per cent males pronounce /sAkAl/ on the other hand 38 per cent females of Age 
group2 pronounce /fAxAr/, 34 per cent females pronounce /IlAm/, 33 per cent females 
pronounce /qAbAr/, 39 per cent females pronounce /xAtAm/ and 60 per cent females 
pronounce /sAkAl/. 
chart showing %age of addition of 
vowel in monosyllabic by males and 
females of age group2 
• male 
I female 
20 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /fAxAr/, 21 per cent males pronounce 
/IlAm/, 19 per cent males pronounce /qAbar/, 18 per cent males pronounce /xAtAm/ and 
22 per cent males pronounce /sAkAl/ on the other hand 22 per cent females of Age 
group3 pronounce /fAxAr/, 21 per cent females pronounce /IlAm/, 19 per cent females 
pronounce /qAbAr/, 23 per cent females pronounce /xAtAm/ and 23 per cent females 
pronounce /sAkAl/. 
25 
20 H 
15 
10 
5 
0 
chart showing %age of addition of 
vowel in monosyllabic words by 
males and females of age groups 
JBi 
B B 
.ML m 
1 1 , 1 ^ 
• male 
• female 
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But researcher also finds that respondents made monosyllabic words by the deletion of 
vowel fi^om the disyllabic words for example, in place of/sArAf/ they pronounce /sArf/ 
and in place of/mArAz/ they pronounce /mArz/. 
Deletion of vowel from the words to make it monosyllabic words 
Woni 
^-•^)jyi 
O^J^ 
O^JP-
iJJP-
l i j j 
(^J 
O ^ j 
>• 
ji=^ 
Urdu 
/sArAf/ 
ZmArAz/ 
/ArAz/ 
/ArAq/ 
/vArAq/ 
ZrAqAm/ 
/vAtAn/ 
/§AjAr/ 
/xAbAr/ 
UrdH in ose 
/sArf/ 
/mArz/ 
/Arz/ 
/Arq/ 
/vArq/ 
/rAqm/ 
/vAtn/ 
/sAjr/ 
/xAbr/ 
Gloss 
'honour' 
'disease' 
'want' 
'Juice' 
'leaf; slice' 
'write; cash' 
'native country' 
'tree' 
'news' 
65 per cent males pronounce /sArf/, 63 per cent males pronounce /mArz/, 62 per cent 
males pronounce /Arz/, 59 per cent males pronounce /Arq/ and 55 per cent males 
pronounce /vArq/, on the other hand 55 per cent females pronounce /sArf/, 65 per cent 
females pronounce /mArz/, 59 per cent females pronounce /Arz/, 55 per cent females 
pronounce /Arq/ and 52 per cent females pronounce /vArq/. 
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chart showing % age of deletion of 
vowel by males and females 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
• male 
I female 
l./sArf/ 2./mArz/ 3./Arz/ 4./Arq/ 5./vArq/ 
55 per cent males of Age groupl pronounce /sArf/, 52 per cent males pronounce /mArz/, 
53 per cent males pronounce /Arz/, 49 per cent males pronounce /Arq/ and 41 per cent 
males pronounce /vArq/, on the other hand 56 per cent females of Age groupl pronounce 
/§Arf/, 52 per cent females pronounce /mArz/, 53 per cent females pronounce /Arz/, 50 
per cent females pronounce /Arq/ and 50 per cent females pronounce /vArq/. 
chart showing %age of deletion of 
vowel by male and female of Age 
groupl 
60 
40 
20 
0 m f— T D male U I Jj'^^^ 
45 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /sArf/, 42 per cent males pronounce /mArz/, 
43 per cent males pronounce /Arz/, 50 per cent males pronounce /Arq/ and 52 per cent 
males pronounce /vArq/, on the other hand 55 per cent females of Age group2 pronounce 
/SArf/, 59 per cent females pronounce /mArz/, 40 per cent females pronounce /Arz/, 35 
per cent females pronounce /Arq/ and 32 per cent females pronounce /vArq/. 
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chart showing % age of deletion of 
vowel by male and female of Age 
group2 
omale 
• female 
25 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /sArf/, 35 per cent males pronounce /mArz/, 
20 per cent males pronounce /Arz/, 21 per cent males pronounce /Arq/ and 29 per cent 
males pronounce /vArq/, on the other hand 36 per cent females pronounce /sArf/, 38 per 
cent females pronounce /mArz/, 39 per cent females of Age group3 pronounce /Arz/, 29 
per cent females pronounce /Arq/ and 30 per cent females pronounce /vArq/. 
chart showing % age of deletion of 
vowel by male and female of age 
group3 
60 
40 
20 LiC m fflj^ 
male 
female 
Sometimes when the speakers add the vowel in monosyllabic words, meaning is changed. 
For example, table given below shows how the meaning is changed due to change in 
monosyllabic words. 
Word 
> 
Transcription 
/nAzr/ 
Gloss 
'gift' 
Word 
J ^ 
Transcription 
/nAzAr/ 
Gloss 
'vision' 
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' u,dr»i 
( ja i j 
^AC-
o^ji 
^ 
\j^^i^ 
^ \\^^\ 
<JJ9J 
f > 
/nAsb/ 
/nAfs/ 
/Umr/ 
/bArs/ 
/Abd/ 
/Asr/ 
/sAtr/ 
/rAft/ 
IkTsnl 
'to install' 
'desire' 
'age' 
'leprosy' 
'servant' 
'time' 
'time' 
'going' 
'determination' 
L \VA\ 
o^ 
J^ 
O^Ji 
^ ' 
>51 
yujt 
^ J 
f j ' 
/nAsAb/ 
ZnAfAs/ 
/UmAr/ 
ZbArAs/ 
/AbAd/ 
/AsAr/ 
/sAtAr/ 
ZrAfAt/ 
/AzAm/ 
'genealogy' 
'respiration' 
'calipha' 
'year; rain' 
Eternity' 
'effect' 
'hidden' 
'light' 
'a 
mountain' 
1 
Addition of consonant in words 
Word 
Ji^Ji 
o^\^ 
Wl-
J^^^ 
jjaj 
J^ 
*u 
Urdu 
ZbArabAr/ 
/dalan/ 
/matha/ 
/cadAr/ 
/wAzu/ 
/dAli/ 
/jAgAh/ 
Urdu in use 
ZbArAbbAr/ 
/dAllan/ 
/mAttha/ 
/cAddAr/ 
/wAzzu/ 
/dAlli/ 
/jAggAh/ 
Gloss 
'equal' 
'verandah' 
'forehead' 
'sheet' 
'ablution' 
'betel-nut' 
'place' 
32 per cent males pronounce ZbArAbbAr/, 35 per cent males pronounce /dAllan/, 39 per 
cent males pronounce /mAttha/, 30 per cent males pronounce /cAddAr/ and 28 per cent 
males pronounce /jAggAh/ and on the other hand 25 per cent females pronounce 
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ZbArAbbAr/, 29 per cent females pronounce /dAllan/, 31 per cent females pronounce 
/mAttha/, 32 per cent females pronounce /cAddAr/ and 26 per cent females pronounce 
/jAggAh/. 
chart showing %age of addition of 
consonant in words by males and 
females 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 kU I y I Li LkJ LL 
•male 
• female 
I. ZbArAbbAr/ 2./dAllan/ 3./mAttha/ 4./cAddAr/ 5./jAggAh/ 
35 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce ZbArAbbAr/, 34 per cent males pronounce 
/dAllan/, 40 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/, 41 per cent males pronounce /cAddAr/ 
and 48 per cent males pronounce /jAggAh/ and on the other hand 32 per cent females of 
Age group 1 pronounce /bArAbbAr/, 38 per cent females pronounce /dAllan/, 29 per cent 
females pronounce /mAttha/, 40 per cent females pronounce /cAddAr/ and 42 per cent 
females pronounce /jAggAh/. 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Chart showing %age of addition of 
consonant in words by males and 
females of age groupl 
m rt] rb rn rt •male • female 
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31 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce ZbArAbbAr/, 33 per cent males pronounce 
/dAllan/, 29 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/, 29 per cent males pronounce /cAddAr/ 
and 29 per cent males pronounce /jAggAh/ and on the other hand 29 per cent females of 
Age group2 pronounce ZbArAbbAr/, 32 per cent females pronounce /dAllan/, 31 per cent 
females pronounce /mAttha/, 26 per cent females pronounce /cAddAr/ and 27 per cent 
females pronounce /jAggAh/. 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
chart showing %age of addition of 
consonant in words by males and 
females in age group2 
mm •male •female 
21 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /bArAbbAr/, 23 per cent males pronounce 
/dAllan/, 24 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/, 25 per cent males pronounce /cAddAr/ 
and 26 per cent males pronounce /jAggAh/ and on the other hand 31 per cent females of 
Age group3 pronounce /bArAbbAr/, 22 per cent females pronounce /dAllan/, 29 per cent 
females pronounce /mAttha/, 26 per cent females pronounce /cAddAr/ and 27 per cent 
females pronounce /jAggAh/. 
40 
30 
20 -I 
10 
Chart showing %age of addition of 
consonant in words by males and 
females of age groups 
ilrartlrana; • male I female 
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Deletion of consonant from the words 
Word 
L ' M - V ^ 
QjijlA 
(j> ryJA 
j ^ 
(JLljS 
jSLLa 
ALtM. 
Urdu 
ZmUhAbbAt/ 
/mUdArrls/ 
/mUfAssIl/ 
ZmUqAddAr/ 
/quwAt/ 
/mUfAkkIr/ 
/muhAlla/ 
Urdu in use 
/mAhobAt/ 
/mUdrls/ 
/mUfAsIl/ 
/mUqAdAr/ 
/quvAt/ 
/mUfAkIr/ 
/mohAla/ 
Gloss 
'love' 
'teacher' 
'detailed' 
'fate' 
'strength' 
'thinker' 
'street' 
20 per cent males pronounce /mAhobAt/, 22 per cent males pronounce /mUdrls/, 23 per 
cent males pronounce /mUfAsIl/, 29 per cent males pronounce /mUqAdAr/ and 30 per 
cent males pronounce /quvAt/ and on the other hand 36 per cent females pronounce 
/mAhobAt/, 41 per cent females pronounce /mUdrls/, 54 per cent females pronounce 
/mUfAsIl/, 45 per cent females pronounce /mUqAdAr/ and 41 per cent females 
pronounce /quvAt/. 
chart showing % age of deletion of 
consonant from words by males and 
females 
60 
40 
20 
0 JJliD d] tfL I male • female 
1./mAhobAt/ 2 . /mUdrls / 3. /mUfAsll / 4 . /muqAdAr/ 5./quvAt/ 
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25 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce /mAhobAt/, 26 per cent males pronounce 
/mUdrls/, 23 per cent males pronounce /mUfAsll/, 28 per cent males pronounce 
/muqAdAr/ and 29 per cent males pronounce /quvAt/ and on the other hand 30 per cent 
females of Age group I pronounce /mAhobAt/, 34 per cent females pronounce /mUdrls/, 
31 per cent females pronounce /mUfAsIl/, 23 per cent females pronounce /muqAdAr/ and 
29 per cent /quvAt/. 
chart showing %age of deletion of 
consonant from words by males and 
females of age groupl 
1 ^ Q male 
• female 
20 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /mAhobAt/, 21 per cent males pronounce 
/mUdrls/, 18 per cent males pronounce /mUfAsFI/, 20 per cent males pronounce 
/muqAdAr/ and 23 per cent males pronounce /quvAt/ and on the other hand 40 per cent 
females of Age group2 pronounce /mAhobAt/, 21 per cent females pronounce /mUdrls/, 
32 per cent females pronounce /mUfAsIl/, 18 per cent females pronounce /muqAdAr/ and 
19 per cent /quvAt/. 
60 n 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing %age of deletion of 
consonant from words by males and 
females of age group2 
I H amale ) 
J r i r l m ruiJ'gg^ J 
1 2 3 4 5 
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15 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /mAhobAt/, 12 per cent males pronounce 
/mUdrls/, 19 per cent males pronounce /mUfAsII/, 21 per cent males pronounce 
/muqAdAr/ and 15 per cent males pronounce /quvAt/ and on the other hand 16 per cent 
females of Age group3 pronounce /mAhobAt/, 18 per cent females pronounce /mUdrls/, 
20 per cent females pronounce /mUfAsll/, 15 per cent females pronounce /muqAdAr/ and 
15 per cent /quvAt/. 
chart showing % age of deletion of 
consonant from words by males and 
females of age group3 
30 
20 
10 Lcfijii Lum.nj • male • female 
Word 
oJJWj 
oyj^ 
UJi 
O^J^ 
J^ 
Jj^ 
Urdu 
/zAbane/ 
/dono/ 
/ho/ 
/kue/ 
/jAha/ 
/xlza/ 
Urdu in use 
/zAbane/ 
/done/ 
/ho/ 
/kue/ 
/jAha/ 
/xlza/ 
Gloss 
'languages' 
'both' 
pi. of verb 'be' 
'wells' 
'world' 
'automn' 
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35 per cent males pronounce /zAbane/, 20 per cent males pronounce /dono/, 35 per cent 
males pronounce /kue/, 34 per cent males pronounce /jAha/ and 32 per cent males 
pronounce /xlza/ and on the other hand 36 per cent females pronounce /zAbane/, 21 per 
cent females pronounce /dono/, 37 per cent females pronounce /kue/, 38 per cent females 
pronounce /jAha/ and 34 per cent females pronounce /xlza/. 
chart showing % age of/e/ in place of 
lei by males and females 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 til -H 'a mate mtemdie 
I./zAbane/ 2./dono/ 3./kue/ 4./jAha/ 5./xlza/ 
36 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce /zAbane/, 25 per cent males pronounce 
/dono/, 35 per cent males pronounce /kue/, 40 per cent males pronounce /jAha/ and 42 
per cent males pronounce /xlza/ and on the other hand 32 per cent females of Age group 
pronounce /zAbane/, 38 per cent females pronounce /dono/, 39 per cent females 
pronounce /kue/, 37 per cent females pronounce /jAha/ and 42 per cent females 
pronounce /xlza/. 
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chart showing % age of lei in place of 
/e/ by males and females of age 
groupl 
60 
40 
20 M m^  male female 
36 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /zAbane/, 32 per cent males pronounce 
/dono/, 36 per cent males pronounce /kue/, 38 per cent males pronounce /jAha/ and 39 
per cent males pronounce /xiza/ and on the other hand 37 per cent females of Age group2 
pronounce /zAbane/, 38 per cent females pronounce /dono/, 22 per cent females 
pronounce /kue/, 38 per cent females pronounce /jAha/ and 39 per cent females 
pronounce/x I za/. 
chart showing %age of lei in place of 
lei by males and females of age 
group2 
60 
40 
20 mfflD^fflffl I male I female 
20 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /zAbane/, 18 per cent males pronounce 
/dono/, 19 per cent males pronounce /kue/, 21 per cent males pronounce /jAha/ and 20 
per cent males pronounce /xlza/ and on the other hand 22 per cent females of Age group3 
pronounce /zAbane/, 20 per cent females pronounce /dono/, 21 per cent females 
pronounce /kue/, 23 per cent females pronounce /jAha/ and 320 per cent females 
pronounce /xlza/. 
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30 
20 
10 
0 
chart showing %age of lei in place of 
fel by males and females of age 
groups 
_]ff imaie I female 
Word 
^_-a i^La 
U J 
^UJ 
. - ^ 
o-U^ 
lii 
u£lj 
^ J * ^ 
^ J ^ 
JJ 
Urdu 
/mUqAddAme/ 
/dUnlya/ 
/zAmane/ 
/nAGme/ 
/ghas/ 
/ata/ 
/dak/ 
/jhut/ 
/becna/ 
/puch/ 
/tu/ 
Urdu in use 
/mUkAdAme/ 
/dUnlya/ 
/zAmane/ 
/nAGme/ 
/ghas/ 
/ata/ 
/dak/ 
/jhut/ 
/becna/ 
/puch/ 
/tu/ 
Gloss 
"lawsuits' 
'world' 
'periods' 
'songs' 
'grass' 
'flour' 
'post' 
'lie' 
'to sell' 
'to ask' 
'thou' 
35 per cent males pronounce /mUkAdAme/, 32 per cent males pronounce /dUnlya/, 39 
per cent males pronounce /zAmane/, 40 per cent males pronounce /nAGme/ and 45 per 
cent males pronounce /ghas/ and on the other hand 36 per cent females pronounce 
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/mUkAdAme/, 38 per cent females pronounce /dllnlya/, 39 per cent females pronounce 
/zAmane/, 40 per cent females pronounce /nAGme/ and 43 per cent females pronounce 
/ghas/. 
^ 
chart showing % age of lei in place of 
lei by males and females 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
V '' 
L _ . —^  
amaie 
• female 
1./mUkAdAme/ 2./dUnlya/ 3./zAmane/ 4./nAGme/ 5./ghas/ 
37 per cent males of Age groupl pronounce /mukAdAme/, 39 per cent males pronounce 
/dUnlya/, 39 per cent males pronounce /zAmane/, 41 per cent males pronounce /nAGme/ 
and 39 per cent males pronounce /ghas/ and on the other hand 28 per cent females of Age 
groupl pronounce /mUkAdAme/, 29 jjer cent females pronounce /dUnlya/, 39 per cent 
females pronounce /zAmane/, 32 per cent females pronounce /nAGme/ and 34 per cent 
females pronounce /ghas/. 
chart showing % age of lei in place of 
lei by males and females of age 
groupl 
60 T 
40 
20 
0 
P " ^ K 3 
as 
. 
JSi. ; fr: 
—1 
• male I 
• female 
—, 
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25 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce ZmUkAdAme/, 26 per cent males pronounce 
/dUnlya/, 28 per cent males pronounce /zAmane/, 18 per cent males pronounce /nAGme/ 
and 19 per cent males pronounce /ghas/ and on the other hand 23 per cent females of Age 
group2 pronounce ZmUkAdAme/, 25 per cent females pronounce /dUnlya/, 26 per cent 
females pronounce /zAmane/, 29 per cent females pronounce /nAGme/ and 30 per cent 
females pronounce /ghas/. 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
chart showin %age of/e/ in place of 
lei by males and females by age 
group2 
1—i—1 1 1—1 iT • • n _ 
1 
^ a male ' 
j • female 
18 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /mUkAdAme/, 15 per cent males pronounce 
/dUnlya/, 20 per cent males pronounce /zAmane/, 13 per cent males pronounce /nAGme/ 
and 12 per cent males pronounce /ghas/ and on the other hand 19 per cent females of Age 
group3 pronounce /mUkAdAme/, 18 per cent females pronounce /dUnlya/, 20 per cent 
females pronounce /zAmane/, 13 per cent females pronounce /nAGme/ and 15 per cent 
females pronounce /ghas/. 
30 
20 
10 
0 
chart showing % age of lei in place of 
lei by males and females of age 
groups 
txl H" I male I female 
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long vowel—•short vowel 
Word 
^ • \ » > i 
^ j k -
^Lftjuii 
l^jLa 
^hh 
JiJ^ 
<^J^J^ 
JiJ^ 
'" ' ^ j • ^^j"^ 
.S^J 
Urdu 
/sahAr/ 
/maium/ 
/asman/ 
/matha/ 
/badam/ 
/taviz/ 
/dusre/ 
/upAr/ 
/xubsurAt/ 
/rAkabi/ 
Urdu in ose 
/sAhAr/ 
/mAlum/ 
/Asman/ 
/mAttha/ 
/bAdam/ 
/tAviz/ 
/dUsre/ 
/UpAr/ 
/xUbsurAt/ 
/rAkAbi/ 
Gloss 
'morning' 
'known' 
'sky' 
'forehead' 
'almond' 
'armlet' 
'(rther' 
'up' 
'beautiful' 
'plate' 
25 per cent males pronounce /sAhAr/, 30 per cent males pronounce /mAlum/, 25 per cent 
males pronounce /Asman/, 26 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/ and 28 per cent males 
pronounce /bAdam/ and on the other hand 29 per cent females pronounce /sAhAr/, 30 per 
cent females pronounce /mAlum/, 35 per cent females pronounce /Asman/, 38 per cent 
females pronounce /mAttha/ and 25 per cent females pronounce /bAdam/. 
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chart showing % age of short vowel in 
place of long vowel by males and 
females 
40 j = 
imaie 
I female 
l./sAhAr/ 2./mAlum/ 3./Asman/ 4./mAttha/ 5./bAdam/ 
30 per cent males of Age group I pronounce /sAhAr/, 32 per cent males pronounce 
/mAIum/, 39 per cent males pronounce /Asman/, 34 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/ 
and 38 per cent males pronounce /bAdam/ and on the other hand 40 per cent females of 
Age group 1 pronounce /sAhAr/, 42 per cent females pronounce /mAIum/, 44 per cent 
females pronounce /Asman/, 30 per cent females pronounce /mAttha/ and 48 per cent 
females pronounce /bAdam/. 
chart showing % age of short vowel in 
place of long vowel by males and 
females of age groupl 
40 
20 
0 — i-"n»^ 
1 
a male 
• female 
32 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /sAhAr/, 35 per cent males pronounce 
/mAIum/, 36 per cent males pronounce /Asman/, 48 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/ 
and 20 per cent males pronounce /bAdam/ and on the other hand 38 per cent females of 
Age group2 pronounce /sAhAr/, 38 per cent females pronounce /mAIum/, 29 per cent 
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females pronounce /Asman/, 30 per cent females pronounce /mAttha/ and 40 per cent 
females pronounce /bAdam/. 
chart showing % age of short vowel in 
place of long vowel by males and 
females of age group2 
60 
40 
20 e\ M' male female 
18 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /sAhAr/, 19 per cent males pronounce 
/mAlum/, 20 per cent males pronounce /Asman/, 21 per cent males pronounce /mAttha/ 
and 25 per cent males pronounce /bAdam/ and on the other hand 20 per cent females of 
Age groupB pronounce /sAhAr/, 35 per cent females pronounce /mAlum/, 40 per cent 
females pronounce /Asman/, 48 per cent females pronounce /mAttha/ and 29 per cent 
females pronounce /bAdam/. 
chart showing %age of short vowel in 
place of long vowel by males and 
females of age group3 
60 
40 
20 
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I female 
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Deletion of/t/ from words 
Word 
Ci*-jJ 
Cuij^ 
<' \ \Si 
^ 
( J j l j j tllUlJ 
^ j £ Cij-il J 
j l j l iS 
^jl£c:iJil£ 
^LudiA, 
Urdu 
/dost/ 
/gost/ 
/gAst/ 
/bAnd/ 
/dAst dArazi/ 
/rast goi/ 
/kist var/ 
/kast kari/ 
/pUst pAnahi/ 
Urdu in use 
/dos/ 
/gos/ 
/gAs/ 
/bAn/ 
/dAs dArazi/ 
/ras goi/ 
/kis var/ 
/kas kari/ 
/pUs pAnahi/ 
Gloss 
'friend' 
'flesh' 
'round' 
'close' 
'interference' 
'saying straight forward' 
'on installment' 
'farming' 
'backing; support' 
45 per cent males pronounce /dos/, 30 per cent males pronounce /gAs/, 45 per cent males 
pronounce /gos/, 50 per cent males pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 59 per cent males 
pronounce /kIs var/ and on the other hand 60 per cent females pronounce /dos/, 65 per 
cent females pronounce /gAs/, 35 per cent females pronounce /gos/, 65 per cent females 
pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 29 per cent females pronounce /kIs var/. 
80 
60 
40 
20 
chart showing % age of deletion of /t/ 
from words by males and females 
% 
^ 
_B 
I male 
I female 
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l./dos/ 2./gA§/ 3./gos/ 4./dAs dAray.i/ 5./kIsvar/ 
65 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce /dos/, 62 per cent males pronounce /gAs/, 49 
per cent males pronounce /go§/, 28 per cent males pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 65 per 
cent males pronounce /kis var/ and on the other hand 50 per cent females of Age group 1 
pronounce /dos/, 55 per cent females pronounce /gAs/, 59 per cent females pronounce 
/gos/, 56 per cent females pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 60 per cent females pronounce 
/kIs var/. 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing % age of deletion of HI 
from words by males and females of 
age groupl 
1 B£ 
4 
• male 
• fem^e 
45 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /dos/, 45 per cent males pronounce /gAs/, 50 
per cent males pronounce /gos/, 52 per cent males pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 53 per 
cent males pronounce /kIs var/ and on the other hand 53 per cent females of Age group2 
pronounce /dos/, 52 per cent females pronounce /gAs/, 50 per cent females pronounce 
/gos/, 51 per cent females pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 49 per cent females pronounce 
/kIs var/. 
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chart showing %age of deletion of/t/ 
from words by males and females of 
age group2 
55 
50 
45 
40 jj.LB rp fcis 
35 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /dos/, 36 per cent males pronounce /gAs/, 39 
per cent males pronounce /gos/, 42 per cent males pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 45 per 
cent males pronounce /kis var/ and on the other hand 39 per cent females of Age group3 
pronounce /dos/, 38 per cent females pronounce /gAs/, 37 per cent females pronounce 
/gos/, 35 per cent females pronounce /dAs dArazi/ and 29 per cent females pronounce 
/kls var/. 
chart showing %age of deletion ofltl 
by males and females of age group3 
I male 
I female 
Addition of /h/ in the words 
Word 
U ^ 
iSj^ 
Urdu 
/kan/ 
/bhikari/ 
Urdu in use 
/khan/ 
/bhikhari/ 
Gloss 
'mine' 
'beggar' 
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^J^ 
\£j^ 
^ • ^ 
^ J * ^ 
^J^ 
/bhuk/ 
/bhuka/ 
/bhik/ 
/jhut/ 
/jhuta/ 
/bhukh/ 
/bhukha/ 
/bhikh/ 
/jhuth/ 
/jhutha/ 
'hunger' 
'hungry' 
'begging' 
'He' 
'lier' 
65 per cent males pronounce /khan/, 60 per cent males pronounce /bhikhari/, 63 per cent 
males pronounce /bhukh/, 59 per cent males pronounce /bhikh/ and 58 per cent males 
pronounce /jhuth/ and on the other hand 58 per cent females pronounce /khan/, 57 per 
cent females pronounce /bhikhari/, 57 per cent females pronounce /bhukh/, 56 per cent 
females pronounce /bhikh/ and 59 per cent females pronounce /jhuth/. 
chart showing % age of addition of /h/ 
in words by males and females 
70 
65 -
60 -
55 
50 
•male 
•female 
l./khan/ 2./bhikhari/ 3./bhukh/ 4./bhikh/ 5./jhuth/ 
70 per cent males of Age group 1 pronounce /khan/, 75 per cent males pronounce 
/bhikhari/, 76 per cent males pronounce /bhukh/, 79 per cent males pronounce /bhikh/ 
and 75 per cent males pronounce /jhuth/ and on the other hand 79 per cent females of 
Age group 1 pronounce /khan/, 60 per cent females pronounce /bhikhari/, 65 per cent 
females pronounce /bhukh/, 75 per cent females pronounce /bhikh/ and 75 per cent 
females pronounce /jhuth/. 
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chart showing %age of addition of /h/ 
in words by males and females of age 
groupl 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
' " ^ 
^^•_ • male 
•female 
60 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /khan/, 59 per cent males pronounce 
/bhikhari/, 55 per cent males pronounce /bhukh/, 61 per cent males pronounce /bhikh/ 
and 45 per cent males pronounce /jhuth/ and on the other hand 45 f)er cent females of 
Age group2 pronounce /khan/, 63 per cent females pronounce /bhikhari/, 67 per cent 
females pronounce /bhukh/, 65 per cent females pronounce /bhikh/ and 50 per cent 
females pronounce /jhuth/. 
chart showing %age of addition of /h/ 
in words by males and females of age 
group2 
• male 
•female 
30 per cent males of Age group3 pronounce /khan/, 32 per cent males pronounce 
/bhikhari/, 39 per cent males pronounce /bhukh/, 29 per cent males pronounce /bhikh/ 
and 30 per cent males pronounce /jhuth/ and on the other hand 31 per cent females of 
Age group3 pronounce /khan/, 35 per cent females pronounce /bhikhari/, 45 per cent 
females pronounce /bhukh/, 20 per cent females pronounce /bhikh/ and 20 per cent 
females pronounce /jhuth/. 
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chart showing % age of addition of /h/ 
In words by males and females of age 
groups 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
rFI ' •male 
• female 
Deletion of /h/ from the words 
Word 
^JJ 
^ j e 
A£ 
^^Ji 
A£^ 
A ^ j j 
Urdu 
/ruth/ 
fhothJ 
/gidh/ 
/paudh/ 
/dUkh/ 
/dudh/ 
Urdu in use 
/rut/ 
/hot/ 
/gid/ 
/paud/ 
/dUk/ 
/dud/ 
Gloss 
'angry' 
'lips' 
'vulture' 
'sapling' 
'sorrow' 
'milk' 
35 per cent males pronounce /rut/, 36 per cent males pronounce /hot/, 39 per cent males 
pronounce /gId/, 40 per cent males pronounce /paud/ and 41 per cent males pronounce 
/dud/ and on the other hand 41 per cent females pronounce /rut/, 43 per cent females 
pronounce /hot/, 48 per cent females pronounce /gId/, 49 per cent females pronounce 
/paud/ and 50 per cent females pronounce /dud/. 
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M 
40 
20 
fl -
chart showing %age of deletion of/h/ 
from words by males and females 
wz pTT^ 
^^•d 
] 
• male 
• female 
1 2 3 4 5 
l./rut/ 2./hot/ 3./gid/ 4./paud/ 5./dud/ 
49 per cent males of Age group I pronounce /rut/, 55 per cent males pronounce /hot/, 50 
per cent males pronounce /gId/, 56 per cent males pronounce /paud/ and 60 per cent 
males pronounce /dud/ and on the other hand 39 per cent females of Age group I 
pronounce /rut/, 65 per cent females pronounce /hot/, 70 per cent females pronounce 
/gId/, 75 per cent females pronounce /paud/ and 65 per cent females pronounce /dud/. 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing %age of deletion of/h/ 
from words by males and females of 
age groupl 
i i d l [D .11 ^ ^ 
40 per cent males of Age group2 pronounce /rut/, 41 per cent males pronounce /hot/, 43 
per cent males pronounce /gId/, 39 per cent males pronounce /paud/ and 39 per cent 
males pronounce /dud/ and on the other hand 38 per cent females of Age group2 
pronounce /rut/, 39 per cent females pronounce /hot/, 41 per cent females pronounce 
/gId/, 43 per cent females pronounce /paud/ and 48 per cent females pronounce /dud/. 
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60 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing %age of deletion of/h/ 
from words by males and females of 
age group2 
1—1—, r—V—1 r ~ M r-^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
'•male 
|Bfemaie 
23 per cent males of Age groupS pronounce /rut/, 28 per cent males pronounce /hot/, 30 
per cent males pronounce /gid/, 35 per cent males pronounce /paud/ and 35 per cent 
males pronounce /dud/ and on the other hand 39 per cent females of Age groupS 
pronounce /rut/, 39 per cent females pronounce /hot/, 42 per cent females pronounce 
/gId/, 36 per cent females pronounce /paud/ and 43 per cent females pronounce /dud/. 
60 
40 
20 
chart showing %age of deletion of/h/ 
from words by males and females of 
age group3 
cB I male • female 
Urdu pronunciation of some English words 
Word 
Station 
Stop 
School 
Stall 
Transcription 
/stelsn/ 
/stop/ 
/sku:l/ 
/sto:l/ 
F. Transcription 
/IstesAn/ 
/Istop/ 
/Iskul/ 
/Istal/ 
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Smart 
State 
Class 
Blade 
Crease 
Dress 
Great 
Please 
Film 
button 
/sma:t/ 
/stelt/ 
/kla:s/ 
/bleld/ 
/kri:z/ 
/dies/ 
/grelt/ 
/pH:z/ 
/film/ 
/bAtn/ 
/Ismart/ 
/Istet/ 
/kllas/ 
/blled/ 
/kiriz/ 
/dires/ 
/glret/ 
/piliz/ 
/flllm/ 
ZbAtAn/ 
Conclusion 
Mind it Test: 18 per cent males of Age groupl mind it the correct pronunciation of Urdu 
but 82 per cent males of same Age group don't mind it the correct pronunciation of Urdu 
while 24 per cent females of same group mind it and 76 per cent don't mind it. 58 per 
cent males of Age group2 don't mind it the correct pronunciation of Urdu and 46 per cent 
females of same Age group don't mind it but 42 percent males and 54 per cent females of 
Age group2 mind it the correct pronunciation of Urdu. 93 per cent males of Age group3 
and 82 per cent females of A ^ group 3 strongly mind it what to fwonounce how to 
pronounce and where to pronounce the word. When the researcher enquires the reason 
behind it speakers said that tfiey do this because '*its chalta hai". 
The hyp<^esis of this work is "if any three age groups of Urdu speakers are 
ranked in a scale (as the oltfer generation is less commercialized and younger generation 
is more commercialized and more prone to social change) then they will be ranked in the 
same order by tfieir differential attitude of Urdu (older generation do mind for Urdu and 
youn^r generatimi does not mind for Urdu)". The hypothesis of this woric stands 
confirmed by the data in this chapter. This variation in the field is seen due to the impact 
of television on common masses in particular and ccmimercialization in general. 
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Chapter-5 Morphological Variation 
After discussing the percentage wise distribution of use of Urdu and English in 
different contexts situations and after discussing the phonological changes in the 
field and its statistical data, researcher would deal with the Urdu morphological 
changes in this chapter. Researcher would collect the data on Urdu Morphology 
by providing the word lists (Appendix-3) to the 50 respondents. This survey on 
Urdu Morphology is conducted in Lucknow city, Aligarh district and in Dellii 
city. The analysis is done on the basis of males and females and on the basis of 
Age groups. Age groupl is under 15-25 years; Age group2 is under 26-45 years 
and Age group 3 is above 46-80 years (same as in chapter 3 and 4 of the thesis). 
First of all the researcher would highlight the points on which scale the 
data has been collected. Following point of scale is given below which the 
researcher has found: 
1. Genitive Compounds in Urdu. 
2. Conjunctive Compounds in Urdu. 
3. Changes of Complex Word Formation with affixes. 
4. Changes due to Plural Formations. 
A set of words list (Appendix-3) is given to the field by the researcher. 
1. Genitive Compounds in Urdu 
In Urdu there are four types of Genitive Compounds namely: 
1. Genitive Compound marked by orthographic symbol zer (—) 
In many Urdu words the genitive relation is marked by the symbol zer (—i 
beneath the last or the final letter of the first noun of the compound when the 
final letter is either a consonant letter, letter /ain/ (^) or the letter /vao/ (j) or the 
letter /choti ye/ (LS). For example in the compounds: 
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Urdu Trascription 
raz-e-UlfAt 
vadi-e-kAshmir 
tUlu-e-aftab 
Word 
aJUi j1 J 
j^.>^-oJJxS ti 0 1 _9 
L_> l_L_9 1 ^ J J J D 
Gloss 
'secret of love' 
'valley of Kashmir' 
'rising of sun' 
2. Genitive compound marked by the symbol /hAmza/ («•) 
The genitive relation in some of the Perso Arabic words is marked by the 
orthographic symbol /hAmza/ {(•) over the last letter of the first word of th 
compound if this letter is /he-mokhtAfi/ (») with either of its both allograph for 
instance in the word compounds: 
Urdu Transcription 
nAghmA-e-mUhAbbAt 
zAriA-e-rozgar 
iradA-e-qAtl 
Word 
a_^ ^ - - ^ 
jUJ3J "^J^ 
J J ^ 0 J 1 J 1 
Gloss 
'song of love' 
'means of employment' 
'intention of murder' 
3. Genitive Compounds marked by the letter /ye/ (<i_) with hAmza over it (^) 
In some of the Perso-Arabic words the genitive relation is marked by the 
orthographic symbol {^) placed after the first word of the compound ending with 
/alif/ or /vao/ for instance in the example given below: 
Urdu Transcription 
sAda-e-vAtAn 
sAza-e-maut 
bu-e-gUl 
Word 
(jJa 5 > l.^x-i 
d j » o > 1 VuJ 
iS ^ JJ 
Gloss 
'call of nation' 
'death sentence' 
'fragrance of flower' 
There is no need of using /hAmza/ over the letter /ye/ (^) in Persian but in Urdu 
we have to use /hamza/ essentially. 
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4. Genitive relation marked by /alif lam/ (J^ in the Perso-Arabic words: 
Genitive relation is also marked by /alif lam/ (J') which is infixed in between the 
two noun words of the compound. But orthographically the /alif lam/ is prefixed 
with the possessive noun. This is purely an Arabic pattern of compounding the 
words. The pronunciation is also modified when /alif lam/ is used which is 
phonologically conditioned in the following ways: 
1. In the compounds that are formed by /alif lam/ (J*) alif is never 
pronounced. 
2. /lam/ is never pronounced in those compounds whose second word starts 
with the dental and alveolar /se/ (^), /sin/ (t>), /sad/ ( ^ , /dal/ (J), /zal/ 
(i), /re/ (j), /ze/ (j), /te/ (^), /to/ (J=) and /lam/ (J). 
But when /alif lam/ is added in such compounds which have these sounds in the 
beginning of the sounds words of the compounds then these alveolar and dental 
sounds are geminated for instance in: 
Urdu Transcription 
sAms-ul-din= sAmsUddin 
Abd-ul-sAttar= AbdUssAttar 
Word 
(jj.iJl (_jja.ajJi 
JHOJIAJC. 
Gloss 
'sun of religion" 
'devotee of God' 
/lam/ is pronounced when /alif lam/ is prefixed to the second word of compounds 
whose initial sounds are other than the alveolar and the dental sounds represented 
by following letters /alif/ ('), /jim/ fe), /he/ (c), /khe/ (c), /fe/ (-i), /qaf/ (J), /kaf 
(^), for instance the following examples: 
Urdu Transcription 
xUrsid-Ul-Islam=xUrsidUl Islam 
bain-Al-Aqvam=bainAl Aqvam 
Word 
a^LuiV1 AjiVi s a ^ 
f'j^VI j j j 
Gloss 
'the sun of Islam 
'international" 
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So, compounds words which are exposed to the respondents in the field are as 
follows: 
Urdu Transcription 
zAxirA-e-Alfaz 
xanA-e-xUda 
mAllcA-e-bArtanlya 
raz-e-UlfAt 
vadi-e-kAshmir 
tUlu-e-aftab 
nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt 
zAriA-e-rozgar 
iradA-e-qAtl 
sAda-e-vAtAn 
sAza-e-maut 
bu-e-gUl 
Andaz-e-bAyan 
dastan-e-GAm 
gUl-e-mUhAbbAt 
daur-e-Gallb 
mahrin-e-llsanlyat 
kUllIyat-e-vAli 
dastan-e-GArib 
GAm-e-dll 
vAqt-e-sAhAr 
rAng-e-gUl 
Word 
ialill Ojii.J 
1 ^ /Jlik 
^ U a U a<_$-Li 
Ciill j l j 
JLJ^MLS L5 J 1 J 
i_) 1_LJ 1 ^ j _ L l o 
O L J I _ 5 /xJCXaJ 
J L-^  j 3 J / ^ J ^ 
JJLJ a j 1 J 1 
/\Ja g > ) '^ - ^ 
CI) »^> 1 ym 
J^ ^ J ^ 
jLlJ jiAJl 
|»C- (j^L>"l-^ 
t " i i - v ^ ( J s 
t_JLc.jjJ 
t'll i\,.,\ j j i j i l ^ 
J j C ^ U K 
L-U \C. ^jHujIj 
J j f ^ 
^j^joj d ia J 
C ^ L ^ J 
Gloss 
'stock of words' 
'love of Gods' 
'queen of England' 
'secret of love" 
'valley of Kashmir' 
'rising of sun' 
'song of love' 
'means of employment' 
'intention of murder' 
'call of nation" 
'death sentence' 
'fragrance of flower' 
'manner or style of expression' 
'story of grief 
'flower of love' 
'period of Ghalib' 
'linguists' 
'collection of vali's poetry" 
'story of a poor man" 
'grief of heart' 
'the dawn' 
'colour of flower' 
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divan-e-Gallb 
zUrurlyat-e-zIndAgi 
elan-e-mAqsAd 
bals-e-fAxr 
mAth-e-sAbAq 
rAsm-e-xAt 
rah-e-nljat 
rah-e-hAq 
c-ulc. (jl_^-i 
( ^ ^ j "-^^JJJ^ 
."ii^'i^ ( j ^ ^ l 
j ^ liLidj 
(3f" i j ^ 
)-<••> A J ^ J 
'" '1 -^  "' al J 
^ s l j 
'poetry of Ghalib' 
"needs of life" 
'declaration of purpose" 
'cause of pride" 
'text of lesson' 
'script' 
'salvation' 
'in the way of God' 
Note: The data is collected from Mashriqi Dulhan Urdu Magazine, Mehekta Anchal 
and Pakiza Anchal of New Delhi. 
All these compounds are not used by Urdu speakers in the field. Only few of them 
responded on these types of compound words. The older generation peoples used 
these types of words in their day to day conversation but younger generation do 
not used them in their day to day conversation and this is very easily seen in the 
data collected by the researcher in the field. 
Researcher in the field finds that 43.33 per cent of males use zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 
43.33 per cent of males use nAghmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 43.60 per cent of males use 
zAriA-e-rozgar, 47 per cent of males use Andaz-e-bAyan and 51.33 per cent oi^ 
males use rah-e-hAq in their day to day conversation and on the other hand 51.33 
per cent of females use zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 51 per cent of females use nAghmA-e-
mUhAbbAt, 51 per cent of females use zAriA-e-rozgar, 45.33 per cent of females 
use Andaz-e-bAyan and 47 per cent of females use rah-e-hAq in their day to day 
conversation. 
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Chart showing %age of genitive 
compounds in Urdu by males and 
females 
iHAsi. • males •females 
1. zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 2. nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 3. zAriA-e-rozgar, 4. Andaz-e-
bAyan, 5. rah-e-hAq 
20 per cent of males of Age group! use zAxirA-e-AIfaz, 18 per cent of males use 
nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 19 per cent of males use zAriA-e-rozgar, 15 per cent of 
males use Andaz-e-bAyan and 30 per cent of males use rah-e-hAq in their day to 
day conversation and on the other hand 26 per cent of females of Age group 1 use 
zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 27 per cent of females use nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 28 per cent of 
females use zAriA-e-rozgar, 19 per cent of females use Andaz-e-bAyan and 20 
per cent of females use rah-e-hAq in their day to day conversation. 
chart showing %age of genitive 
compounds by males and females of 
age groupl 
40 
30 
20 H 
10 
0 r1! rfl rW m rh 
•males 
• females 
35 per cent of males of Age group2 use zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 32 per cent of males use 
nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 31 per cent of males use zAriA-e-rozgar, 36 per cent of 
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males use Andaz-e-bAyan and 32 per cent of males use rah-e-hAq in their day to 
day conversation and on the other hand 37 per cent of females of Age group2 use 
zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 36 per cent of females use nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 40 per cent of 
females use zAriA-e-rozgar, 41 per cent of females use Andaz-e-bAyan and 42 
per cent of females use rah-e-hAq in their day to day conversation. 
Chart showing %age of genitive 
compounds by males and females of 
age group2 
jm •males •females 
75 per cent of males of Age group3 use zAxirA-e-AIfaz, 80 per cent of males use 
nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 81 per cent of males use zAriA-e-rozgar, 90 per cent of 
males use Andaz-e-bAyan and 92 per cent of males use rah-e-hAq in their day to 
day conversation and on the other hand 91 per cent of females of Age group3 use 
zAxirA-e-Alfaz, 90 per cent of females use nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt, 85 per cent of 
females use zAriA-e-rozgar, 76 per cent of females use Andaz-e-bAyan and 79 
per cent of females use rah-e-hAq in their day to day conversation. 
Chart showing %age of genitive 
compounds by males and females by 
age groups 
s •males •females 
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1. Conjunctive Compounds in Urdu 
In Urdu there are two types of Conjunctive Compounds, viz., 
1. Conjunctive Compounds formed by conjunction marker. 
2. Conjunctive Compounds formed by zero marker. 
1. Conjunctive Compounds formed by using orthographic symbol /vao/ (j) as 
conjunction marker. 
In the above case the two nouns either of positive sense or having antonymous 
characteristics are compounded by inserting the letter /vao/ (-j-) in between these 
two nouns. In orthographic system this conjunction marker remains separate but 
phonologically its sound is attached to the first noun in the compound for example 
in the following compounds marked with the conjunction marker /vao/ {->): 
Urdu Transcription 
xab-o-xAyal 
sAhAr-o-§am 
GAm-o-GUssa 
Word 
( i ^ j M j * -
ALUI J^^^Ail 
'/o-at j ^ 
Gloss 
'dream and diougjit' 
'morning and evening' 
'grief and anger' 
2. Simple conjunctive compounds without any marker like Hindi there appear 
simple compounds in Urdu also where two free forms are put together without 
any conjunction marker for example in the compounds: 
Urdu Transcription 
safsuthra 
rat din 
Amir GArib 
Word 
1 JAOUJI t. ilirt 
L P ^ ' J 
v y > j ^ ' 
Gloss 
'neat and clean' 
'day aid night' 
'rich and poor' 
The selection restriction or we may call it collocation has to be maintained in the 
case of compounds marked by the letter (-j-) i.e. the words in the compound must 
be of Perso-Arabic source. But there is no hard and fast restriction followed in the 
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case of simple compounds nowadays in the Urdu language. In simple compounds 
either the words of Perso-Arabic source or of Indie origin have been taken earlier 
but now literatures are using both Indie and Perso-Arabic words in the simple 
compounds. Though in speaking and listening it looks as if the /vao/ (-j-) is 
conjoined to the first noun of the compound but it is to be written separately. 
So, compounds words which are exposed to the respondents in the field are as 
follows: 
UrdD Transcription 
lAb-o-lAhja 
ISq-o-mUhAbbAt 
jan-o-mal 
sAvalo-jAvab 
ser-o-§aIri 
jan-o-dll 
mal-o-daulAt 
Word 
z * ^ J " ^ 
'''"^ -» J (3'uiC' 
J-» ju l^ 
L_it j ^ J d^j^ 
t5jcLij j » ^ 
J i JUl^ 
d l j . ^ J (JL« 
Gloss 
'accent' 
'love and affection' 
'life and property' 
'question answer' 
'verse and poetry' 
'life and heart' 
'property and wealth' 
Note: The data is collected from Mashriqi Duihan, Mehekta Anchai and Pakiza 
Anchal of New Delhi. 
Researcher in the field finds that 40.18 per cent of males use lAb-o-lAhja, 45.33 
per cent of males use I§q-o-mUhAbbAt, 48.60 per cent of males use jan-o-mal, 
43.60 per cent of males use sAvalo-jAv^ and 49.60 per cent of males use §er-o-
§alri in their day to day conversation and on the other hand 47.30 per cent of 
females use lAb-o-lAhja, 53.60 per cent of females use ISq-o-mUhAbbAt, 58.30 
per cent of females use jan-o-mal, 51 per cent of females use sAvalo-jAvab and 
49.60 per cent of females use ser-o-§aIri in their day to day conversation. 
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chart showing %age of conjunctive 
compounds in Urdu by males and 
females 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 a 
m r [f cn ,^^  < B males • females 1 i 
1. lAb-o-!Ahja, 2. Isq-o-mUhAbbAt, 3. jan-o-mal, 4. sAvalo-jAvab, 
5. ser-o-sairi 
20 per cent of males of Age group I use lAb-o-IAhja, 23 per cent of males use 
Isq-o-mUhAbbAt, 25 per cent of males use jan-o-mal, 26 per cent males use 
sAvalo-jAvab and 30 per cent of males use ser-o-salri in their day to day 
conversation and on the other hand 40 per cent of females of Age group I use lAb-
o-IAhja, 41 per cent of females use Isq-o-mUhAbbAt, 43 per cent of females use 
jan-o-mal, 20 per cent of females use sAvalo-jAvab and 25 per cent of females 
use ser-o-salri in their day to day conversation. 
chart showing % age of conjunctive 
compounds in Urdu by males and 
females of age groupl 
60 
40 
20 
0 J ^ Hi a males ; • females 
27 per cent of males of Age group2 use lAb-o-IAhja, 41 per cent of males use 
Isq-o-mUhAbbAt, 45 per cent of males use jan-o-mal, 30 per cent of males use 
sAvalo-jAvab and 39 per cent of males use ser-o-saIri in their day to day 
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conversation and on the other hand 37 per cent of females of Age group2 use lAb-
0-1 Ahja, 38 per cent of females use Isq-o-mUh AbbAt, 39 per cent of females use 
jan-o-mal, 40 per cent of females use sAvalo-jAvab and 43 per cent of females 
use ser-o-salri in their day to day conversation. 
BO . 
40 
20 
n 
chart showing %age of conjunctive 
compounds by males and females of 
age group2 
il^  " ^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 • males 
• females 
75 per cent of males of Age group3 use lAb-o-IAhja, 72 per cent of males use 
Isq-o-mUhAbbAt, 76 per cent of males use jan-o-mal, 75 per cent of males use 
sAvalo-jAvab and 80 per cent of males use ser-o-sairi in their day to day 
conversation and on the other hand 85 per cent of females of Age group3 use lAb-
o-lAhja, 82 per cent of females use Isq-o-mUh AbbAt, 91 per cent of females use 
jan-o-mal, 93 per cent of females use sAvalo-jAvab and 81 per cent of females 
use ser-o-salri in their day to day conversation. 
chart showing %age of conjunctive 
compounds by males and females by 
age group3 
I males 
• females 
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Sometimes, genitive marker /zer/ (—) in place of the conjunctive marker 
represented by the orthographic symbol /vao/ (j). For example. 
Urdu Transcription 
jan-e-dll 
jan-o-dll 
Word 
Li^J^ 
J-^  J CJ^ 
Gloss 
'beloved' 
'life and heart' 
In the above example, it resulted in semantic change in the compounds for 
instance /jan-o-dll/ 'life and heart' becomes 'beloved' when it is produced as 
/jan-e-dll/ and thus passes to Genitive compound. The other example lost meaning 
as /mal-e-daulAt/ is not an Urdu construction. 
3. Changes of Complex Word Formation with Affixes 
In Urdu there are two types of affixes viz., 1. Prefixes and 2. Suffixes . There are 
many bound forms which function as prefixes and suffixes in Urdu. These bound 
forms or prefixes and suffixes when used with the free form words change the 
meaning of the words to which they are attached. Some of the most frequent and 
recurrent prefixes and suffixes in Urdu are for detailed description see Beg 
(1979). 
1. Prefixes: 
The prefixes are also of three kinds based on the sense they depict, as: 
• Prefixes of Negative sense 
/be/, /bAd/, /la/, /na/ and /ghair/ 
• Prefixes of attribution 
/pUr/, /pesh/, /besh/, /xUsh/, /no/ 
• Prefixes of comparative degree 
/hAr/ and /hAm/ 
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2. Suffixes: 
The suffixes may also be categorized into two types based on their sense: 
• Suffixes of attribution 
/azma/, /Afza/, /alud/, /amez/, /Angez/, /baz/, /pArAst/. /dar/, /nak/, /gar/ 
and /avAr/ etc. 
• Suffixes of specification and location 
/gah/, /kAda/, /sita/ and /dan/. 
Since there are no set rules for the use of prefixes with the words, the learning of 
forming complex words with prefixes, thus largely depends on extensive practice. 
Urdu Morphology in use 
be xUshu^^i-^ 
Gair Insafic^^'-^' j ^ 
bAd hAya*^ -^  
bAd hoshu^jj-^ 
Urdu Morphology 
na xUsh J^j^ ^ 
na Insafi LS^L^"' ^ 
be hAya ^ ^ 
be hosh (ji_>j ^ 
Gloss 
'unhappy" 
'injustice" 
'shameless" 
'unconscious' 
Urdu Morphology in use: the linguistic usage we observed during data collection. 
Researcher in the field finds that 54 per cent of males use be xUsh, 55.40 per cent 
of males use ghair Insafi, 38 per cent of males use bAd hAya and 26 per cent of 
males use bAd hosh in their day to day conversation and on other hand 54.30 per 
cent of females use be xUsh, 61 per cent of females use ghair Insafi, 35.30 per 
cent of females use bAd hAya and 28.60 per cent of females use bAd hosh in their 
day to day conversation. 
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chart showing %age of complex word 
formation with prefixes by males and 
females 
80 
60 
40 
20 m m 
I mates 
I females 
l.bexUsh, 2. Gair Insafi, 3. bAd hAya 4. bAd hosh 
68 per cent of males of Age group I use be xUsh, 65 per cent males use Gair 
Insafi, 45 per cent of males use bAd hAya and 35 per cent of males use bAd hosh 
in their day to day conversation and on other hand 63 per cent of females of Age 
group 1 use be xUsh, 79 per cent of females use Gair insafi, 49 per cent of females 
use bAd hAya and 40 per cent of females use bAd hosh in their day to day 
conversation. 
chart showing %age of complex word 
formation with prefixes by males and 
females of age groupl 
1 0 0 T^  
50 
0 
B males 
1 • females j 
1 2 3 4 
52 per cent of males of Age group2 use be xUsh, 62 per cent of males use Gair 
Insafi, 40 per cent of males use bAd hAya and 25 per cent of males use bAd hosh 
in their day to day conversation and on other hand 59 per cent of females of Age 
group2 use be xUsh, 61 per cent of females use Gair Insafi, 39 per cent of females 
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use bAd hAya and 26 per cent of females use bAd hosh in their day to day 
conversation. 
80 
60 
40 
20 
chart showing %age of complex word 
formation with prefixes by males and 
females of age group2 
ffl JIQ • males • females 
42 per cent of males of Age group3 use be xUsh, 40 per cent of males use Gair 
Insafi, 29 per cent of males use bAd hAya and 18 per cent of males use bAd hosh 
in their day to day conversation and on other hand 41 per cent of females of Age 
group3 use be xUsh, 43 per cent of females use Gair Insafi, 18 per cent of females 
use bAd hAya and 20 per cent of females use bAd hosh in their day to day 
conversation. 
60 
40 
20 
0 
chart showing % age of complex word 
formation by prefixes by males and 
females of age groupS 
I males 
r females 
Same as prefixes, there is no certain rules for the formation of words with 
suffixes. Some changes are done due to this reason. For example: 
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Urdu Morphology in use 
qAlAm da 
b ^ 
dAva nigar 
j l ^ i j j 
Ahsan fAros 
ijijk ;jLuti.l 
qArz mAnd 
•ij-a i j ia j 3 
navll go 
jS JjU 
kUnba bAndi 
(_J^ /UJS 
AdAb da 
j j b C_IJ1 
Urdu Morphology 
qAlAm dan 
Ob ^ 
dAva saz 
^jLui I jJ 
Ahsan fAramos 
(j^^\^ O' • '^' 
qArz dar 
j i j ^ J 
navll nIgar 
j l5J ujl-J 
kUnba pArAsti 
,_P^JJ /OiS 
Adib 
1_UJ| 
Gloss 
'penstand" 
"druggist" 
'ungratefur 
'indebtor" 
'novelist' 
'biasing to own 
family' 
'literary writer" 
Urdu Morphology in use: the linguistic usage we observed during data collection. 
51.66 per cent of males use qAlAm da, 50 per cent of males use dAva nlgar. 58 
per cent of males use Ahsan fArosh, 51.30 per cent of males use qArz mAnd and 
65.30 per cent of males use navll go in their day to day conversation and on the 
other hand 60 per cent of females use qAlAm da, 63 per cent of females use 
dAva nlgar, 59.30 per cent of females use Ahsan fArosh. 53.60 per cent of 
females use qArz mAnd and 56 per cent of females use navll go in their day to 
day conversation. 
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chart showing % age of complex word 
formation with suffix by males and 
females 
fflBiE r males I females 
1. qAlAm da, 2. dAva nlgar, 3. Ahsan fAros, 4. qArzmAnd, 5. navU go 
65 per cent of males of Age group 1 use qAIAm da, 63 per cent of males use dAva 
nlgar, 81 per cent of males use Ahsan fAroS, 82 per cent of males use qArz 
mAnd and 89 per cent of males use navll go in their day to day conversation and 
on the other hand 80 per cent of females of Age group I use qAIAm da, 79 per 
cent of females use dAva nlgar, 73 per cent of females use Ahsan fAro§, 72 per 
cent of females use qArz mAnd and 69 per cent of females use navll go in their 
day to day conversation. 
chart showing % age of complex word 
formation with suffix by males and 
females of age groupl 
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50 
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• females 
60 per cent of males of Age group2 use qAIAm da, 55 per cent of males use dAva 
nlgar, 59 per cent of males use Ahsan fAroS, 51 per cent of males use qArz 
mAnd and 58 per cent of males use navll go in their day to day conversation and 
on the other hand 70 per cent of females of Age group2 use qAIAm da, 75 per 
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cent of females use dAva nigar, 69 per cent of females use Ahsan fAros, 50 per 
cent of femaies use qArz mAnd and 59 per cent of femaies use navli go in their 
day to day conversation. 
chart showing % age of complex word 
formation with suffix by males and 
femaies of age group2 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 wm j m mates • females 
30 per cent of males of Age group3 use qAlAm da, 32 per cent of males use 
dAva nIgar, 34 per cent of males use Ahsan fAros, 45 per cent of males use qArz 
mAnd and 50 per cent of males use navD go in their day to day conversation and 
on the other hand 30 per cent of females of Age group3 use qAlAm da, 35 per 
cent of females use dAva nIgar, 36 per cent of females use Ahsan fAros, 39 per 
cent of females use qArz mAnd and 40 per cent of females use navD go in their 
day to day conversation. 
chart showing %age of complex word 
formation with suffix by males and 
females of age group3 
60 
40 
20 M 
—i j [—] I • males 
' • females 
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Sometimes, for convenience Hindi suffixes are added to the words. For example: 
Urdu Morphology in use 
7</-
Urdu Morphology Gloss 
jac kArta 
12 j S ^ 
jac kUnlnda examiner 
nAsr kar nAsr nigar 'prose writer' 
Researcher in the field finds that 66 per cent of males use jac kArta and 61.66 per 
cent of males use nAsr kar in day to day of their conversation on the other hand 
63.30 per cent of females use jac kArta and 62.60 per cent of females use nAsr 
kar in day to day of their conversation. 
chart showing %age of complex word 
formation with suffix by males and 
females 
68 
66 
64 
62 
60 
58 1 k s E ^ us. c 
• males 
• females 
1. jac kArta 2. nAsr kar 
75 per cent of males of Age group 1 use jac kArta and 72 per cent of males use 
nAsr kar in day to day of their conversation on the other hand 79 per cent of 
females of Age group 1 use jac kArta and 80 per cent of females use nAsr kar in 
day to day of their conversation. 
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chart showing % age of complex word 
formation with suflix by males and 
females of age groupl 
- 1 ^ i 1 
1 
I • mates 
I • females 
./V 
70 per cent of males of Age group2 use jac kArta and 69 per cent of males use 
nAsr kar in day to day of their conversation on tiie other hand 65 per cent of 
females of Age group2 use jac kArta and 61 per cent of females use nAsr kar in 
day to day of their conversation. 
Chart showing % age of complex word 
fonnation with suffix by males and 
females of age group2 
-J^ 
• Series 1 
• Series2 
53 per cent of males of Age group3 use jac kArta and 44 per cent of males use 
nAsr kar in day to day of their conversation on the other hand 46 per cent of 
females of Age groupS use jac kAita and 47 per cent of females use nAsr kar in 
day to day of their conversation. 
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chart showing % age of complex word 
formation with suffix by males and 
females of age group3 
60 
40 
20 
0 • • 
• • ':1m m 
MB males 
• females 
4. Changes due to Plural Formations 
In Urdu there are more than 20 patterns of plural formation which have been 
discussed specially by Platts (1967). These patterns are purely Perso-Arabic in 
nature and hence they have been termed as the plural patterns of Arabic Persian 
and Standard Urdu (APSU). However, we may have the plural patterns of Perso-
Arabic words in Hindi manner also. These patterns of plural formation are as 
follows: 
I. Plural formation by suffixes. 
The Ingest strength of words in Urdu are made plural by using suffixes with the 
singular forms. There are seveti such most fipequent patterns of plural formftfion 
by suffixes as shown in the table. 
1. Patterns of Pluralisation with suffixes 
Singular 
saval 
nazir 
hAvala 
mAhman 
GAzAl 
sAd 
Word 
ijyji 
j t l j 
Jtja. 
L^-V 
J> 
Au> 
Plural 
sAvalat 
Nazrin 
hAvalajat 
mAhmanan 
GAzAlIyal 
sAdha 
Word 
cVI>-
OiJ^ 
CJL^J\J>. 
(Jl it *»-.« 
cAAjp. 
Gloss 
'questions' 
'spectators' 
'references' 
'guests' 
'ghazals' 
'hundreds' 
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2. Plural formation by Prefixes and the Morpho-Phonemic change 
There are many words in Urdu whose plurals are made with the help of prefixes. 
When prefixes are attached, the process results in some morpho-phonemic change 
in the forms only then the singular forms become plural. There are seven such 
patterns as shown in table. 
2. Plural Formation with Prefixes and Morpho-phonemic change 
Singfllai 
sAbAq 
jUz 
nAbi 
hAbib 
rUkh 
yom 
zUlm 
Word 
(jf-" 
> • 
t * ^ 
I t i * ^ . 
j S j 
^^ 
^ 
Plnral 
Asbaq 
Ajza 
Amblya 
Ahlbba 
Arakin 
Ayyam 
mAzallm 
Word 
JLJ-I 
«> ' 
Lnil 
^ 
d^h^ 
^u 
jJLk. 
Gloss 
'lessons' 
'portion/ elements' 
'proptets' 
'pi. of dear' 
'member' 
'days' 
'crudities' 
3. Plural Formation with infixes and vowel harmony 
Several words but less in number are made plural with the help of infixes in the 
singular forms. The difference between some singular and plural forms is very 
thin and hence it becomes difference. Some most frequent patterns may be seen 
below. There are some other words which when take infixes change in quite a 
different manner specially in the case when diere results vowel harmony for 
example in /xAt/ 'letter' /xUtut/ 'letters'. 
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3. Plural formation with infixes and vowel harmony 
Singular 
mani 
am 
fArz 
xAt 
Word 
LS^^ 
^^ 
O^J 
i ^ 
Plural 
mAani 
Avam 
fAralz 
xUtut 
Word 
^ L t * 
^\jC 
i>=«-lja 
JhjL^ 
Gloss 
"meanings" 
"public" 
"duties" 
"letters" 
4. Plural Formation with Morpho-phonemic Alternations. 
Many Urdu words are made plural with the help of morpho-phonemic 
alternations. These alternations are also of different types. The plural formation 
with such alternations may be seen in the following table. 
4. Plural Formation with morpho-phonemic alternations in singular forms 
Singular 
qanun 
vAzir 
saltan 
qaflya 
haji 
Word 
jjjii 
Jijj 
jLSsLi^ i 
/sjali 
^ ^ 
Plural 
qAvanin 
vUzra 
sAyatin 
qAvafi 
hUjjaj 
Word 
Ui^j'ja 
< ^ ' j j j 
( j j }-ll J ul 
C5^lj3 
2 ^ 
Gloss 
' laws' 
"ministers" 
"devils' 
'rhyming words" 
'performers of Haj" 
1. Use of one frequent pattern formation for several different patterns. 
The speakers are exposed maximum to the words which are made plural by adding 
suffix /-at-/ as in sAval 'question'— sAvalat 'questions'. Moreover this is the 
simplest pattern of plural formation in Urdu from among all the Perso-Arabic patterns 
of plural in Urdu. Speakers apply the patterns of overgeneralization on those words 
also which follow different patterns of plural formation. 
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Urdu-Sg 
tAsnif 
vAzir 
qanun 
sAbAq 
mahir 
ser 
fauj 
sinf 
zUlm 
rAsm 
Urdu-PI in use 
tAsnifat 
vAzirat 
qanunat 
sAbqat 
mahlrat 
serat 
fauj at 
sinfat 
zUlmat 
rAsmat 
Urdu-PI 
tAsanif 
vUzAra 
qAvanin 
Asbaq 
mahrin 
Asar 
Afvaj 
Asnaf 
mAzallm 
rUsum 
Gloss 
'creative writings" 
"ministers' 
'rules; laws' 
"lessons" 
'experts' 
"verses" 
"armies' 
•genres' 
"crualities' 
'traditions' 
In the field researcher finds that people are used to of saying tAsnifat in place of 
tAsanif, vAzirat in place of vUzAra, qanunat in place of qAvanin, sAbqat in place 
of Asbaq, mahlrat in place of mahrin and sherat in place of Ashar. They are even 
least bothered about the correct pluralisation of Urdu words. They said that they 
used these plural forms only for the conversation and for the transformation of 
Ideas. 
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61.66 per cent of males use tAsnifat as the plural form of tAsnif, 61.70 per cent of 
males use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 66 per cent of males use qanunat 
as the plural form of qanun, 67.33 per cent of males use sAbqat as the plural form 
of sAbAq and 63.60 jjer cent of males use mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir on 
the other hand 68 per cent of females use tAsnifat as the plural form of tAsnif, 
63.66 per cent of females use vAzirat as the plural fwm of vAzir, 61.60 per cent 
of females use qanunat as the plural fwm of qanun, 61.75 per c«it of females use 
sAbqat as the plural form of sAbAq and 68.30 per cent of females use mahlrat as 
the plural form of mAhir. 
chart showing %age of plural forms 
with suffix /-at/ by males and females 
70 
65 
60 
55 
I males 
I females 
1. tAsnifat 2. vAzirat 3. qanunat 4. sAbqat 5. mahlrat 
80 per cent of males of Age group 1 use tAsnifat as the plural form of tAsnif, 81 
p«- cent of males use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 83 per cent of males use 
qanunat as the plural form of qanun, 84 per cent of males use sAbqat as the plural 
form of sAbAq and 70 per cent of males use mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir 
on the other hand 74 per cent of females of Age groupl use tAsnifat as the plural 
form of tAsnif, 75 percent of females use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 76 
per cent of females use qanunat as the plural form of qanun, 80 per cent of 
females use sAbqat as the plural form of sAbAq and 80 per cait of females use 
mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir. 
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chart showing % age of plural forms 
with suffix /-at/ by males and females 
of agegroupl 
• m^es 
• females 
75 per cent of males of Age group2 use tAsnifat as the plural form of tAsnif, 60 
per cent of males use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 65 per cent of males use 
qanunat as the plural form of qanun, 67 per cent of males use sAbqat as the plural 
form of sAbAq and 69 per cent of males use mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir 
on the other hand 79 per cent of females of Age group2 use tAsnifat as the plural 
form of tAsnif, 76 per cent of females use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 70 
per cent of females use qanunat as the plural form of qanun, 71 per cwit of 
females use sAbqat as the plural form of sAbAq and 72 per cent of females use 
mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir. 
chart showing %age of plural forms 
with suffix /-at/ by males and females 
of age group2 
MJMl' I males I females 
30 per cent of males of Age group3 use tAsnifat as the plural form of tAsnif, 45 
per cent of males use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 50 per cent of males use 
qanunat as the plural form of qanun, 51 per cent of males use sAbqat as the plural 
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form of sAbAq and 52 per cent of males use mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir 
on the other hand 51 per cent of females of Age group3 use tAsnifat as the plural 
form of tAsnif, 40 percent of females use vAzirat as the plural form of vAzir, 39 
per cent of females use qanunat as the plural form of qanun, 35 per cent of 
females use sAbqat as the plural form of sAbAq and 53 per cent of females use 
mahlrat as the plural form of mAhir. 
chart showing %age of plural forms 
with suffix l-aV by males and females 
of age groupS 
• males 
I females 
2. Addition of oblique plural marker /-5/ with the plural forms which is not 
needed. 
In Urdu the singular form of words are used with the /- 6/ suffix in the oblique 
plural. It would have been alright if /- 6/ suffix is added to singular forms to 
singular forms to make then plural in Indie manner but in Perso-Arabic manner /-
6/ suffix is used in plural form. For example: 
Urdo-Sg 
xAyal 
sAbAb 
hAq 
Urdu-PI in use 
xAyalato 
Asbabo 
hUquqo 
Urdu-PI 
xAyalat 
Asbab 
hUquq 
Gloss 
'thought' 
'reasons' 
'rights' 
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jAzba 
AL_JJ1^ 
hAq 
3^ 
sAval 
U'jiji 
sinf 
1. a'uo 
lAfz 
Jii] 
vAje 
S ^ J 
xUsusIyAl 
L. \\ y ^ j ^ ft t j^->. 
ser 
UtjJu 
mUskll 
( J ^ ULfl 
jAzbato 
CjLili. 
hAqalqo 
j j i j l i i . 
sAvalato 
( J J J V I > -
Asnafo 
(jjal "u l^ 
Alfazo 
^_^U1I 
vUjuhato 
UJ^^J^J 
xUsusIyato 
<j ajLu^a «j.<aA. 
Asaro 
( j j jU^I 
mUskllato 
j j 0j_J>oaLa 
jAzbat 
CjLiia. 
hAqalq 
^\1^ 
savalat 
ciiV'jj^ 
Asnaf 
i aLL-iai 
Alfaz 
iliJI 
vUjahat 
CJ^iy^j 
xUsusIyat 
c l ^ ^ ^ 
Asar 
iLsLjujl 
mUskllat 
dl^lS-lIkUS 
"emotions' 
"truths" 
[ 
"question" ' 
i 
'genres" i 
'words" 
'reasons" 
•qualities" 
- - J 
"verses" 
'difficulties' 
Researcher in the field finds that 60 per cent of males use xAyalato as the plural 
form of xAyal, 60.33 per cent of males use Asbabo as the plural form of sAbAq, 
55.30 per cent of males use hUquqo as the plural form of hAq. 61.30 per cent of 
males use jAzbato as the plural form of jAzbat and 65 per cent of males use 
sAvalato as the plural form of sAval on the other hand 63.30 per cent of females 
use xAyalato as the plural form of xAyal, 66.66 per cent of females use Asbabo as 
the plural form of sAbAq, 66.60 per cent of females use hUquqo as the plural 
form of hAq, 60.30 per cent of females use jAzbato as the plural form of jAzbat 
and 61.66 per cent of females use sAvalato as the plural form of sAval. 
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chart showirm % age of plural forms 
with suffix l-ol by males and females 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
n^cjH Eg] iii 
jBmales 
jafemales 
1. xAyalatS 2. Asbabo 3. hUquqd 4. jAzbato 5. sAvaJato 
75 per cent of males of Age group 1 use xAyalato as the plural form of xAyal, 73 
per cent of males use Asbabo as the plural form of sAbAq, 73 per cent of males 
use hUquqS as the plural form of hAq, 85 per cent of males use jAzbato as the 
plural form of jAzijat aid 89 per cent of males use sAvalato as the plural form of 
sAval on the other hand 82 per cent of females of Age group! use xAyalatS as the 
plural form of xAyal, 89 per cent of females use AsbabS as the plural form of 
sAbAq, 90 per cent of females use hUquqd as the plural form of hAq, 75 per cent 
of females use jAzbatS as the plural form of jAzbat arid 79 per cent of females use 
sAvalato as the plural form of sAval. 
100 
50 
0 
chart showing % age of plural forms 
with suffix /-o/ by males and females 
ofagegroupl 
jM males 
• females 
60 per cent of males of Age group2 use xAyalato as the plural form of xAyal, 62 
per cent of males use Asbabo as the plural form of sAbAq, 63 per cent of males 
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use hUquqS as the plural form of hAq, 64 per cent of males use jAzbato as the 
plural form of jAzbat and 69 per cent of males use sAvalato as the plural form of 
sAval on the other hand 71 per cent of females of Age group2 use xAyalato as the 
plural form of xAyal, 72 per cent of females use Asbabo as the plural form of 
sAbAq, 69 per cent of females use hUquqd as the plural form of hAq, 65 per cent 
of females use jAzbatS as the plural form of j Azfeat and 64 per cent of females use 
sAvalat5 as the plural form of sAval. 
75 
70 
65 
60 
55 
50 
chart showing % age of plural forms 
with suffix l-ol by males and females 
ofagegroup2 
M • males iBiemales 
45 per cent of males of Age group3 use xAyalato as the plural form of xAyal, 46 
f)er cent of males use Asbabo as the plural form of sAbAq, 30 per cent of males 
use hUquqo as the plural form of hAq, 35 per cent of males use jAzbato as the 
plural form of jAzbat and 37 per cent of males use sAvalatS as the plural form of 
sAval on tfie other hand 38 per cent of females of Age group3 use xAyalato as the 
plural form of xAyal, 39 per cent of females use Asbabo as the plural form of 
sAbAq, 40 per cent of females use hUquqS as the plural form of hAq, 41 per cent 
of females use jAzbato as the plural form of jAzbat and 42 per cent of females use 
sAvalatS as the plural form of sAval. 
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chart showing %age of plural forms 
wHh suffix /-o/ by males and females 
ofagegroup3 
'•males 
• females 
Other than this, Urdu speakers also do some other changes. For example: 
1. Suffixing of /-in/ to the singular forms in place of morphophonemic 
alternations. For instance in the: 
Urdu-Sg 
sair 
Urdu-PI in ose 
Sayrin 
Urdu-PI 
§UAra 
Gloss 
'poets' 
On the basis of the pattern, the plural of nazlr is nazrin means 'spectators'. 
2. Suffixing of/-in/ to the singular forms in place of the suffix /-an/. For example 
Urdu-Sg 
bIradAr 
Urdu-PI in use 
bIradArin 
Urdu-PI 
bIradAran 
Gloss 
'brothers' 
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3. Suffixing of/-lyat/ to the singular forms instead of morph-phonemic alternation 
as in the examples: 
Urdu-Sg 
fauj 
mAnzAr 
Urdu-PI in use 
fauj lyat 
mAnzArlyat 
Urdu-Pl 
Afvaj 
mAnazIr 
Gloss 
"armies" 
"sceneries" 
4. On the basis of the pattern, the plural of ghAzal is ghAzAllyat means "ghazals". 
Urdu-Sg 
vAzir 
sAbAq 
Urdu-PI in use 
vAzaIr 
sAbalq 
Urdu-PI 
vUzAra 
Asbaq 
Gloss 
"ministers 
'lessons" 
On the basis of pattern, the plural of zAmir is zAmaIr and the plural of fArz is 
fAralz. 
5. Use of nasalization in plural forms which is not required at all. For example iji 
words: 
Urdu-Sg 
nAGma 
Urdu-PI in use 
nAGme 
Urdu-PI 
nAGmat 
Gloss 
'songs' 
On the basis of pattern, the plural of ghAzal is ghAzle and plural of nAzm is 
nAzme. 
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Some examples of plural words are: 
Urdu-Sg 
fArz 
fArz 
qanun 
vAzir 
hAzar 
sair 
sher 
Urdu-Pl in use 
fAraz 
AfArzat 
qAvanun 
vAziran 
hAzarhan 
savra 
sera 
Urdu-PI 
fAralz 
fAralz 
qAvanin 
vUzAra 
hAzarha 
sUAra 
Asar 
Gloss 
'duties" 
'duties" 
iaws" 
"ministers" 
"thousands 
•poets" 
'verses" 
Instead of these types of different pluralisation by the Urdu speakers in the field 
researcher in the field finds that respondents use fAraz and AfArzat in place of 
fAralz as the plural of word fArz means 'duties', qAyanun in place of qAvanin as 
the plural of word qanun means 'lawa', vAziran in place of vUzAra as the plural 
of word vAzir means "minister', hAzarhan in place of hAzarha as the plural of 
hAzar means 'thousands', savra in place of sUAra as the plural of saIr means 
"poets' and sera in place of Asar as the plural of ser means 'verses'. The statistical 
data of these types of pluralisation is not given in this work because very few 
people use these types of pluralisation in their day to day life. 
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Conclusion 
Mind it Test: 18 per cent of males of Age group! mind it the using of compound 
word structure of Urdu 82 per cent of males of same Age group don't mind it the 
using of compound word structure of Urdu while 24 per cent of females of same 
group mind it the using of compound word structure of Urdu and 76 per cent 
don't mind it. 58 per cent of males of Age group2 don't mind it and 46 per cent of 
females of same Age group don't mind it but 42 percent of males and 54 per cent 
of females mind it of Age group2. 93 per cent of males of Age group3 and 82 per 
cent of females of Age group 3 strongly mind it about the using of compound 
words in Urdu, strongly mind it about the pluralisation of Urdu words and 
strongly mind it in using prefixes and suffixes in Urdu words. All these 
compounds are not used by Urdu speakers in the field. Only few of them 
responded on these types of compound words. The older generation peoples used 
these types of words in their day to day conversation but younger generation do 
not used them in their day to day conversation and this is very easily seen in the 
data collected by the researcher in the field. 
Researcher observed that there are many compound words which are not 
used by the Urdu speakers only due to the reason of commercialization. Language 
is just a matter of conversation for the young generation but for the older 
generation people it is a language of prestige, love and expressiveness. They want 
their language as simple as they can. 
The hypothesis of this work is "if any three age groups of Urdu speakers 
are ranked in a scale (as the older generation is less commercialized and younger 
generation is more commercialized and more prone to social change) then the\ 
will be ranked in the same order by their differential attitude of Urdu (older 
generation do mind for Urdu and younger generation does not mind for Urdu)". 
The hypothesis of this work stands confirmed by the data of this chapter. 
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Chapter-6 Analysis of News & Advertisement 
Till recently language was the means of communication among the humans and info 
sphere was limited to the humans, now it has been extended to mechanics: machine to 
machine communication. In any linguistic market an individual as a customer may adopt 
two strategies: a long term strategy and a short term strategy. Objective values of 
languages are assigned on the basis of customer (users) needs. Some studies on the trend 
of language choice in India provide answer to how the Indian's choices of language were 
affected by the impulses of market forces. 
The following section takes into account: 
1. Idioms and Phrases of Urdu collected from the field from older generation of 
Urdu Speakers which are out-dated in the new generation speakers. 
2. Songs from the Hindi (Hirdu) movie to show prominence of Urdu in film 
industry. 
3. Urdu Newspaper Headlines from Qaumi Awaz, Rashtriya Sahara Roznama Delhi. 
Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, Dawat New Delhi and Hindustan Express New Delhi 
to do the analysis of news items. 
4. Advertisement from TV Commercials, newspaper and magazine advertisements 
and hoardings to do the analysis of advertisement. 
1. Idioms and Phrases 
The older generation people uses idioms and phrases in their day to day life but today 
idioms are not in use at all. These are the examples of idioms given below which are 
collected from the field from the third and forth generation of Urdu speakers. But today 
none of these idioms are used by its speakers. 
The transcription of idioms is given below: 
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1. 
2. 
-> J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13". 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Are tAre bolna 
Arhai ghAri ki aye 
aye se nAhi Aval se mArna 
ala hakna 
-pAzita bandhAna 
ax ta bona 
bAm pe bona 
beitbu tori god mein ukharu tori dari 
• • * 
bUre ki zail me parna 
bUzza sa mu 
cAndAn kAr dena 
cArAndAm xurAndAm kAma 
chu bona 
ci bolna 
dana dana kAma 
deli dArAzze pAr bona 
dhAnlya bArabAr bona 
dhAnlya se dide 
'to talk disrespectively' 
'may die immediately' 
'to die before time' 
'to talk foolishly" 
'to quarrel' 
'to love passionately' 
'to be very angry' 
'betray oneself who cares you" 
'to fall in the clutches of evil" 
'crane hke face' 
'to clean thoroughly' 
'to eat and drink and be merry' 
'to disappear' 
"to accept defeat' 
'to scatter, to destroy' 
'to be just in front of 
'to be very small' 
'very small round eyes' 
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2. Hindi Movie Songs 
Urdu serves as a language of culture, given its own history of importance as a cultural 
language. Through its use in films, theatre and popular music festival (Mushaira), Urdu 
culture held a position of prominence in the Indian entertainment industry. Popular Urdu 
songs have retained steady popularity, particularly among the older generations, as 
evidenced by their requisition in film song programs. These are the Hindi movie songs in 
which amalgamation of both Hindi/Urdu or we can say Hirdu (Kelkar, 1968, pp. 11-15) 
with the English language. According to Kelkar in his book 
Hirdu is a language in that nothing is clear—or, less pessimistically, the 
situation of Hindi-Urdu is enormously complex in all the dimensions— 
linguistic, socio-cultural, and literary; diachronic (historical) as well as 
diatopic (geographical). (Kelkar, 1968). 
Some examples of Hindi Songs are given below in which amalgamation of Hindi, 
Urdu and English: 
1. dll se dll chUraya kyUn jAb yAh dll torna hi tha 
dll se dll lAgaya kyUn j Ab yu mUh morna hi tha 
Why did you break my heart? 
Why did you fall in love? 
Why did you gone away away away? (Akele hum akele turn) 
2. Don't be don't be talking to stranger? 
Don't be don't be talking to stranger, stranger, stranger? 
nAzro se mlli nAzAr aur yAh ho gAya AsAr 
meri rosni be-nur ho gai 
woh bhi hos se gAye hUm bhi hos se gAye 
Apni bexUdi mAshur ho gai 
Don't be don't be talking to stranger stranger stranger? (ek ajnabee) 
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jaise ho waise rehna tUmse bAs yAhi kAhna 
kAhna hai tUmse aae mere yar 
I Love you for what you are 
Oh baby, love me for what I am and love you for who you are 
mere Ahsas mein hai tAsAvvUr tera 
teri aGos mein cain rAhta mera 
meri devangi hAd se age bAdi 
Ab nigaho mein tu hi tu hAr ghAri (aap ki khatir) 
4 de de dll china town mein hai kAsAm hai meri 
aa aa asqi main teri ja ja ja meri ja meri 
main teri dewangi mein hAd se bAr chUka hu 
kya bAtau kis kAdAr main tUjpe mAr chUka hu 
tu meri jAnnAt hai tu meri chahAt hai 
tu meri bechaini tuhi meri adAt hai 
tuhi mAnzIl meri 
aa aa asqi mein teri ja ja ja meri ja meri 
de de dll china town mein hai kAsAm hai meri (china town) 
5. My love for you it none one night stand 
Oh jana love you miss you hAr lAmha 
teri binajena nAhi 
Oh jana love you miss you hAr lAmha (rocky) 
6. fAnaforyou fAnaforyou 
cand sifarls jo kArta tUmhari deta woh tUmko bAta 
sArm-o-hAya ke pArde gira ke kAmi hai hUmko xAta 
zld hai Ab to hai xUd ko mitana 
hona hai tUj mein fAna 
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fAna for you fAna for you (lanaa) 
These songs are some examples of code switched variety of Urdu and English vocabulary 
in Hindi movie songs. Urdu words like nAzAr, AsAr, rosni, benur, bexUdi, mAshur, 
Ahsas, tAsAvvUr, aGos, devangi, asqi, jAnnAt, chahAt, bechani, adAt, niAnzll, lAmha, 
sifarls, sArm-o-hAya. fAna and English sentences embedded in Hindi songs are: 
Why did you break my heart? 
Why did you fall in love? 
Why did you gone away, away, away? 
Don't be don't be talking to stranger, stranger, stranger? 
I Love you for what you are. 
Oh baby, love me for what I am and love you for who you are. 
My love for you it none one night stand. 
Oh jana love you miss you hAr lAmha. 
fAna for you fAna for you 
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3. News Headlines 
News headlines are collected from the different Urdu newspaper 
published from Aligarh and Delhi. The newspapers are Qaumi Awaz, Rashtriya 
Sahara Roznama, Rashtriya Sahara Roznama Delhi, Dawat, Delhi and 
Hindustan Express, New Delhi of 2007 to 2008. One good example of impact of 
Commercialization on Urdu News article is 
The Transliteration of this news article is given below: 
"direct to home service dish TV fraham karega. Dish TV nazreen ke mutalbe par 
hollywood ki superhit filmein dastyab karega. Dish TV Hindustan ka pehia 
direct-to-home service fraham karne wala hai. Is service ke shuru hone se dish 
TV ke gahak baraherast apne television par apni pasand ki hollywood ki film 
dekhenge. Apni film ka order dene par paanch se dus minute ke andar apke 
television par woh film dastyab hogi". 
Qaumi Awaz: (14.10.06) 
other examples of News Headlines are given below in which code mixing 
with English can be seen due to impact of commercialization on print 
media, e.g. 
Interpole ki madad se giroh chor g i ra f ta r - - ' ^^ ^ '^^*^^ 
1^ 1 
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hubbul watani ke iiye Advani se certificate lene ki zarurat nahi 
^jiM^^^f^ 6''>(I^ ^ 
Panchayti raj nizam ko phelane ki zarurat 
J^l&fiJi^^ 
iStock exchange ya maqtal? 
J^Ji^jA/^4if: 
Team spirit gunagun masail ka hal 
iivi>r.(/'iJ^Zlc^i5lJ/^3iV 
Sahara Welfare Foundation ke tahet dots bedari 
-(/-(/-JTJ1I^^U£ j^i^d^i^i 
Iqtesadi superpower ke samne jhug gai ICC 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama Delhi: 31.1.08) 
jy iy ivbviC^iyVui ;^ 
King Khan ko France ka purwaqar award 
LTJi>(/ir'c:^ (^/3j,^ (iC(^ y^r^7 /^^ ( 
Election qarib aaye to sarkar ko Urdu ki khidmat ka bhi khayal aaya 
CPM ke ajlas mein firqa parasti ko ukhad phekne par zor 
^If;vui^y5>>l_(ji^lr 
tajro ne junior ko pita, rasta jam 
';yvl^c;60^' 
Asian queen Saniya Mirza 
j[^.J-^i^;^/yft£^jpj 
Aishwarya ke naam par girls college ka sang-e-bunyaad 
1*5^ 
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jtJ^{Sj:.}\^i^lJ^\^j 
Duniya ne tajurbat-o-hawadis ki shaki mein 
c^l/l^ci^y^L^l^jyi^JC^^A 
Hindustani muslaman ka empowerment ka khwab 
(Rashtriya Roznama 31.1.08) 
tyi/^?)j:^j^/i!l^jtu^\ 
Pakistan mein makhlut sarkar ke liye jod tor shuru 
Agra mein ek hi firqe ke darmiyan girohi tasadum, Hafrad giraftar— 
(^(fyi^''4^^t>(i^9<~^ 
Tirpura Assembly cliunao ke liye intekhabi muhim khatm 
^^^j^iu^yjii^ijjjt^J^Jl^ji 
Orissa ke naksali humie mein zakhmi ek aur police ahelkar ki maut 
(/^Uvi/i^L>-Ur(>^^yiL^(7';^T 
Aab-e-zamzam na milne par Haj Commitee of India ka izhar-e-narazgi 
Bangladesh mein hinduo ki nasli safai par amrica ko tashvish 
Kashmir mein hadsaat-o-waqeyat, do halak 
^?^iodfi 
Intekhabi nataij ki zarb 
^jl^^jj^iOi^^d^^^^^U^d^]: 
Pakistan mein hukumat sazi ke liye salah-o-mashwira jari 
JiXL:^^y/'^^^y^^iyUi:{jji) 
Wadi mein private nursing homez par hukumat ko control 
15i 
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d^J^/j^^hf^^^JS^ML^JoO^^f 
Cricket khiladiyon ko daulat ke tarazu par taul kar nilam karna qaumi satha par 
sharmnak amal 
(Qaumi Awaz 22.2.08) 
>c><jyj^iu;zic.i>>u-(jvf 
Sacchar Committee sifarishat ke nafaz par kal qaumi seminar 
Denmark mein ehanat amez cartoon ke dobara ishayat par ehtejaj 
Jl}^M[f'c^0iJc>^i^^6<^^^h^^ 
Raj Thakre ki harkat dahshatgardon se bhi zyada khatarnak 
Amrica Iran ke sath muzakerat bahal karne par aamada 
j>UlLi iy |^tJyUl/c^fLf>^lcA^irJ l^ 
Maiashiyai Badminton Association ki Hafiz Hashim ko mali imdad 
J^J'Sf^y^ji^^/^^Jd'-'J^-j^'i^i^y^J'^Sy^-^^ 
International Cricket Council ki taza tareen one day ranking mein Ishant Sharma 
aur Harbhajan Singh ki jami chalang 
(Qaumi Awaz 17.2.08) 
\jij\}f^/\^h^jl^^i^^AJ 
Zehar ugalne wale Raj Thakre giraftar wa riha 
U i X ^ V u H j U i / c i U 
Jaan ki aman pau to arz karu 
^^HC^L^jy^idy^^j:^^^-: 
Punjab mein Central University ke qayam ki manzori— 
15^ 
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Raj Thakre ka rawaiyya mulk ki yakjahti aur masayat ke liye challenge-
i>^j^iK;'^ii^rJi^L/V(^ 
Bljll ki naqis supply ke khilaf nikia mishal ka juloos 
Internet aur nai nasi 
IPL se county clubon ka khatra.--
Jodha Akbar ke khilaf talwar miyan se bahar. 
/'W^L^-<?*'^/?/ 
Career ke intekhab mein dilchaspi madde nazar--
•:c/ti)^i}mtjiji}t^ 
Share bazaar mein chalang lagata career 
Additional CMO sarkari aspatal ka acanak doura-
{C^/^LT^COJ-^^^.^ 
Jadid technology par kitabein nnanjar-e-aann par-
(Qaumi Awaz 14.2.08) 
(Qaumi Awaz 16.2.08) 
zinda rahega kitab culture 
high blood pressure sabse zyada jaan leva bimari: mahjirin-
(Qaumi Awaz 05.2.08) 
JJli^V'^^^^-^^ 
Gilchrist most wanted khiladi-
15^ 
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(Qaumi Awaz 10.2.08) 
j{piJ\^Lu^-A^jt^\pi^\^£r**<^ 
2009 ke aam intekhabat mein LIFT congress ke sath ittehad 
Munna bhai ki shadi mein kanoni lochia 
SL)^i^6y^^u:L^Xj)6^jf 
Security forces ne zabardast kamyabi hasil ki 
S^ij/jiS6^hii}^Jli\/J^/\^y:^yi:/J\ 
Indian Premiere League international khiladiyon ki pol khol degi 
J^\itLrjj^utfj\Jc^yj)ij,jjf^j!:^ji 
Orissa mein security forces se tasadum mein mutatdid naksali halaq 
y^/l^A^^^vU[}J^jyJ> 
Wazir-e-rail Lalu Yadav bajat pesh karne ko tayyar 
(Qaumi Awaz 18.2.08) 
d L ^ c ^ ' C . > ^ > 4 -.LJcl 
India buland maishat, past musalman 
j;ii^i^Jl:^.i;^ugC(>^ 
Sacchar Commitee ke tai muslim qayadat ki shafafiyat lazmi 
J'^^^^^j3j<:^Ji44<^4^<^^^^LAuP^SJyJiJ»yt-: 
Petrol-0-deisel ki qimaton mein izafe se ghussa phuta, jagah-jagah wazir-e-petrol 
ke putle nazar-e-aatish 
Urdu zaban ko awam mein maqbuliyat dilane mein shairon ka ahem kirdar 
J/A6f^/\^,£^:y^ 
Clinic par beithe doctor ka goli mar kar qati 
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Team India kanqaroon ko ek aur jhatka dene ke liye tayyar 
^7 jifdJ\^L\J^'^(^}C?. 
Junior Team India ke samne kamjoor hareef 
,j^\^^j^^X6k:^\>j^:>c^L^ijL0i/^ 
Selectro ke rawaiyye se dilbardashta Ganguly ka retirement ka ishara 
o/^/fiTjji^-^L^-Lt'-cl-ci'' 
IPL mein king Khan ki team ko khatra 
(Qaumi Awaz 17.2.08) 
lU^^JvLjU^A^ f^eJ '^^ l' 
Parlimani chunao mein Musharraf hami party ka safaya 
Lok Sabha Election mein UNPA ko kamyabi milegi 
d^\^y^^^^ji^-6j6'i-6ji^J'f'^/i^ 
Kashmiri congress aur PDF ke darmiyan usooli ittefaq 
(<}^'p^\jd^'^j:0'/^ 
Aligarh mein nonihal rahat fund ka Qayam 
i-^c^W^fu^^^^f^^^ii//' 
Amritsar ki police team ne carroron ki heroine zabt 
L ^ 2 ^ v ^ : » l ? ( / ( ^ L r j ' - ' C ^ ^ > ^ - / c / > ' J ^ i r ' 
Sahwag Indian Premiere League mein dehli ki team ki gayadat kar sakte 
hai 
Saal-e-rawan mein 6 lakh carraron ruppey se zyada tax wasoli ka 
takhmeena 
15?^  
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y>L/^iji4^jv£(^iy;^i^-^<-il-c/'-y 
UNPA ne wazir-e-aazam ke oahde ke Nye Mulayam ko naamzad kiya 
dik^^^jLhJi^^j^ :/( 
IGNOU: pure saal dakheley lene ka elaan 
s/l^yj^^Oli^^/fU^^f^ 
Film jodha akbar ke khilaf collectrate par muzaihra 
Samajwadi party nahi jodege sawar ke chairman 
i / t f :<L^u;(/jCr^or^Lrj^ >(c^ i^ 
Amresti International ki koshish hai ki sabhi ko insaf miley: Mukum Sharma 
.r^^yilT/SL-J^.^^^/U^^^ 
Zabanon ko majhab se jodne ki koshish gair munasib 
(Hindustan Express 20.2.08) 
Spain mein dahshatgardi ke naam par muslamanon ki giraftari 
j:^^li^/{J[^jjjlj^)C)^3J^, 
Hindustan-o-cheen ke daminyan khouf ke taluqat 
Jli>^(lJ(ywXir._y^ 
Magrib ka ek nirala istedlal 
J:^(>l>rc^U(j:rjrJj^/cA. 
Dahshatgardi ki aad mein siyasat ka shatirana khel 
(Dawat Newspaper Delhi 28.1.08) 
L/^/ 'c3 ' i r i^^ ' ic . l2 l^^/ -.{Jiyi 
Iran: Arab taluqat kharab karne ki nai amriki koshish 
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Hai kawakib kuch nazar aate hai kuch 
^J. (>f Cyc^ji)j^:l})£ut^4 •.^\^\ 
Islam: Europe mein teztaren raftar se phelta hua majhab 
c.xYc^Jiyj»JiJ^(i^c^(/^^(i:^uy;i/((ivi^ 
Sarkari aazaz ko seyasi khel ka unwaan banana khilafi diwaliyan pan ka 
suboot 
L,/j^£if^^iL^/^J^6oY>^ 
Dusre ki shikayat karne wale khud kuch nahl karte 
Islam mein hijri tarikh ki ahmiyat aur pas-e-manjar 
'tjj/^M^iy:r^^d^L/ 
kahi musalman apne wajood ka jawaz na khode 
J /^c^Vlv i (c i t : - j< 
Admiyat aur insaniyat ka farq 
Jj\ji^\ji\oW6/\y^ 
muashrati kharabiyan aur unka tadaruk 
(Dawat 22.01.08) 
c 3 ( 3 v ^ ( j f l ^ l 7 i l J U c . v r ^ ( / c h j y > 
Mashriq-e-wusta ki surat-e-haal aur Israili karwai 
Mashriq-e-wusta mein qayam-e-aman ki nai koshishkashi sudmand ho gai 
^\)\yf^\jt^AL{?CRk)c.\Miiy:, 
Baironi atyat (FCRA) ke bare mein aham sawalat 
(Oawat 16.1.08) 
Dekhte hi dekhte siyasi lidroon ka maaldar ban jane par aam behes ki 
15"^  
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These are the selected news articles in which the impact of commercialization can be 
seen very effectively for example: 
stock exchange ya maqtal (Rashtriya Sahara Roznama Delhi 31.01.08) 
In this headline stock exchange is been compared with maqtal (battle field) because of its 
job culture. Everyday there is a rising and falling in sensex which is very disturbing in 
nature so it is compared with maqtal. Development of a forceful language of news 
involves many issues of creativity, imagination and stylistic innovation. The linguistic 
device which is used over here is a simile which is the figurative use of language 
aab-e-zamzam na milne par Haj Committee of India ka izhar-e-narazgi 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama 31.01.08) 
In this new article, the whole noun phrase "Haj Committee of India" is been taken. It is 
the influence of English on the print and electronic media. Here editor can also use "aab-
e-zamzam na milne par India ki Haj Committee ka izhar-e-narazgi" but he makes it more 
compact by using noun phrase. 
wadi mein private nursing homez par hukumat ka control (Qaumi Awaz 22.02.08) 
Security forcez ne zabardast kamyabi hasil ki (Qaumi Awaz 18.02.08) 
In both the headlines "homez" and "forcez" are used in Urdu by using /ze/ in place of/se/ 
because of the impact of phonemic sound of English. 
Gilchrist most wanted khiladi (Qaumi Awaz 10.02.08) 
Here the adjective "most wanted" is used for Gilchrist to make him recognized as a 
criminal. It is also a example of creativity, imagination and stylistic innovation. 
Munna bhai ki shadi mein kanuni locha (Qaumi Awaz 18.02.08) 
In the contemporary society, languages often tend to be consumer goods; hence their 
demand and supply. This news is about the obstacle in the marriage of superstar Sajay 
Dutt but this situation is compared with the super hit Hindi movie lage raho munnabhai. 
If languages are an investment, they will have a yield, which in turn will deteirnine the 
1(2>0 
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language valuation. The language of this news is completely same with the lage raho 
munnabhai but in the movie the term was chemical locha and here the term is kanuni 
locha. In post-globalization period, the language of media, market, advertisement, 
commercials, cinema, and soap, operas, and the theatre provide a kind of institutional 
sanction to all linguistic drifts. This example shows ingrained urge for diversity and 
deviation from linguistic norms. 
IPL se county clubon ko khatra (Qaumi Awaz 18.02.08) 
In this headline plural of club is clubon in place of clubs. Editor makes it nativised and 
indianised plural form as same as Urdu and Hindi. This possibly explains the reason for 
"not very sharp state of linguistic consciousness of the speech community which 
generally moves towards linguistic numbness" (Modi 2000). It also deviates from the 
linguistic norm (morphological norm). 
4. TV Commercials 
According to the American Heritage Dictionary the word "Commercialize" means 1. to 
apply methods of business to for profit. 2 a) to do, exploit, or make chiefly for fmancial 
gain. 2 b) to sacrifice the quality of for profit. Advertising and the language of 
advertising is one of the most talked about subjects in our commercial society. 
The language of advertisement is at the primary stage of development 
from the point of view of the extent of elaboration of their functions. 
Development of a catchy and forceful language of advertising involves 
many issues of creativity, imagination and stylistic innovation. There are 
to be reduced to writing, which needs codification from the point of view 
of standardization. Planning is the first step in the direction of codification 
of the language of advertising. (Fatihi, 1991) 
In measuring the advertising performance it is necessary to measure the 
perception of advertising message. In case of printed advertisement this 
means readership. Readership analysis aims to answer the question who 
and how many persons read specific advertisement of a given product. 
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This will show how well the advertising message communicates. In brief, 
the heart of the impact idea is that if a reader or viewer is exposed to an 
advertisement or commercial under normal conditions— whether he 
accepts or rejects the advertising message, then the effectiveness or impact 
of that advertisement can easily be grouped. This work is an attempt to 
analysis those principles of communications which make for the most 
effective advertising. As a result of this analysis, management and the 
copy writer would be in a much better position to decide what to say and 
how best to say in his advertising. (Fatihi, 1991) 
Advertising messages are carried to the intended public and the customers 
through press, radio and television. The advertising messages of the product are also 
delivered through direct mail, and outdoor advertisement like banners, hoardings, stickers 
and balloons. There are known as media of advertising. It is through advertisement that 
the advertiser is free to say what he wants to say about his products and services within 
the legal constraints and standards of practice enforced by the media. To convey his 
message he is at liberty to select a particular advertising media, which falls into three 
broad categories: 
1. Electronic Media 
2. Print Media 
3. Outdoor Media 
1. Electronic Media: 
• TV Commercials 
• Film Advertising 
• Radio advertising 
2. Print Media: 
• Newspaper Advertising 
• Magazine 
l ^ Z 
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3. Outdoor Advertising: 
• Hoardings 
• Neon Signs 
• Cards—Stickers, Handbills and banners (inside bus and taxi) 
• Sky writing 
• Gift Advertising 
In spite of the "cultural pollution", which is said to be have set in as a result of 
commercialization, there has been a process of 'nativization" as well. In fact, this is yet 
another way in which global culture is said to be a post-modern. Many foreign countries 
have gone native. Both global and local are being natively linked. Japanese marketing 
turn glocalization captures this relationship between the local and global quite well. 
Glocalization, in its original definition means "a global outlook tailored to local 
conditions." (Robertson, cited in Nash 2000, p. 85). The recent British advertisement for 
coke showing children in the streets of Pakistan playing cricket against the background of 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan's music. Revlon, for example, has adopted the colour palette and 
composition of its cosmetics to suit the Indian skins and climate. Rating of MTV 
significantly jumped after it adopted Indian VJs. 
K. Mc Cormick and R.K. Agnihotri (2008) say about the historical, social, 
economic and political factors in the advertisement or in the language of advertisement 
by the help of linguistic components, images, materiality of sign, visual design features of 
the advertisement or hoardings. S.K. Singh (2001) writes that the new wave— language 
globalization— is created through marketization and internationalization of politics. The 
new wave is creating global market for the realistic society of today and tomorrow. Till 
recently language was the means of communication among the humans and info sphere 
was limited to the humans, now it has been extended to mechanics: machine to machine 
communication. 
In any linguistic market an individual as a customer may adopt two strategies: a 
long term strategy and a short term strategy. Objective values of languages are assigned 
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on the basis of customer (users) needs. Some studies on the trend of language choice in 
India provide answer to how the Indian's choices of language were affected by the 
impulses of market forces. 
Shubhiishree Ganguly (1991) concluded that the success of any standard language 
depends largely upon the urban and industrial development of the society so an effective 
management of Doordarshan alone can never solve the problem of standard Bengali 
pronunciation because historically it has become the part of a much wider cultural and 
linguistic communication failure. Language has been studied in India, both in respect of 
morphology and semantics, from a very early period. The relation of language with 
thought is so intimate that scarcely one can be separated from the other. This fact was 
realized by the ancient Indian philosophers during the "Sutra" period. But what they had 
not realized properly was . . . the ftiU effect of a word upon its hearer may depend not 
only upon the context but upon the whole physical, psychological environment and, on 
many occasions, upon his experience of the culture of which the language forms an 
integral part (Cherry, 1957, p. 73) 
" . . . a mature speaker can produce a new sentence of his language 
on the appropriate occasion, and other speakers can understand it 
immediately, though it is equally new to them,. . . Normal mastery 
of a language involves not only the ability to understand 
immediately an indefinite number of entirely new sentences, but 
also the ability to identify deviant sentences and, on occasion, to 
impose an interpretation on them" (Chomsky. 1975, p. 7) 
Abdul Azeez (2006) writes that the common life, people emerged in the way of 
consumerism. The markets which are dominated by the multi-national companies by way 
of media advertising create superficiality, sensationalism, credit facilities and high 
demand. The communication matrix of media and marker attempts to attain profit 
through innovative patterns of language emerging out of various communicative 
strategies. The final profit of some communication is equal to the price less the cost. 
Consequently, there is an effort to raise price and reduce cost. Thus, the linguistic 
enactment in media and market communication makes us believe that only those 
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languages that are more efficient will survive. With the traditional concepts of logical 
rationally, people who have to bear such costs would decrease in number or even 
abandon their use of the language, unless they have made a conscious choice to retain it. 
In the backdrop, the efficiency of a language may be defined as the ability lo transmit a 
certain amount of information in less time than another language. Though this hypothesis 
is not supported by firm evidence, nonetheless the paper proposes to project language as 
an object of "choice" geared towards a certain goal, thus thinking decisions made by 
individuals. The paper also maintained that since languages face competiticMi. they are 
subject to market economic analysis. In the modern consumer society, languages are 
treated as consumer goods; hence their demand and supply can be illustrated with graphs, 
which can be useful for evaluating government intervention in that market. If languages 
are an investment, they will have a yield, which in turn will determine the language 
valuation. 
Extending this model further, we may suggest that, as with other goods and 
investments, the spending by an individual on a particular language would decline if the 
costs and benefits of completing items became more attractive. This possibly explains the 
reason for "not very sharp state of linguistic consciousness of the speech community 
which generally moves towards linguistic numbness." (Modi. 2000). In post-globalization 
period, the language of media, market, advertisement, commercials, cinema, and soap, 
operas, and the theatre provide a kind of institutional sanction to all linguistic drifts. The 
following examples show ingrained urge for diversity and deviation from linguistic 
norms. 
Love ke liye kuch bhi karega (film title) 
Sunday ho ya Monday roz khao andey (Advertisement) 
Bar bar rin ki chamkar (Advertisement) 
Kachua burning macchar bhagging (Advertisement) 
.lab we met (film title) 
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Examples of Advertisements from the T.V. Channels are: 
1. Tazgi aai ronak chai hamam se 
Hamam jadu jagae pehle se kahi zyada 
Tazgi aur ronak lai tazgi bhari 
Khusbu tan man mein has j aye 
Hamam—pariwar ka sabun. 
2. K.hane mein mazedar 
Pal bhar mein tayyar 
Maggie do—minute noodles. 
Mummi bhukh lagi hain 
Do minute. 
3. The Great Indian Spirit 
An experience called cricket 
And a scooter called Bajaj 
The first watched by millions 
The second valued by millions 
Both reflecting the great Indian Spirit 
You just can't beat a bajaj. 
4. Yeh zameen yeh aasma 
Hamara kal hamara aaj 
Buland bharat ki buland tasvir 
Hamara bajaj 
5. Daanton ke surakhakon ke dard se apni 
Ladii ki meethi muskaan ko aansuoon mein 
Na badalne de 
Abhi se apni ladli ko floride suraksha de 
Colgate floride 
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6. Apne shishu ko dijye 
cerelac ka anokha labh 
cerelac ka wada— 
sawad bhala sampur poshahar 
char mahine ki umr se apne shishu ko 
dudh ke sath sath thos aahar ki bhi 
zarurat hoti hai—use cerelac ka 
anokha labh de. 
7. Hero Honda ke sawar ke liye, yeh hai bas ek litre ki mar 
Tank bhariye aur chalte chaliye 
Honda ki sharestha hero Honda CD. 100 ke 4-stroke 
Engine mein dekhi ja sakti hai, aapka shandar humsafar 
8. Dum mein kam lekin kam mein dum 
Sasta magar bharosemand washing powder Nirma 
Other examples are given below are taken from the Urdu Newspaper Rashtriya 
Sahara Roznama: 
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W . ^ 
AZM EXIM CONSULTANTS 
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\ y 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 10.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement published in Urdu Newspaper Rashtriya 
Sahara Roznama on Feb. 10, 2008. The title of this 
advertisement is 'export kijye'. Other english words used in this 
advertisement are import, license, documentation, shipping, 
cleaning and banking embedded with the Urdu words as 
mutallik, khidmat and rabta etc. even /re/ of export is written 
as a superscript to make it more compact. 
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Distributer 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 10.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is the advertisement in Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. It is the 
advertisement of Nasrina hair tonic and it is started by the 
statement 'jab apke baa! kanghe ke sath girne lage to' which is 
to the point and compact which arises the curiosity of the 
readers. Selection of word and expression is very appealing. 
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yv sucoessful Xroatment of 
Kl DMEY DISEAS 
NATIONAL POLY 
IN/IEDIOAL CENTRE 
D-107, Near Bilal Mas j id A b u l Faz I 
Enc lave , Jamia Nagar , N e w Delh i -25 
Contact: Personally or by Mobile 
Evening 6.00 to 9.00 only 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 10.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement from Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. Whole 
advertisement is in English but it is published in Urdu 
Newspaper. English is a exocolonial and exoglossic global 
language. It Is the language for wider communication. 
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9 2 1 1 8 3 0 2 1 8 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 10.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement taken from the newspaper Rashtriya 
Sahara Roznama. The title of this advertisement is 'plot barae 
farokht'. It is very compact , simple, straight forward and easy 
to understand. Even 'barae' is written in superscript to make it 
more visible and it is more catchy and appealing. 
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Computer "Teoohor 
Qualified and experienced Computer Teacher 
(not less than 35 years of age) for childern 
(upto class8th)of Happy Home India. Apply on 
plain paper with copies of testimonials within a 
week of this advertisement 
Zakat Foundation of India 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 10.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement taking from Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. 
The main title of this advertisement is 'wanted' and sub-title is 
'computer teacher'. Both the title and sub-title is compact, 
simple, exact and to the point to understand without any 
complications Lti understand! 1 
\^z. 
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(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 17.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement taking from Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. 
The title of the advertisement is 'barae farokht' by which 
nobody can gets the idea of this advertisement by reading its 
heading. He/she Is eager to read further because it arises the , 
curiosity in the readers. 
^H 
Chapter-6 Analysis of News «& Advertisement 
n a z i m a n s s @ y a h o o . c o . i n 
^ w a v e d i g i t a l @ i n d i a t i m e s - c o r r i ^ 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 17.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an avertisement taking from the Rashtriya Sahara 
Roznama. It is the advertisement for the matrimony.The title of 
this advertisement is 'zarurat rishta'. All the necessary 
information is provided to the readers about the age, sex, 
height, education and job. It is a very eye-catchy and simple 
advertisement. 
MC\. 
Chapter-6 Analysis of News & Advertisement 
• ^ 
9S"7 -^4n ^ 008 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 17.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement taking from Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. 
It is an advertisement for the maid-servant. The title of this 
advertisement is 'bacche ke liye khadama ki zarurat' and only 
two sentences are given in this ad, one is 'bare sarkari afsar ke 
ghar mein kaam karne ke liye khadama ki zarurat hai'. In the 
title /hai/ is missing to make it short but in the text sentence is 
completed by /hai/. 
ire 
Chapter-6 
Analysis of News & Advertisement 
SOG.FCRAJ^y/cJ'W 
9 8 1 1 9 1 0 5 5 3 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 17.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement taking from Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. 
It is an advertisement for some job but after reading only the 
title nobody will understand it. The title of this advertisement is 
'ghar beithe'. Some of the English words are also used, for 
example 'society', 'trust', 'pass-port', trade-mark and pan-card 
etc. 
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/ • • 
53-(i'>iiy^j^i^*y^ F-54 
09899509822,0999468085 
(Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, 17.2.08, Sunday, p. 8) 
It is an advertisement from Rashtriya Sahara Roznama. It is an 
advertisement for the eradication of drugs. So the main title is 
'nasha' which is boldest in the advertisement and eyes catch it 
on the first instance. But 'ek din mein' is written in a superscript 
to make it most important information for the readers. Even 
sub-title 'ghar beithe' is also very important and appealing. 
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Chapter 7 Urdu Lexicon and Change 
Some of the Urdu words in use are given below with their 
frequency of usage: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Word 
/mUkAdma/ 
/lUkma/ 
/mAkbul/ 
/kaeci/ 
/kima/ 
/tAkdir/ 
/nUksan/ 
/nAksa/ 
/Ikrar/ 
Astiak/ 
/mUstak/ 
/vakEa/ 
/Aqd/ 
/vakeAtAn/ 
/taAllUk/ 
/kanun/ 
/kAtl/ 
Gloss 
'suite' 
'morsel' 
'popular' 
'scissors' 
'chopped flesh' 
'fate' 
'harm' 
'map' 
'admit' 
'fondness' 
'desirous' 
'event' 
'marriage' 
'factually' 
'concern' 
'lav/ 
'murder' 
Frequency 
46 
58 
61 
67 
68 
54 
69 
83 
67 
56 
71 
59 
54 
58 
66 
56 
79 
179 
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18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
/vAkt/ 
/kAlb/ 
/kAdr/ 
/kAlAm/ 
ZkAyamAt/ 
/makul/ 
/mAzak/ 
/qAbutAr/ 
/qaGAz/ 
/hAlqe-hAlqe/ 
/qAmra/ 
/khavind/ 
/khas/ 
/khalls/ 
/akhri/ 
/akhir/ 
/khUrafat/ 
/khar/ 
ZkhAbAr/ 
/khUd/ 
'time' 
'hearf 
'value' 
'pen' 
'day of judgement' 
'suitable' 
'joke' 
'pigeon' 
'paper* 
'slowl/ 
'room' 
'husband' 
'specific' 
'pure' 
'in the end' 
'In the end' 
'controvers/ 
'thorn' 
'news' 
'self 
65 
76 
54 
69 
80 
65 
71 
45 
46 
35 
52 
45 
21 
29 
26 
28 
43 
34 
26 
54 
180 
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38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
/sakh/ 
/cikh/ 
/Akhbar/ 
/tAnkha/ 
/khan/ 
/khUskhAt/ 
/khUshal/ 
/Ikhtlar/ 
/mUkhtar/ 
/zAkhml/ 
/dArAkhsa/ 
/gUsAlxana/ 
/gor/ 
/gAm/ 
/dag/ 
/dAga/ 
/mUrg/ 
/gUbbara/ 
/nAgma/ 
/gllaf/ 
'branch' 
'cry' 
'newspaper' 
'salary' 
'khan, a surname' 
'good-writing' 
'prosperous' 
'authority' 
'with authority* 
'wounded' 
'brighf 
'bathroom' 
'need' 
'grief 
'spot' 
'deceif 
'bird' 
'balloon' 
'song' 
'cover* 
32 
21 
46 
54 
63 
49 
76 
78 
67 
51 
54 
67 
54 
56 
76 
55 
63 
57 
72 
65 
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58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
/nIGAlna/ 
/Goya/ 
/vAxt/ 
/bAndux/ 
AAbax/ 
^Ullax/ 
/mAzax/ 
/fArax/ 
/fAximI/ 
/fAxAr/ 
/DAm/ 
/qAbAr/ 
/xAtAm/ 
/sAkAl/ 
/zDcAr/ 
/nAqAl/ 
/jAsAn/ 
^AsAr/ 
/AmAl/ 
/5Arf/ 
'to swallow' 
'as if 
'time' 
'revolver' 
'big plate' 
'a nose pendent' 
'joke' 
'difference' 
'a female beggar' 
'pride' 
Icnowledge' 
'grave' 
'finish' 
•face' 
'mention' 
'copy' 
'celebration' 
'resulf 
'practice' 
'honour' 
43 
36 
43 
34 
45 
56 
54 
58 
76 
48 
65 
78 
79 
76 
76 
59 
81 
68 
65 
56 
182 
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78 
79 
80 
81 
Zl 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
/mArz/ 
/Arz/ 
/Arq/ 
/vArq/ 
/rAqm/ 
/vAtn/ 
/sAjr/ 
/xAbr/ 
/dos/ 
/gos/ 
/gAs/ 
/bAn/ 
/dAs dArazi/ 
/ras goi/ 
/kis var/ 
/kaskari / 
/pUs pAnahi/ 
/khan/ 
/bhikhari/ 
/bhukh/ 
'disease' 
'want' 
'Juice' 
'leaf; slice' 
'write; cash' 
'native country' 
'tree' 
'news' 
'friend' 
'flesh' 
'round' 
'close' 
'interference' 
'saying straight forward' 
'on installment' 
'farming' 
'backing; support' 
'mine' 
'beggar' 
'hunger' 
54 
54 
65 
66 
65 
39 
49 
43 
88 
89 
87 
69 
49 
43 
59 
49 
58 
67 
76 
66 
183 
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98 
99 
100 
lOl 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
/bhukha/ 
/bhikh/ 
/jhuth/ 
/jhutha/ 
/rut/ 
/hot/ 
/gid/ 
/paud/ 
/dUk/ 
/dud/ 
'hungry' 
'begging' 
'lie' 
'lier' 
'angr/ 
'lips' 
'vulture' 
'sapling' 
'sorrow' 
'milk' 
67 
68 
76 
67 
71 
83 
58 
65 
51 
59 
184 
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S.No. 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
Word 
zAxirA-e-Alfaz 
xanA-e-xUda 
mAlkA-e-bArtanlya 
raz-e-UlfAt 
vadi-e-kAshmir 
tUlu-e-aftab 
nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt 
zAriA-e-rozgar 
iradA-e-qAtI 
sAda-e-vAtAn 
sAza-e-maut 
bu-e-gUI 
Andaz-e-bAyan 
dastan-e-GAm 
gUl-e-mUhAbbAt 
daur-e-Gallb 
mahrin-e-IIsanlyat 
kUUlyat-e-vAli 
dastan-e-GArib 
Gloss 
'stock of words' 
'love of Gods' 
'queen of England' 
'secret of love' 
'valley of Kashmir' 
'rising of sun' 
'song of love' 
'means of employment' 
'intention of murder* 
'call of nation' 
'death sentence' 
'fragrance of flower' 
'manner or style of expression' 
'story of grief 
'flower of love' 
'period of Ghalib' 
linguists' 
'collection of Vali's poetry' 
'story of a poor man' 
Frequency 
32 
31 
21 
20 
32 
22 
32 
31 
32 
12 
44 
34 
67 
54 
34 
33 
23 
31 
32 
185 
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127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
GAm-e-dll 
vAqt-e-sAhAr 
rAng-e-gUl 
divan-e-Gallb 
z Ururlyat-e-zin d Agi 
elan-e-mAqsAd 
bals-e-fAxr 
mAth-e-sAbAq 
rAsm-e-xAt 
rah-e-nljat 
rah-e-hAq 
lAb-o-IAhja 
Isq-o-mUhAbbAt 
jan-o-mal 
sAvalo-jAvab 
ser-o-sairi 
jan-o-dll 
maJ-o-dauJAt 
'grief of heart' 
'the dawn' 
'colour of flower' 
'poetry of Ghalib' 
'needs of life' 
'declaration of purpose' 
'cause of pride' 
'text of lesson' 
'script' 
'salvation' 
'in the way of God' 
'accenf 
love and affection' 
'life and property* 
'question answer' 
'verse and poetry' 
life and heart' 
'property and wealth' 
78 
65 
34 
21 
34 
44 
56 
43 
45 
65 
64 
44 
43 
54 
51 
88 
80 
93 
186 
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145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
tAsnifat 
vAzirat 
qanunat 
sAbqat 
mahlrat 
serat 
faujat 
sin fat 
zUlmat 
rAsmat 
xAyalato 
Asbabo 
hUquqo 
jAzbato 
HAqalqo 
sAvalato 
Asnafo 
AJfazo 
vUjuhato 
xUsusIyato 
'creative writings' 
'ministers' 
'rules; laws' 
'lessons' 
'experts' 
'verses' 
'armies' 
'genres' 
'cruelties' 
'traditions' 
'thought' 
'reasons' 
'rights' 
'emotions' 
'truths' 
'question' 
'genres' 
'words' 
'reasons' 
'qualities' 
34 
54 
43 
44 
45 
46 
51 
32 
45 
54 
69 
71 
80 
89 
90 
90 
76 
98 
82 
87 
187 
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165 
166 
Asaro 
mUskllato 
'verses' 
'difficulties' 
98 
87 
188 
Conc( usion 
Conclusion 
In Language Census of India it is recorded that Urdu speakers are 
28,620,895 in 1971, 34,941,435 Urdu speakers in 1981 and 43,406,932 Urdu speakers in 
1991. There are 22.08 decadal percentages of Urdu speakers in 1871-81 and 24.29 
decadal percentages of Urdu speakers in 1981-91 (see Table l.l, 1.2). It means there is a 
growth of Urdu speakers of 02.21 decadal percentages. By looking these data of 
Language Census of India we can conclude that number of Urdu speakers is increased. 
More people are accepting Urdu as their mother tongue. Their attitude towards Urdu is 
favorable but on the other hand they want English for higher education and services. 
In chapter-3 data shows that females have the favorable attitude towards English 
as compared to males. 30 to 40 per cent of females of Age group3 prefer Urdu for reading 
and writing. Only 5 to 7 per cent of males of Age group2 prefer reading and writing in 
Urdu and 0 to 5 per cent of females of Age group2 prefer Urdu for reading magazine, 
story books and newspaper and writing to close friends and family members. 
The conclusion is that the speakers of Age group 1 are nnore commercialized than 
the speakers of Age group 3 and females are more conmiercialized than males. 100 per 
cent of males and females prefer English for securing jobs, for education and higher 
studies and for official purpose. 100 per cent of males of Age group2 prefer English in 
secondary school level, college level, and higher education and for official purpose. 100 
per cent of males of Age group3 prefer English for job and education. 100 per cent of 
females of Age group 1,2, 3 prefer English for higher education and jobs. 100 per cent of 
females of Age group 3 prefer English for medium of instruction. Males and females of 
Age group I prefer or want to adopt western ways of life. 100 per cent of males and 
females think that English is the language of business and science and technology. It is 
the impact of commercialization that English is most crucial language and the most 
demanding language in the today's scenario. 
Urdu speakers of all age groups have the favorable attitude towards Urdu. They 
find Urdu as the most prestigious, expressive and soft language but on the other hand 
they think English is the language of science, technology and media. Only English can 
give them a better life and a better future. 
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Conclusion 
In Chapter-4, 18 per cent males of Age group 1 mind it the correct pronunciation 
of Urdu but 82 per cent males of same Age group don't mind it the correct pronunciation 
of Urdu while 24 per cent females of same group mind it and 76 per cent don't mind it. 
58 per cent males of Age group2 don't mind it correct pronunciation of Urdu and 46 per 
cent females of same Age group don't mind it but 42 percent males and 54 per cent 
females of Age group2 mind it correct pronunciation of Urdu. 93 per cent males of Age 
groups and 82 per cent females of Age group 3 strongly mind it what to pronounce how 
to pronounce and where to pronounce the word. When the researcher asks the reason 
behind it speakers said that they do this because "its chalta hai". 
The hypothesis of this work is "if any three age groups of Urdu speakers are 
ranked in a scale (as the older generation is less commercialized and younger generation 
is more commercialized and more prone to social change) then they will be ranked in the 
same order by their difTerenttal attitude of Urdu (older generation do mind for Urdu and 
younger generation does not mind for Urdu)". The hypothesis of this work is stand 
confirmed by the data in this chapter. This variation in the field is seen due to the impact 
of television on common masses in particular and commercialization in general. 
In Chapter-5, 18 per cent of males of Age group 1 mind it using of compound 
word structure of Urdu 82 per cent of males of same Age group don't mind it using of 
compound word structure of Urdu while 24 per cent of females of same group mind it 
using of compound word structure of Urdu and 76 per cent don't mind it. 58 per cent of 
males of Age group2 don't mind it and 46 per cent of females of same Age group don't 
mind it but 42 percent of males and 54 per cent of females mind it of Age group2. 93 per 
cent of males of Age groupS and 82 per cent of females of Age group 3 strongly mind it 
using of compound words in Urdu, strongly mind it pluralization of Urdu words and 
strongly mind it in using prefixes and suffixes in Urdu words. All these compounds are 
not used by Urdu speakers in the field. Only few of them responded on these types of 
compound words. The older generation peoples used these types of words in their day to 
day conversation but younger generation do not used them in their day to day 
conversation and this is very easily seen in the data collected by the researcher in the 
field. 
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Condusion 
In Ch£^ter-6, Sentence structure is selected from the field to show the language 
analysis of electronic and print media. Idioms and Phrases of Urdu collected from the 
field from older generation of Urdu Speakers which are out-dated in the new generation 
speakers. Analysis of songs from the Hindi (Hirdu) Movie is done to show the 
prominence of Urdu in film industry. Analysis of headlines of Urdu newspaper is done 
from Qaumi Awaz, Rashtriya Sahara Roznama Delhi, Rashtriya Sahara Roznama, Dawat, 
New Delhi and Hindustan Express, New Delhi. Analysis of advertisement from TV 
commercials, newspaper and magazine advertisements and hoardings is done to show the 
impact of commercialization on Urdu language. The main concluding remark is that 
language is just a matter of conversation for the young generation but for the older 
generation people it is a language of prestige, love and expressiveness. They want their 
language as simple as they can. 
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Appendix-1 
Questionnaire 
Section—1 
1. Name of the respondent: 
City: Lucknow [ ] 
Sex: male [ ] 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Aligarh [ ] 
female [ ] 
Age: 16-25 years [ ] 
26-45 years [ ] 
46-80 years [ ] 
Mother tongue: Urdu [ ] 
Whether read and write in Urdu 
Delhi [ ] 
read & write [ ] only read [ ] only write [ ] 
7. Other languages known 
Language understand speak read write 
a) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
b) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
c) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Section—2 
1. What language do you use in the following contexts? 
a) talking to people in locality 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
b) talking to people in school, college, university 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
c) talking to family members 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
d) talking to colleagues 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
2. What language is used by you when you meet an Urdu speaking stranger? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
3. What language do you use when you visit an office, hospital or market? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
4. What language do you use for entertainment? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
5. What language do you use while talking to your teacher/ student? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
6. In what language do you watch TV programmes? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
7. In what language do you listen radio programmes? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
8. In what language do you read magazines? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
9. In what language do you read newspaper? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
10. What language do you use while writing to? 
a) close friends 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
b) family members 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
11. Specify the language you use in printing invitations of marriage and other 
ceremonies. 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
12. What language you use for creative writings like articles, stories and poetry? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
Section—3 
1. To what medium of instruction would you like to send your children? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
2. What language you will prefer to use to make social contacts? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
3. If there is a group and all are bilinguals of your speech community, in such a 
situation, in which language you will prefer to communicate. 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
4. What language do you think is the most ideal for medium at the level of? 
a) primary school 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
b) secondary school 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
c) college 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
5. What language do you think is the most useful for the following? 
a) to secure jobs 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
b) to purpose higher education. 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
c) to communicate with other groups 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
6. What language would you prefer in welcoming guests/ departing from guests, 
relatives and friends etc. ? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
7. What language would you prefer in performing certain religious practices? 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
8. What language would you prefer for office use 
Urdu [ ] English [ ] 
9. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
What you prefer urdu language to b 
language of administration 
medium of instruction 
at primary level 
middle school level 
+2 level 
graduate level 
post graduate level 
mass media 
e used f( 
Urdu 
Urdu 
Urdu 
Urdu 
Urdu 
Urdu 
Urdu 
Dr the fol 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
lowing purposes: 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
1 ] 
1 ] 
10. Answer the following questions in 'yes' or 'no'. 
a) Could Indian society progress with the progression of science and technology? 
Yes [ ] no [ ] 
b) Is English the language of science and technology? 
Yes [ ] no [ ] 
c) Could Indian society progress with English? 
Yes [ ] no [ ] 
d) Should Indian society adopt foreign ways of life? 
Yes [ ] no [ ] 
e) Should foreign languages also be taught in Indian university? 
Yes [ ] no [ ] 
List of selected words: 
Appendix-2 
Serial no. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Urdu Orthography 
jJ^ 
fjLe 
/\X)_>iijo 
- ^ ^ 
L ^ J i J 
/J L^ J^uJ^ 
JS^ 
f^3-^ 
Ji-i 
J ^ i 
J-^ 
L H ^ 
J .AJ> 
J-^>-c 
i-ij-ji) 
Transcription 
/fAxr/ 
/ I lm/ 
/ mUqAdma / 
1 qaeci / 
/ nIgAlna / 
/ GUslxana / 
/qAbr/ 
/ xAtm / 
/ sAkl / 
/ zlkr / 
/ nAql / 
/jAsn/ 
/ hAsAr / 
/Ami/ 
/sArAf/ 
Gloss 
'pride' 
'knowledge' 
'suite' 
'scissor' 
'to swallow' 
'bathroom' 
'grave' 
'finish' 
'face' 
'mention' 
'copy' 
'celebration' 
'result' 
'practice' 
'honour' 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
iPJ-^ 
0i)j-c 
J j - ^ 
c3J J 
f ^ J 
U-l^J 
J-?-^ 
OiL_LJ 
J^ 
rJOuS 
^^ I X . l , j i ) 1 
J_Lc 
/xs9l3 
J_9 J_L_^ 
J' >^ 
^ ^ 
l i L_^  
/ mArAz / 
/ ArAz / 
/ ArAq / 
/ vArAq / 
/ rAqAm / 
/ vAtAn / 
/ sAjAr / 
/ qAfAs / 
/ xAbAr / 
/ qlma / 
/ Istiaq / 
/Aqd/ 
/ vaqEa / 
/ bAnduq / 
/ mAzaq / 
/ kAbutAr / 
/ kaGAz / 
'disease' 
'want; need' 
'juice' 
'leaf; slice' 
"write; cash" 
'native country" 
'tree' 
'a cage' 
'news' 
'chopped flesh' 
'fondness" 
'marrige' 
'event' 
'revolver' 
'joke' 
'pigeon' 
'paper' 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
_ ^ 1 _ ^ 
J l c 
0 > 1 \ C 
.A^ 
J3-^ 
P^ 
i'-^  
U J 
Jlj 
^ L j J 
» j j 1 
• L ^ J ^ 
Jl J 
IIJLJUJJ J) 
cjul)3_5 
i_iuii_5 
a _ ^ 
/ tAmbaku / 
/Gllaf/ 
/ GUbbara / 
/ GAlAti / 
/ Gaur / 
/GAm/ 
/daG/ 
/ dAGa / 
/ zala / 
/ ziya / 
/ AzdAha / 
/ mizga / 
/zaz/ 
/ dost / 
/ gost / 
/ gAst / 
/ bAnd / 
'tobacco' 
'cover' 
'ballon' 
'mistake' 
'need" 
'grief 
'spot' 
'deceit' 
'frost' 
'light' 
'crocodile' 
'eyebrow' 
'a kind of thistle' 
'friend' 
'flesh' 
'round' 
'close' 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
(5 j 1 J JLJL^ d 
^^AJLJJI 1 J 
J _r)."i <a S^  
c5 
( ^ L_L_jJLl>_j 
^ 1 ^S 
L?T 
d^i ^ 
^5^^ 
r -
( j3_i j 3 
Chfj^j 
o ^ 
( - h ' 3 ^ 
uLf^ 
ui >> 
/ dAstdArazi / 
/ rastgoi / 
/ kistvar / 
/ kastkari / 
/ pUstpAnahi / 
/ ghas/ 
/ata/ 
/ dak / 
/jhGt/ 
/ becna/ 
/dono/ 
/zAbane/ 
IhZl 
/kue/ 
/jAha/ 
/xlza/ 
'interferences' 
'saying straight 
forward' 
'on installment" 
•farming" 
'back; support' 
'grass' 
'flour' 
'post' 
'lie' 
'to sell' 
'both' 
'languages" 
'pi. of verb'be'" 
'wells' 
'world' 
'automn' 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
11. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
C h ? ^ 
«^hM-^ 
Ail 
^^•3-i 
• ^ ^ 
.p_L^i 
•A J_J3_^ 
^ l ^ 
c"-^  
« > S J H J ^ 
^ ^ ^ 
« - ^ u ^ 
is^^ 
'i'^^-^r 
^ j p ^ 
<il_j.jij_9 J 
/nAhi/ 
/kAhi/ 
/Uth/ 
/ poch / 
/ pankh / 
/ pith / 
/ dhith / 
/gundh / 
/ ganth / 
/sakh/ 
/ bhikari / 
/bhuk / 
/ bhik / 
/bhuka/ 
/jhut/ 
/ taviz / 
/ dusre / 
'no' 
'said' 
'stand up' 
'be wiped" 
'wing; feather" 
'back' 
'stubborn' 
'be kneaded' 
'knot' 
'conch-shell" 
'beggar" 
'hunger' 
'beggary" 
'hungry' 
'lie" 
'amulet' 
'other' 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
J - ^ J ' 
JJ:^-US 
p_5_)L_^_o 
OLc^T 
p i .3 1 J 
L^Lo 
> ^ ' j - ^ 
C J ^ \ :> 
J J L ^ 
>^1-^ 
Q j i _ ^ 
o_5 9 
1 _9 J 
' ^ J 
j l - i -5 
j ' j j ' 
t j J j 3 
/upar/ 
/ sAhar / 
/ malum / 
/ asman / 
/ badam / 
/ matha / 
/ barAbAr / 
/ dalan / 
/ cadAr / 
/caqu / 
/ mUhAbbAt / 
/ mUqAddAr / 
/ quvvAt / 
/ dAva / 
/ f i t / 
/ tAyyar / 
/ auzar/ 
/ dAulAt / 
'up' 
'dawn' 
'known' 
'sky' 
'almond' 
'forehead' 
'equal' 
'verandah' 
'sheet' 
'knife' 
'love' 
'fate' 
'strength' 
'medicine' 
'rituals' 
'ready' 
'instrument' 
'wealth' 
Appendix-3 
Morphology in the field: 
Transcription 
zAxirA-e-Alfaz 
xanA-e-xUda 
mAlkA-e-bArtanlya 
raz-e-UlfAt 
vadi-e-kAshmir 
tUlu-e-aftab 
nAGmA-e-mUhAbbAt 
zAriA-e-rozgar 
iradA-e-qAtl 
sAda-e-vAtAn 
sAza-e-maut 
bu-e-gul 
Andaz-e-bAyan 
dastan-e-GAm 
gUl-e-mUhAbbAt 
daur-e-Gallb 
mahrin-e-llsanlyat 
kUllIyat-e-vAli 
dastan-e-GArib 
GAm-e-dll 
vAqt-e-sAhAr 
rAng-e-gUl 
Word Orthography 
JalaJi 6 J i i . i 
l i k / oU. 
/sOJUa^ e<_$J^ 
C^\j\j 
j \ n.ui ^ cS -i 1 J 
<_) 1 "i k~\ ^J-Lta 
OLJ_S * pJ__i 
jl^jSj rsijj:^ 
JJLJ «J 1 J 1 
i j L j ^ l i - a 
L I J C-0^>_l \jLil 
L ^ ^ J J 
j L u j l l i l 
/ j X O l j L w b 
L'M^^ (JS 
V—lllc-JjJ 
djlj'tl ml (jJ^Lo 
JjOUK 
t—UjC. (jliallj 
J j ^ 
j a ^ C j i j 
L ^ c ^ j 
Gloss 
'stock of words' 
'house of Gods' 
'queen of England' 
'secret of love' 
'valley of Kashmir' 
'rising of sun' 
'song of love' 
'means of employment' 
'intention of murder' 
'call of nation' 
'death sentence' 
'fragrance of flower' 
'manner or style of expression* 
'story of grief 
'flower of love' 
'period of Ghalib' 
'linguists' 
'collection of Vali's poetry' 
'story of a poor man' 
'grief of heart' 
'the dawn' 
'colour of flower' 
divan-e-Gallb 
zUrurlyat-e-zIndAgi 
elan-e-mAqsAd 
bals-e-fAxr 
mAth-e-sAbAq 
rAsm-e-xAt 
rah-e-nljat 
rah-e-hAq 
lAb-o-lAhja 
Isq-o-mUhAbbAt 
jan-o-mal 
sAvalo-jAvab 
ser-o-sairi 
jan-o-dll 
mal-o-dauIAt 
i-A£. j j l jJj 
lA^j "^^JJJ^ 
^,^•a^ (j*^f^^ 
j ^ ( . l i c l j 
i3f^  ( j ^ 
I L S - ^ J 
1" il 7> 1 el J 
ij^^h 
/0«LfJ3sJ 
•'' • "^ " » i^J^JiC-
cJ^ J (jW-
1^1 &;^  • (Jl^jjui 
^ jcLuU « V(.u) 
cb JUW-
Cllji J (JLa 
'poetry of Ghalib' 
'needs of life' 
'declaration of puq^ose' 
'cause of pride' 
'text of lesson' 
'script' 
'salvation' 
'in the way of God' 
'accent' 
'love and affection' 
'life and property' 
'question answer' 
'verse and poetry' 
'life and heart' 
'property and wealth' 
Urdu Morphology in use Urdu Morphology Gloss 
be xUshui j^^ na xUsh ij>y>- U 'unhappy' 
Gair Insafitjril-^l j ^ na Insafi t5^l-^i J^ 'injustice' 
bAd hAyaLj^  -^  
bAd hoshuijJA? 
be hAya ^ ^ 
be hosh U^JJ ^ 
'shameless' 
unconscious 
Urdu Morphology in use 
qAlAm da 
dAva nlgar 
Ahsan fAros 
qArz mAnd 
navll go 
^6P 
kUnba bAndi 
AdAb da 
Urdu Morphology 
qAlAm dan 
dAva saz 
Ahsan fAramos 
qArz dar 
navll nlgar 
kUnba pArasti 
Adib 
Gloss 
'penstand' 
'druggist' 
'ungrateful' 
'indebtor' 
'novelist' 
'biasing to own family' 
'literary writer' 
Urdu-Sg 
xAyal 
sAbAb 
t i l l 11 
hAq 
jAzba 
hAq 
Urdu-PI in use 
xAyalato 
Asbabo 
hUquqo 
jAzbato 
hAqalqo 
Urdu-PI 
xAyalat 
Asbab 
hUquq 
jAzbat 
hAqalq 
Gloss 
'thought' 
'reasons' 
'rights' 
'emotions' 
'facts' 
sAval 
sinf 
lAfz 
vAje 
6 ^ J 
xUsusIyat 
ser 
mUskll 
sAvalato 
Asnafo 
AlfazQ 
vUjuhato 
xUsusIyato 
Asaro 
mUSkllato 
savalat 
Asnaf 
Alfaz 
vUjahat 
xUsusIyat 
Asar 
mUskllat 
'question' 
'genre' 
'words' 
'reasons' 
'quality' 
'verses' 
'difficulties" 
Urdu-Sg 
tAsnif 
vAzir 
qanun 
sAbAq 
3^ 
mahir 
ser 
fauj 
Urdu-PI in use 
tAsnifat 
L " <i c 1 1 . •j'^'i 
vAzirat 
qanunat 
sAbqat 
mahlrat 
serat 
fauj at 
Urdu-PI 
tAsanif 
vUzAra 
qAvanin 
Asbaq 
mahrin 
Asar 
Afvaj 
Gloss 
'creative writings' 
'ministers' 
'rules; laws' 
'lessons' 
'experts' 
'verses' 
'armies' 
c> 
sinf 
zUlm 
rAsm 
Cjl3>jS 
sinfat 
zUlmat 
rAsmat 
jrljil 
Asnaf 
mAzallm 
rUsum 
'genres' 
'crualities' 
'traditions' 
Appen(iix-4 
S. no. 
1. 
2. 
-> 
J . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Transcription 
dada Abba 
dadi Ammi 
taya Abba 
bare Abba 
tai ammi 
bari Amma 
cAccajan 
cAccijan 
phupajan 
phUpajan 
phupi jan 
phUpi jan 
nana Abba 
nani Ammi 
mamu jan 
U. Orthography 
LJjl 1 J 1 J 
^ 1 (i 3 1 J 
U J I L J L J 
u <^ 
^ 1 <^l_i 
j_5vjol }Sjj 
\^ t T V 
o l - > c F ^ ^ 
ol> U^^  
obrLji^^ 
• ^ ^ i^S^. 
^ ^ <.5VS^ 
LJjl L J L J 
LT^' L 5 - ' L J 
(j L> _j_/) I 0 
Gloss 
'grandfather' 
'grandmother' 
'uncle, father's elder brother' 
'uncle, father's elder brother' 
'the wife of father's elder brother" 
'the wife of father's elder brother' 
'uncle, father's young brother' 
'the wife of father's younger brother' 
'father's sister's husband" 
'father's sister"s husband" 
'father's sister' 
'father's sister' 
'grandfather, mother's father' 
'grandmother, mother's mother' 
'mother's brother' 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Abba j an 
Amma 
ma 
dUlhe bhai 
apa 
api 
sauhAr 
miya 
nAnd 
nAndoi 
devAr 
devrani 
jeth 
jithani 
dAdlya sUsAr 
dAdlya sas 
nAnlya sUsAr 
u ^ l-^i 
Uol 
U 1—^  
^^. <=^3^ 
t 
c r ^ ' 
J^^Jli 
U LJL-JO 
xU> 
i j X ^ 
J ^ J ^ 
o-*' J > ^ ^ 
•^Xpr 
j_5vjLgiA:> 
J-JUUJJ I J J J 
yi) Lu) 1 ) J J) 
J /.I .ii 1 1 1 1 
'father' 
'mother' 
'mother' 
'sister's husband' 
'elder sister' 
'elder sister' 
'husband' 
'husband' 
'husband's sister' 
'sister-in-law's husband' 
'brother in law, husband's younger brother 
'wife of husband's younger brother' 
'brother-in-law, husband's elder's brother' 
'wife of husband's elder brother' 
'grandfather-in-law' 
'grandmother-in-law' 
'grandfather-in-law' 
nAnha sas 
mAmlva sUsAr 
mAmI) a sas 
cAcIva sUsAr 
cAcIva sas 
bhAtija 
bhAtiji 
bhanja 
bhanji 
pota 
poti 
nAvvasa 
nAwasi 
0^ U J 
J-cOwo) L_x_i-
0^ La) I—LJ-
J_ai_a) 
0^ La) 
/ • ^ ^ r ' r S ^ 
i_S^<«:rH^ 
/ O t ; l*^  
i j o t j L ^ 
I j > - j 
'"randmother-in-lavv" 
'husband's or wife's mother's brother' 
"husband's or wife's mother's brother's uife ' 
"husband's or wife's father's vounsier brother' 
'husband's or wife's father's vounaer brother's 
wife' 
"brother's son' 
"brother's daughter' 
"sister s son 
"sister's daughter' 
"grand son" 
c ^ - ^ 
Leo 3 ^ 
c ^ ' 3-^ 
•grand daughter' 
"grand son" 
•grand daughter" 
Note: All these kinship words are less in number to take. Today the use of addressers and addressees 
are changed. For example, khalajaan, phuphijaan, chachijaan and mamijaan are just reduced to "auntif 
who do not contain the essence of khalajaan, phuphijaan, chachijaan and mamijaan same as khaiujaan. 
phuphajaan, chachajaan and mamujaan are reduced to "uncle". 
